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Abstract 
Titanium aluminide (TiAl) and nickel-titanium (NiTi) intermetallic alloys have attracted 
widespread attention owing to their outstanding properties, which are widely applied in 
aerospace and automobile engineering areas. Whereas, the weak points of poor ambient 
temperature plasticity and formability made TiAl alloys difficult to be machined into complex 
components, narrowing their practical application. Besides, it is also a hard task to fabricate 
NiTi parts because of the high reactivity and high ductility of the alloy which results in 
difficulties in the processing and machining, which altogether limited the starting form of NiTi 
devices to simple geometries. In recent years, additive manufacturing exhibits its potential to 
be a viable production route to fabricate TiAl and NiTi intermetallic alloys. Wire arc additive 
manufacturing (WAAM) is a promising technique for directly fabricating large intricately 
shaped metal components, which offers the potential for significant cost and time savings 
compared to conventional manufacturing methods.  
In this research work, an innovative wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process is 
applied to fabricate TiAl and NiTi alloys through dynamic in situ alloying from separate wires 
within a molten pool generated by the gas tungsten arc welding process. The correlation 
between the microstructure evolution and properties improvement of the WAAM-processed 
TiAl and NiTi alloys were systematically analyzed in terms of different aspects. In order to 
investigate the effects of phase constituents on the microstructure, mechanical properties, and 
oxidation resistance of WAAM-fabricated TiAl intermetallic alloys, three compositionally 
consistent TiAl components with different phase constituents and a functionally graded TiAl 
component with a designed constitution gradient from pure Ti to Ti-50at%Al was successfully 
fabricated through WAAM and subsequent comparative studies were further conducted. 
In addition, in order to improve the properties of WAAM binary TiAl, the effect of alloying 
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elements introduced during the WAAM process was investigated and correlated with 
microstructure and mechanical properties. The introduction of V from Ti6Al4V alloy was 
revealed to maintain the flat features of the lamellar interface of the resultant TiAl alloy. The 
microhardness and tensile properties were greatly increased by introducing V due to the general 
absence of the interdendritic γ phase and the V-ductilization effect. 
In addition, the influence of location on the Ni-rich NiTi alloy processed by WAAM with 
substrate preheating was investigated. The phase evolution was significantly affected by the 
extraordinary thermal history during the deposition process, resulting in the distinct anisotropic 
microstructure along build height, and thus affected the mechanical properties. Apart from that, 
the effects of process parameters including deposition current and substrate heating 
temperature on the texture, precipitation, phase transformation, and mechanical response were 
revealed, aiming at providing a reference for further processing. 
Finally, a protective NiTi layer on a Ti6Al4V substrate was deposited using WAAM through 
in-situ alloying of separate pure Ni and Ti wire to enhance surface mechanical properties. The 
influence of arc current on the microstructure, phase formation, microhardness transition and 
dry-wear characteristics of the coatings were systematically analyzed. Crack-free and dense 
composite coatings, consisting of major NiTi2 phase with minor coarse NiTi dendrites or with 
fine α Ti dendrites, depending on the arc current, were obtained. Sliding wear results revealed 
that the NiTi coatings exhibited superior wear resistance to the substrate and the coefficient of 
friction was considerably lower than that of the uncoated substrate.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 General 
Lightweight Titanium aluminide (TiAl) alloys have attracted widespread attention benefit from 
their outstanding properties, including high specific strength and stiffness, superior corrosion 
resistance, excellent creep and oxidation resistance, which are considered to be one of the most 
promising material in the applications of automobiles and aero engines. Whereas, the weak 
points of poor ambient temperature plasticity and formability made TiAl alloys difficult to be 
machined into complex components, such as vanes and blades, narrowing their practical 
application. Nickel-titanium (NiTi) is an attractive alloy due to its unique functional properties 
(i.e., shape memory effect and superelasticity behaviors), low stiffness, biocompatibility, 
damping characteristics, and corrosion behavior. It is, however, a hard task to fabricate and 
machine NiTi parts in comparison to more conventional engineering alloys because of the 
inherent pseudoelasticity, high reactivity, and severe work hardening that results in rapid tool 
wear, poor surface quality, and anisotropic thermally-induced mechanical behaviors. 
Considering the difficulties in processing and machining of TiAl and NiTi alloys at ambient 
temperature, compared with conventional fabrication methodologies, the additive 
manufacturing (AM) processes could provide an effective alternative to produce dense 
structural components. Up to present, AM technologies have been widely applied to fabricate 
non-metallic materials like ceramics and polymers, and metallic parts like titanium alloys, 
nickel superalloys, aluminum alloys, steel, high-entropy alloys, and intermetallic alloys. 
WAAM is a promising technique for directly fabricating large intricately shaped metal 
components, which offers the potential for significant cost and time savings compared with 
conventional manufacturing methods. However, in comparison with the powder-based AM, it 
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is less suitable to manufacture neither TiAl nor NiTi alloys since the TiAl wire is not 
commercially available resulting from the brittle nature and the fabrication cost of NiTi wire 
is too expensive. In this research, an innovative dual wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) 
process equipped with a twin-wire feeding system is utilized to in-situ deposit TiAl and NiTi 
components by adjusting the wire feed speed ratio in order to control the material composition.  
To further optimize the WAAM process of producing TiAl and NiTi alloys, in-depth studies 
are necessary to reveal the correlation between microstructure evolution and material properties 
of the additive manufactured TiAl and NiTi. 
1.2 Objectives of Current Research 
The fundamental objective of the current research is to establish correlations between 
microstructure evolution and property improvement of TiAl and NiTi intermetallic alloys 
during the WAAM fabrication process. The general tasks are listed in Fig. 1-1. 
 
Fig. 1-1. Tasks frame for the present research. 
The effects of phase constituents and ternary alloy elements addition on microstructure and 
mechanical properties were analyzed for the purpose of providing valuable references for 
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fabricating TiAl alloys with acceptable and even superior properties during the WAAM 
process. Furthermore, the effection of location and process parameters on the evolution of 
texture, precipitation, phase transformation and mechanical response of Ni-rich NiTi alloys 
during the WAAM process with the aim of offering effective strategies for process 
optimization. Finally, NiTi in-situ coating on Ti alloys realized by WAAM is proposed and 
successfully achieved for surface modification to improve the surface wear resistance.  
1.3 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis contains 8 chapters listed and organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 reviews the development and specific classification of additive manufacturing 
technology. Besides, the basic knowledge with the research fields of TiAl and NiTi alloys 
including the intrinsic material properties, conventional and innovative manufacturing 
techniques. Finally, the properties and defects of TiAl and NiTi alloys in the current AM 
research were reviewed and summarized. 
Chapter 3 introduces the composition and standard of raw materials, the structure of the 
WAAM manufacturing system, and the characterization methodologies and the corresponding 
instruments utilized in this research. 
Chapter 4 studies the effects of phase constituents on the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of TiAl alloys fabricated using the WAAM method conducted by two separate 
investigations.  One is focusing on controlling the phase composition to get two single-phase 
and one dual-phase TiAl materials (single α2, dual α2+ and single ) and comparing the 
microstructure and properties. The other one is to characterize the transition and correlation of 
microstructure, mechanical properties and oxidation behavior of a functionally graded material 
with a designed composition range from pure Ti to Ti-50 at% Al fabricated by WAAM methods. 
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Chapter 5 mentions the effects of ternary alloy elements on the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of WAAM-processed TiAl alloys. The introduction method of the ternary elements 
during the WAAM process is innovative and could provide a  valuable reference for fabricating 
other materials or introducing any other ternary elements during the WAAM fabricating 
process. 
Chapter 6 reveals the effects of location and process parameters on the microstructure, texture, 
precipitation, phase transformation and mechanical response of Ni-rich NiTi alloys fabricated 
by WAAM. Two principle process parameters containing deposition current and substrate 
heating temperature were evaluated in this section.  
In Chapter 7, a protective NiTi layer was deposited on a Ti6Al4V substrate using the WAAM 
technique through in-situ alloying of separate pure Ni and Ti wire to enhance surface 
mechanical properties. The influence of arc current on the microstructure, phase formation, 
microhardness transition and dry-wear characteristics of the coatings were systematically 
analyzed.  
Chapter 8 summarises the present research findings and makes recommendations correlated to 
the future work of the WAAM-processed intermetallics. 
1.4 Original research contributions 
This research concentrates on an inexpensive and rapid WAAM-produced intermetallic 
structures. The correlation between microstructure evolution and properties improvement of  
WAAM-processed intermetallic alloys were systematically analyzed and summarized. The 
main contributions are listed as follows. 
(1) In-depth investigations on the effects of phase constituents on the microstructure, 
mechanical properties, and oxidation resistance of WAAM-fabricated TiAl 
intermetallic alloys. By adjusting the wire feeding ratios, a functionally graded TiAl 
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component with a designed constitution gradient was successfully fabricated and the 
evolution of phase and correlated properties inside the wall structure were revealed. 
(2) An innovative strategy to introduce ternary alloying elements in wire arc additive 
manufacturing of TiAl intermetallic aiming at improving material properties. 
Specifically, In order to introduce vanadium as a ternary alloying element during the 
WAAM process, a crack-free Ti45Al2.2V  bulk with 2.2 at% V addition utilizing the 
Ti6Al4V and Al wires consumables. The introduction of V from Ti6Al4V alloy was 
revealed to maintain the flat features of the lamellar interface the resultant TiAl alloy. The 
microhardness and tensile properties were greatly increased by introducing V due to the 
general absence of the interdendritic γ phase and the V ductilization effect.  
(3) Comprehensive investigations into the influences of location and process parameters 
on the Ni-rich NiTi alloys during the WAAM deposition process. Location 
dependence of microstructure, phase transformation and mechanical properties on Ni-rich 
NiTi alloy fabricated using the WAAM method coupled with substrate preheating was 
demonstrated and systematically analyzed. The distinct anisotropic microstructure with 
increased Ni4Ti3 content but decreased Ni3Ti content from lower to upper region leads 
to obviously decreasing transformation temperature, increasing hardness and tensile 
strength but reduced ductility. Besides, the effects of deposition current and substrate 
heating temperature on the texture, precipitation, phase transformation, and mechanical 
response were revealed, aiming at providing a reference for further processing. 
(4) In-situ deposition of NiTi-coating on Ti6Al4V alloys using the WAAM method for 
surface modification. The WAAM technique was utilized to deposit a protective NiTi 
layer on a Ti6Al4V substrate through in-situ alloying of separate pure Ni and Ti wire to 
enhance surface mechanical properties. The influence of arc current on the microstructure, 
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phase formation, microhardness transition and dry-wear characteristics of the coatings 
were systematically analyzed. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
In this chapter, the microstructure and properties of two different intermetallic alloys including 
TiAl and NiTi fabricated by various AM methodologies were reviewed. The correlation 
between microstructure evolution and properties improvement of AM-processed intermetallic 
alloys were summarized. The up-to-date methodologies including pre-deposition, in-deposition, 
and post-deposition properties improvement are points of focus, such as process selection, 
composition determination,  process parameter optimization, postprocessing treatment.  
2.1 Additive manufacturing techniques 
According to ASTM F2792-10 standard, additive manufacturing (AM) has been defined as “a 
process of combining materials to fabricate components according to 3D model data, usually 
followed a layer-upon-layer mode, as opposed to traditional subtractive manufacturing 
methodologies” [1]. So far, AM technologies have been widely applied to fabricate non-
metallic materials like ceramics [2] and polymers [3], and metallic parts like titanium alloys 
[4-7], nickel superalloys [8, 9], aluminum alloys [10-13], steel [14, 15], high-entropy alloys 
[16-19]  and intermetallic alloys [20-25]. During the AM process, powder or wire feedstock is 
fully melted under a heat source and subsequently transformed into a solid part of a designed 
geometrical shape layer by layer repeatedly [26]. Various AM processes are applied or 
investigated to deposit metals, such as selective laser melting (SLM), electron beam melting 
(EBM), direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), laser engineered net shaping (LENS), direct metal 
deposition (DMD), laser cladding (LC), plasma transferred arc selected free form fabrication 
(PTAS FFF) and wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM). The above-mentioned AM 
techniques could be categorized according to feedstock condition, build volume, energy source, 
etc. Here, the additive manufacturing systems are divided into the following three categories: 
(i) powder bed systems, (ii) powder feed systems, and (iii) wire feed systems. Table 2-1 
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displays representative specification of AM equipment sources.  
Table 2-1 Specifications of AM equipment sources  
System Process Build volume 
volume (mm) 
or velocity (kg/h) 
Energy source 
Powder bed 
ARCAM (A2) EBM 200×200×350 7 kW electron beam 
EOS (M280) DMLS 250×250×325 200-400 W Yb-fiber laser 
Concept laser cusing (M3) SLM 
SLM 
SLM 
SLM 
SLM 
SLM 
300×350×300 200 W fiber laser 
MTT (SLM 250) 250×250×300 100-400 W Yb-fiber laser 
Phenix system group 250×250×300 500 W fiber laser 
Renishaw (AM 250) 245×245×360 200 or 400 W laser 
Realizer (SLM 250) 250×250×220 100, 200, or 400 W laser 
Matsuura (Lumex Advanced 25) 250×250  diameter 400 W Yb fiber laser; hybrid 
additive/subtractive system 
Powder feed 
Optomec (LENS 850-R) LENS 900×1500×900 1 or 2 kW IPG fiber laser 
POM DMD (66R) DMD 3,200°×3°, 
670°×360° 
1-5 kW fiber diode or disk laser 
Accufusion laser consolidation LC 1000×1000×1000 Nd:YAG laser 
Irepa laser LC 
LC 
LC 
- Laser cladding 
Laser cladding Trumpf 600×1000  
Huffman (HC-205) - CO2 laser cladding 
Wire feed 
House-assembly WLAM 0.7kg/h Trumpf HLD 3504 Nd:YAG rod laser 
Sciaky (NG1) EBFFF EBDM 762×483×508 >40 kW @ 60 kV welder 
MER plasma transferred arc selected 
FFF 
PTAS FFF 610×610×5182 Plasma transferred arc using two 350A 
DC power supplies 
Honeywell ion fusion formation IFF 2-4 kg/h Plasma arc-based welding 
 
House-assembly 
 
GTAW-AM 
 
1-2 kg/h 
200A GTAW power source / 
520 A GTAW power source (EWM 
Tetrix521) 
House-assembly GMAW-AM 6-8 kg/h FRONIUS TPS4000 power supply 
House-assembly CMT-AM 2-4 kg/h Fronius CMT power source 
2.1.1 Powder bed additive manufacturing 
In powder bed AM systems, the building envelope is an enclosed chamber operated in a 
vacuum or inert gas circumstance to prevent oxidation during the deposition process (the 
residual oxygen content is less than 0.1%). In the center of the chamber, a reservoir of metal 
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powder is smoothed using a leveling system. Before deposition, the chamber will be preheated 
to a given temperature depending on the heating source, about 100 °C for laser and 700 °C for 
electron beam [27]. During the powder-bed AM process, a powder bed is produced by 
unfolding powder across the work area. Energy for melting or sintering the powder into the 
designed shape is delivered by an electron beam or a laser beam. The laser or electron beam is 
then scanned over the surface of the metal powder in the pattern of the part, building up a single 
layer, usually between 20 and 200 µm thick. The supplemental powder is raked by roller in the 
work area after a layer was deposited, and the process is repeated to fabricate a desired solid 
3D shape component. Finally, loose powder and supports should be removed. The schematic 
of a generic powder bed system is shown in Fig. 2-1. The advantages of this approach contain 
its capability of producing high geometrical accuracy, internal passages, and maintain 
dimensional control [28].  
The most popular powder bed AM are SLM, DMLS, and EBM. The largest difference between 
them is the power source. The source for SLM and DMLS is laser beam while for EBM is 
electron beam. Laser beam sources for SLM and DMLS are single-mode fibre lasers in 
continuous wave mode that emit radiation with a wavelength of 1060–1080 nm in the near-
infrared. Typical spot sizes of the laser beam in the focal plane are in the range of 50–180 µm 
[29, 30], depending on different deposition systems. The electron beam as the heat source in 
the EBM process is generated in an electron gun before accelerated at 60 kV, focused by 
electromagnetic lenses and directed by a magnetic scan coil to the desired positions in the x-y 
plane on the substrate [31]. The parameters, such as power, focus, and scan speed, are generally 
dependent on the selection of beam current, focus offset and speed function, respectively. 
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Fig. 2-1. Schematic diagrams of the powder bed AM systems using different heat sources (a) 
laser beam AM, (b) electron beam AM [26]. 
2.1.2 Powder feed additive manufacturing 
In Powder feed AM, a component is deposited by means of melting a surface and the metal 
powder was simultaneously transported through a nozzle onto the build surface. The flowing 
feedstock can accelerate the cooling process of the previously deposited materials and enhance 
the density and integrity of the structure. The melt pool is protected in an argon or helium 
atmosphere against oxidation. A laser as the energy source was used to melt a monolayer or 
more of the powder to form the desired shape. Fig. 2-2 shows the generic illustration of AM 
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powder feed systems. In these systems, two dominant types could be found in the market. Most 
commonly the workpiece remains stationary while deposition head moves for each layer by a 
5-axis Cartesian gantry system or a robotic arm. In other systems, the part is moved under a 
stationary deposition head. The deposition rates could achieve up to 300 cm3/h by adjusting 
the process parameters, such as spot size, laser power, powder feed rate, and scan speed. Note, 
the powder feed velocity in the range of 4–30 g/min [32, 33],  the spot size of the laser beam 
in the range of 0.3–3 mm [33, 34], and the scan speed ranging from 150 mm/min to 1.5 m/min 
[26] are appropriate to deposit metal powder. The completed components can achieve a 
dimensional accuracy of ± 0.05 mm and surface roughness of 9–16 μm [35, 36]. Compared 
with the powder bed system, the advantages of this technique include its larger build volume 
and its capability of refurbishing worn or damaged components, such as turbine blades and 
shafts [1]. 
 
Fig. 2-2. Schematic diagram of the powder feed AM system [1]. 
The most popular powder bed AM are LENS, DMD, and LC. The difference between them is 
that the heat source of LENS and LC is the laser beam while the heat source of DMD could be 
optional. The most common is the laser beam which requires inert gas shielding against 
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oxidation. The electron beam is less common which provides the smallest spot size and best 
beam definition but needs a vacuum. The plasma arc is an alternative heat source for the 
requirement of much greater deposition in comparison with laser and electron beams. It is 
analogous to the gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) system to melt the powder onto the 
substrate with a plasma arc. Features like high depositions rates and relatively large spot sizes 
will lead to low precision, poor surface quality and feature definition.  
2.1.3 Wire-feed additive manufacturing 
In wire-feed AM, a metal wire is utilized as supply material instead of metal powder. According 
to the energy source used for metal deposition, wire feed AM could be divided into three 
categories according to different heat source types, which are wire and laser additive 
manufacturing (WLAM), wire and electron beam additive manufacturing (WEAM) and 
WAAM [37]. The schematic diagrams of these systems are depicted in Fig. 2-3. Wire feed AM 
is a more environmentally friendly process since higher material utilization availability could 
be achieved, with nearly 100 % of the wire material deposited into the designed component. 
Generally, wire feed systems are well suitable for the process of high deposition rate and large 
build volume. Meanwhile, the cost of metal wires is quite lower and more readily available 
than powders, enabling the wire feed AM to be more cost-competitive. However, 
comparatively lower geometrical accuracy would be obtained so that more extensive 
machining for final products is necessary. 
WLAM is an AM process to produce dense metal components using the laser as the heat source 
and metal wires as the additive material. The laser generates a melt pool on the substrate 
material, into which the metal wire is fed and melted, forming a metallurgical bond with the 
substrate, as shown in Fig. 2-3(a). A wide range of metals and alloys, such as steel [38], Ti-
based [39] and Al-based [40] alloys, could be fabricated by WLAM. The surface finish, 
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geometry, and quality of the deposit, including the microstructural features (grain size, texture, 
etc.) and resultant mechanical properties (strength, residual stress, etc.) are strongly material- 
and process-dependent, which are governed by both of the wire characteristics (e.g., chemical 
constituents and wire diameter) and processing parameters (e.g., wire feed orientation and 
velocity, laser power and traveling speed). With the appropriate wire condition and welding 
parameters, the WLAM process is capable of producing a large variety of metal components 
without cracking and porosity. Generally, the WLAM-fabricated samples could have similar 
mechanical properties as the conterparts of as-cast and wrought components. However, 
WLAM-fabricated components have a disadvantage of anisotropic properties.  
WEAM is an AM process to build complex, near-net-shape dense parts with substantially less 
demand for raw material and finish machining, which is patented and designed by NASA. The 
process feeds the wire feedstock into a molten pool by applying a focused electron beam in a 
strict vacuum, as shown in Fig. 2-3(b). The most popular WEAM process is the electron beam 
freeform fabrication (EBFFF).  The deposition rates during the EBFFF process could be up to 
2500 cm3/h as well as lower down for finer detailed deposition, dependent on the position 
precision and wire feed capability. The mechanical properties of the re-build deposited by 
BEFFF were reported to be comparable to counterparts deposited by other methods and the 
possibility of sensitization of the repaired region was minimized [41].  
WAAM is another popular wire-feed AM technology that uses an electric arc as the heat source 
with metal wires as feedstock to deposit on the substrate. The commonly investigated alloys in 
WAAM are Ti-based alloys [42], Al-based alloys [12, 43], Ni-based alloys [44] and steels [45]. 
The heat source of the WAAM process could be detailed classified as gas metal arc welding 
(GMAW), GTAW or plasma arc welding (PAW), as depicted in Fig. 2-3(c). GMAW is a 
welding process in which an electric arc forms between a consumable wire electrode and the 
workpiece metal. Furthermore, cold metal transfer (CMT) as a modified GMAW variant based 
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on controlled dip transfer mode mechanism, has also been widely implemented for AM 
processes [46], due to its high deposition rate with low heat input. GTAW and PAW produce 
the weld using a non-consumable tungsten electrode to produce the weld. Inert gases such as 
argon or helium are applied to protect the area being welded from contamination. The high-
temperature zone of the plasma arc is narrower than the GTAW arc resulting in relatively 
narrower weld beads that can be deposited. Arc energy in PAW could obtain two times more 
than that of GTAW welding leading to less weld distortion with higher welding speeds [47].  
 
Fig. 2-3. Schematic diagram of wire-feed AM systems with different heat sources: (a) laser 
heat source; (b) electron beam heat source; (c) arc heat source [28]. 
2.2 Intermetallic alloys  
2.2.1 TiAl intermetallic alloys  
In the past few decades, dual-phase titanium aluminide (TiAl) alloys with a mixture of Ti3Al 
(α2) and TiAl () phase existing in the range of 37–49 at% Al content have attracted increasing 
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attention for their attractive potential in high-temperature automobile and aerospace 
applications, such as turbocharger wheels and turbine blades, owing to their low density (3.8–
4.0 g/cm3), good high-temperature specific strength and superior corrosion resistance, as well 
as excellent oxidation and creep resistance at elevated temperature [48-53].   
2.2.1.1 Material properties of TiAl  
Fig. 2-4 shows the crystal structure of the α2 and  ordered phases in TiAl binary system. The 
α2 phase has an Al content between 20–39 at% and a D019 ordered structure with hexagonal 
symmetry. The lattice parameters of the α2 phase are a=0.5782 and c=0.4629. The formation 
of α2 phase follows the reaction of β → α →α2 and transforms to disordered hcp structure at a 
temperature range of 1125–1150 °C. It has been reported that the α2 phase exhibits good high-
temperature strength but very low ductility [48]. The  phase possesses an Al composition in 
a broad range of 48.5–62 at% and an L10 type face-centered tetragonal structure, shown in Fig. 
2-4(a). The lattice parameters of the  phases are a=0.4000 and c=0.4075, which has been 
reported to show a linear relationship as a function of Al content [54]. It is well known that the 
 phase could maintain the ordered structure until it melted at around 1450 °C. Generally, the 
 phase exhibits excellent oxidation resistance but very low hydrogen absorption and extremely 
poor ambient ductility [48]. 
 
Fig. 2-4. Structures of α2 phase  (a) and  phase (b) in the Ti-Al binary system. 
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2.2.1.2 Manufacturing status of TiAl  
Even though TiAl alloys possess ever-increasing potential and prospects, the development and 
applications of TiAl are still severely restricted to date due to their brittle nature [53] and two 
major concerns have to be taken into consideration for industrial exploitation: one is the 
machinability and the other is the resistance against environmental damage [55]. To satisfy 
these aspects, several techniques have been developed, including the novel manufacturing 
process, heat treatment, grain refinement and element alloying, etc [56-64]. Multiple 
fabrication recipes have been used for realizing TiAl devices, such as casting [65-68], ingot 
metallurgy (IM) [69], powder metallurgy (PM) [70, 71], direct rolling [72], and mechanical 
alloying [73], etc. Besides, several rapid sintering or consolidation techniques such as spark 
plasma sintering (SPS) [74, 75], plasma pressure compaction (PPC) [76], pulse discharge 
sintering (PDS) [77], explosive consolidation (EC) [78] and high-density infrared processing 
(HDIP) [79] have been successfully applied in fabricating TiAl with desired material 
properties. Ingot metallurgy and Casting routes are some of the common conventional 
techniques for forming TiAl alloys. The specific solidification path in the pure α phase-field 
leads to rapid grain growth, resulting in the formation of large columnar grains [80]. 
Additionally, the differences in the melting points, the chemical elements’ densities, and the 
peritectic solidification process bring about segregation and inhomogeneities [81]. Powder 
metallurgy, as another conventional technique applied in forming near-net-shape components, 
provides the potential for narrowing most of the drawbacks that emerged in large ingot 
manufacturing and lowering the overall cost. However, the existence of impurities in the 
powders in the form of interstitial atoms would lead to porosity [70]. Thus, further hot working, 
postproduction heat treatment or machining are required to produce the final component in 
most of the conventional techniques [71]. 
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Very recently, AM methods emerging as a kind of novel fabrication routes significantly 
improve the material efficiency in the production of near-net-shape devices and offer the 
potential for more complex geometries associated with conventional manufacturing 
technologies [1]. The AM techniques for TiAl could be divided into three categories, powder-
bed based methods such as SLM [82-84] and EBM [23, 56, 84-87], powder-feed based 
methodologies such as LENS and laser metal deposition (LMD) [21, 88], wire-feed based 
technologies such as WAAM [89-94].  Normally, the powder-bed based methods deal with 
deposition of the powder through a roller or a rake, while the powder- or wire-feed based 
technologies deposit the powder or wire through nozzles that directly feed them into the energy 
(laser, electron or arc beam) focus [1].  
The first significant step in the AM process of TiAl is preparing the TiAl raw materials, such 
as powder and wires. For powder-based AM, the powders are mainly produced by pre-alloying 
using the electrode inert gas atomization procedure (EIGA) [56], which could produce more 
accurate particles and acceptable impurity level [95]. Furthermore, mechanical ball milling was 
also used to produce TiAl powders with additional elementals for the purpose of improving 
properties, such as B, TiB2 and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) [82, 83, 96]. Besides, 
elementally blending was revealed as a more cost-saving method compared to pre-alloying 
feedstock [97]. For wire-based AM, pure Ti wire and 1080 Al wire were chosen as the 
precursors since TiAl wire was almost impossible to acquire [89]. The second significant step 
is the processing parameters. Processing parameters play a crucial role in the porosity, impurity 
contents level, phase constituent and microstructure of TiAl final products. These aspects 
would exert decisive effects on mechanical properties (e.g., high strength and acceptable 
ductility) and the potential applications (e.g., aero-engine application). The third imperative 
requirement is postproduction heat treatment. Adequate heat treatment steps would promote 
the industry to match the microstructure and properties between the substrate and the locally 
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deposited components [88]. 
Table 2-2 shows the list of current publications on AM techniques of TiAl alloys. It can be 
seen that the powder-bed based methodologies are the most commonly applied AM 
technologies for depositing TiAl alloys, such as SLM, EBM and selective electron beam 
melting (SEBM). This is mainly because the γ-TiAl powder with a nominal desired 
composition can be more easily acquired than γ-TiAl wire. 
Table 2-2 List of current publications on AM techniques of TiAl alloys. 
AM 
technique 
Machine 
type 
Energy 
source 
Composition (at.%) Substrate Reported by 
Powder-bed deposition 
SLM SLM 250 
hl 
400 W Yb-
YAG fiber 
laser 
Ti48Al2Cr2Nb Ti48Al2Cr2Nb Loeber et.al 
[98] 
SLM SLM 250 
hl 
400 W Nd-
YAG fiber 
laser 
Ti28.9Al2.26Mo0.024B 
(wt.%) 
titanium-base alloy Löber et.al [99] 
SLM SLM250 
hl 
Yb fibre 
laser 
Ti44.8Al6Nb1Mo0.1B Ti44.8Al6Nb1Mo0.1
B 
Gussone et.al 
[100, 101] 
SLM HRPM-II 
type SLM 
400 W 
single-
mode Yb 
fiber laser 
Ti45Al2Cr5Nb, 
Ti45Al2Cr5Nb+TiB 
pure Ti  Li et.al
 [96, 102-
105] 
Yang et.al [106] 
SLM HRPM-II 
type SLM 
400 W 
single-
mode Yb 
fiber laser 
Ti46.5Al2.5Cr2Nb0.5Y+(0-2wt% 
B) 
pure Ti Li et.al [82] 
SLM HRPM-II 
type SLM 
400 W 
single-
mode Yb 
fiber laser 
Ti48Al2Cr2Nb/RGO MMCs pure Ti Li et.al [83] 
EBM Arcam 
A2 EBM  
7 kW 
electron 
beam 
Ti47Al2Cr2Nb, Ti48Al2Cr2Nb - Murr et.al [107, 
108] 
Filippini et.al 
[109] 
Mohammad  
et.al [110] 
EBM Arcam 
A2 EBM  
7 kW 
electron 
beam 
Ti47Al2Cr8Nb, Ti48Al2Cr8Nb - Terner et.al 
[111] 
 
EBM Arcam 
A2X 
 
- Ti48Al2Nb0.7Cr0.3Si, 
Ti48Al2Cr2Nb 
 
- Biamino et.al 
[112] 
Baudana et.al 
[113, 114] 
Seifi et.al [115] 
Todai et.al 
[116] 
Cho et.al [86] 
EBM Arcam 
A2XX 
strongly 
defocused 
beam 
Ti45Al8Nb - Kan et.al [23, 
117] 
SEBM Arcam 
A2X 
- Ti45Al4NbC - Juechter et.al 
[85] 
SEBM EBSM-
250  
- Ti47Al2Cr2Nb 316L stainless steel Ge et.al [118] 
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AM 
technique 
Machine 
type 
Energy 
source 
Composition (at.%) Substrate Reported by 
SEBM Arcam 
A2 tall 
- Ti48Al2Cr2Nb steel Schwerdtfeger 
et.al [119] 
SEBM EBSM-
250 
3 kW 
electron 
beam 
Ti48Al2Cr2Nb, 
Ti45Al7Nb0.2W, 
Ti45Al7Nb0.3W 
stainless steel Tang et.al [120, 
121] 
Yang et.al [122] 
SEBM Arcam 
A2 
- Ti47Al2Cr2Nb stainless steel Chen et.al [84, 
87] 
Yue et.al [56, 
123] 
Powder-feed deposition 
DMD Custom 
built 
2 kW Yb-
doped fiber 
laser 
Ti50Al,  
Ti48Al2Cr2Nb 
- Gasper et.al 
[97] 
DMD HAAS 
2006D 
2KW 
Nd:YAG 
laser 
Ti-Ti30Al FGM pure Ti Shishkovsky 
et.al [124] 
DMD (Trumpf 
Laser 
GmbH 
TruDisk 
8002 laser 
source 
Ti45Al3Nb - Kenel et.al 
[125] 
DMD Custom 
built 
GS-TFL-
8000 CO2 
laser 
Ti47Al2Cr2V/Ti22Al25Nb dual 
alloy 
Ti2AlNb alloy plate Wu et.al [126] 
DMD Custom 
built 
VFA 600 
CO2 laser 
Ti48Al2Mn2Nb Ti alloy Srivastava et al. 
[127] 
LENS MR7, 
Optomec 
500W 
ytterbium-
doped fiber 
laser 
Ti(47.54-49.93)Al(1.64-2)Cr(1.88-
2.11)Nb 
pure Ti Balla et.al [128] 
LENS LENS 
MR7 
 
500 W 
Nd:YAG 
laser 
Ti34.2Al2.4Cr4.7Nb (wt.%) TiAl plate Sharman et.al 
[21] 
LMD Custom 
built 
8kW CO2 
laser 
Ti47Al2.5V1Cr, Ti40Al2Cr Ti6Al2ZrMo1V Qu et.al[129] 
LMD Custom 
built 
3 kW 
Nd:YAG 
laser 
Ti44.7Al4.5Nb1Mo0.15B - Rittinghaus et.al 
[88] 
Wire-feed deposition 
WAAM Custom 
built 
200 A-
rated 
GTAW  
Ti45Al Pure Ti  Ma et.al [89-93] 
Shen et.al [130] 
WAAM Custom 
built 
200 A-
rated 
GTAW  
Ti-Ti50Al FGM Pure Ti Wang et.al[94] 
WAAM Custom 
built 
200 A-
rated 
GTAW 
Ti-45Al-2.2V Ti6Al4V Wang et.al[131] 
–These values were not reported. 
– SLM (selective laser melting), EBM (electron beam melting), SEBM (selective electron beam melting), DMD (direct 
metal deposition), LENS (laser engineered net shaping), LMD (laser metal deposition), WAAM (wire arc additive 
manufacturing). 
2.2.2 NiTi intermetallic alloys 
Nickel-titanium (NiTi) intermetallic alloy, as one of the most important shape memory alloys, 
found attractive and interesting applications in domains of aerospace, automobile and 
biomedical owing to its unique properties such as shape memory effects (SME), 
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pseudoelasticity, superelasticity (SE), low stiffness, sound biocompatibility, good damping 
performance, and excellent corrosion behavior [132].   
2.2.2.1 Material properties of NiTi  
A reversible solid-state phase transformation induced by stress or temperature between 
austenite in the form of ordered BCC superlattice β phase (a high symmetry parent phase) and 
martensite in the form of monoclinic distorted B19’ lattice (a low symmetry product phase) 
existed in NiTi alloy [133], which is the basis of the above-mentioned extraordinary properties 
such as SME, SE, and high damping capability [134], as shown in Fig. 2-5. Generally, the NiTi 
alloys could be divided into three categories: equiatomic NiTi, Ti-rich NiTi, and Ni-rich NiTi. 
The equiatomic NiTi and Ti-rich NiTi alloys exhibit modestly higher recovery capabilities, 
good mechanical properties, and biocompatibility, taking more advantages for practical 
applications [135]. The Slightly Ni-rich NiTi alloys (50.1–52 at% Ni) exhibit unique SE at 
body temperature for utilization in biomedical applications predominantly [136]. The highly 
Ni-rich NiTi alloys (>52 at%) possess high hardness and wear resistance, excellent corrosion 
resistance coupled with more stabilized shape memory effect [137], which has been considered 
a desired alternative for the water recycling system in the space station and other advanced 
structural applications [135].  
According to the binary NiTi phase diagram, four kinds of second phases will generate during 
the solidification process, which are NiTi2, Ni4Ti3, Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti [133]. The NiTi2 phase 
is cubic with a space group of Fd3m and a lattice constant of 1.132 nm. The Ni3Ti phase has 
the hexagonal DO24 type ordered structure and the lattice constants are a = 0.51010 nm and c 
= 0.83067 nm. The Ni3Ti2 phase is reported to possess two structures depending on the 
temperature. The higher-temperature phase (at 373 K) has a tetragonal structure with space 
group I4/mmm, the lattice parameters being a = 0.3095 nm and c = 1.3585 nm, while the low-
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temperature phase (at 298 K) has an orthorhombic structure with a space group of Bbmm and 
lattice parameters of a=0.4398 nm, b=0.4370 nm and c=1.3544 nm. The Ni4Ti3 phase is 
demonstrated to be closely related to the shape memory characteristics. The basal (111) planes 
in the Ni4Ti3 phase take the stacking of six alternate Ti hexagonal layers and Ni hexagonal 
layers with excess Ni atoms distributed in each original Ti layer [133]. 
                                                                            
Fig. 2-5. Schematic diagram of the superelasticity effect (a) and shape memory effect (b) of NiTi alloy 
[138]. 
2.2.2.2 Manufacturing status of NiTi 
As is well known, fabrication and machining of NiTi alloys have always been a tough task due 
to the inherent high reactivity and high ductility. During the past decades, various processing 
methods for fabricating NiTi devices are developed including casting and powder metallurgy 
processes, which could be classified and summarized in Fig. 2-7. Casting techniques for 
manufacturing NiTi components contain vacuum arc remelting (VAR),  vacuum induction 
melting (VIM) and EBM and are related to melting procedures in high temperatures, leading 
to a more severe impurity level and the inevitable formation of Ti-rich TiC and Ti4Ni2Ox 
phases, as a consequence, exerts a detrimental effect on the final functional properties [95]. 
Powder metallurgy is another conventional technique applied to produce NiTi near-net-shape 
devices, contains conventional sintering (CS), self-propagating high-temperature synthesis 
(SHS), hot isostatic pressing (HIP), SPS and metal injection molding (MIM) [132]. The high 
impurity pick-up generated from the large surface of the powder particles is the main concern 
for this technique. Except for the impurity issue generated during the process of the above-
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mentioned methods, another challenge in the difficulty of machining procedures which will 
cause excessive tool wear limited the extensive production.  
 
Fig. 2-6. Summary of the methods for fabricating NiTi components. 
Recently, AM has accumulated ever-increasing attention for the potential of fabricating NiTi 
due to the circumvention of the challenges generated in the conventional methods. The AM 
processes follow pre-designed CAD routes with very high material utilization but without any 
sort of machining or fixtures. The most common AM techniques for NiTi are either powder-
bed based technologies such as SLM, or powder-feed methods such as LENS. Other AM 
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techniques contain DMD, laser-based rapid manufacturing (LRM), laser-based direct energy 
deposition (LDED), plasma arc deposition (PAD), laser solid forming (LSF), laser powder bed 
fusion (L-PBF), SEBM, and WAAM also has been reported to produce NiTi components. The 
current publications on AM techniques of NiTi alloys are summarized in Table 2-3.  
In the AM process of NiTi, raw material preparation, process parameters, and post-treatment 
are three main steps that closely related to the uniformity and control of microstructure and 
performance. The accuracy and surface finish were reported to be strongly affected by the 
operating conditions and the size of powder particles. Besides, the diminution of impurity in 
raw powders should be taken into consideration by choosing different preparation methods and 
size levels of powder particles. Meanwhile, the process parameters consisted of heat source-
related parameters, scan-related parameters, temperature-related parameters directly influence 
the porosity, crack tendency, residual stresses, the uniformity of microstructure and 
composition, and associated properties. Further, the properties of NiTi such as SME, SE, 
mechanical strength and phase transformation temperature were found to be highly dependent 
on post-treatment [135]. 
Table 2-3 List of current publications on AM techniques of NiTi alloys. 
AM 
technique 
Machine type Energy source Composition 
(at%) 
Substrate Reported by 
Powder-bed deposition 
SLM Phenix/3D Systems 
of type PXM 
300 W Yb-YAG fiber 
laser 
Ni55Ti45 (wt%) Stainless steel Shishkovsky et 
al.[139] 
SLM Realizer SLM 100 100 W Nd-YAG fiber 
laser 
Ni49.7Ti/Ni50.2
Ti/Ni50.5Ti/ 
Ni50.7Ti  
NiTi Haberland et 
al.[140-143] 
SLM Realizer SLM 100 100 W ytterbium fiber 
laser 
Ni50.2Ti NiTi Habijan et al.[144] 
SLM Realizer SLM 100 100 W ytterbium fiber 
laser 
Ni50.82Ti - Bormann et 
al.[145, 146] 
Hoffmann et 
al.[147] 
SLM Phenix Systems 
PXM 
300 W ytterbium fiber 
laser 
Ni50.09Ti 
Ni50.81Ti 
NiTi Walker et al. [148, 
149] 
Saedi et al.[22, 
136, 150]  
Mohsen et al.[151] 
 Moghaddam et al. 
[152] 
SLM Concept Laser M2 
Cusing SLM 
400W fibre laser Ti55.7Ni44.3 - Li et al. [153] 
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AM 
technique 
Machine type Energy source Composition 
(at.%) 
Substrate Reported by 
SLM An in-house built 300 W Yb: YAG fiber 
laser 
Ni 55.2Ti - Dadbaksh et 
al.[154, 155] 
Speirs et al.[156] 
Wang et al. [157] 
SLM DiMetal-240 100 W Yb: YAG fiber 
laser 
Ni50Ti - Yang et al.[158] 
SLM MCP Realizer  100 W ytterbium fiber 
laser 
Ni54.4Ti - Clare et al.[159] 
SLM SLM-150  - Ni50Ti40TiC10
(wt%) 
- Ma et al.[160] 
Gu et al.[161] 
SLM Eplus M100-T 200 W Yb-fiber laser Ni50.4Ti  Xiong et al. [162] 
SLM Mlab-R, concept 
laser 
- Ni59.68Ti(wt%)  Yang et al.[163, 
164] 
L-PBF ProX DMP 100 L-
PBF AM system 
100 W ytterbium fiber 
laser 
Ni50.9Ti - Sam et al.[20] 
SEBM Arcam A2 200 µm electron beam Ni50.6Ti  Zhou et al.[165] 
SEBM Arcam SEBM - Ni51.2Ti stainless steel Hayat et al.[166] 
Powder-feed deposition 
LDED Custom-built 1 kW Yb-fiber laser Elementally 
blended 
Ni47.9Ti/ 
Ni53Ti47 
Heated Ti Hamilton et al.[22, 
167, 168] 
Bimber et al.[169] 
LDED MSL50 continuous-wave 
Ytterbium fiber laser 
Ni50.8Ti - Khademzadeh et al. 
[170] 
LRM Custom built 2 kW fiber laser Elementally 
blended Ni45Ti/ 
Ni50Ti/ Ni55Ti 
pure Ti Shiva et al.[171, 
172] 
LENS Optomec MR7 Ytterbium-doped fiber 
laser 
Ni50Ti - Marattukalam et 
al.[173] 
LENS Optomec 750 1 kW laser 
source (Nd:YAG) 
Ni50.7Ti pure Ti Bagheri et al. [174] 
LENS Optomec LENS 750 500W ytterbium-doped 
fiber laser 
Elementally 
blended 
Ni57Ti/Ni55Ti  
pure Ti Halani et al.[175, 
176] 
LENS LENS-750  2 kW Nd-YAG laser Ni50Ti 
Ni50.1Ti 
pure Ti Krishna et al.[134, 
177] 
LENS LENSTM -750 500W Nd- YAG laser Elementally 
blended Ni50T 
pure Ti Bernard et al.[178, 
179] 
LENS LENS ® MR-7 Yb fibre laser Ni57Ti(wt%) Ni56Ti(wt%) Baran et al.[180] 
DMD - 250–600 kW Nd:YAG 
laser 
Ni50.4Ti pure Ti Malukhin et 
al.[181] 
PAD Custom built plasma arc deposition 
source 
Ni50Ti Ti6Al4V Lu et al. [182, 183] 
LSF Custom-built 5 kW CO2 laser Elementally 
blended 
Ni45.3Ti 
pure Ti Xu et al.[184] 
Wire-feed deposition 
WAAM Custom built 200 A-rated GTAW  Ni53.5Ti Pure Ti  Wang et al.[137] 
- These values were not reported. 
– SLM (selective laser melting), L-PBF (laser powder bed fusion), SEBM (selective electron beam melting), DMD (direct 
metal deposition), LENS (laser engineered net shaping), LRM (laser-based rapid manufacturing), LDED (laser-based direct 
energy deposition), PAD (plasma arc deposition), LSF (laser solid forming), WAAM (wire arc additive manufacturing). 
2.3 Properties and defects of AM-processed intermetallic alloys 
The sophisticated thermal history during the AM process leads to a nonequilibrium 
solidification process which could contribute to the variation of microstructure, and therefore, 
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the correlated mechanical and functional properties as well as the potential defects of the final 
products. In this section, the factors that affect the microstructure, properties, and defects of 
two kinds of intermetallic alloys (TiAl, NiTi) are summarized in detail, including raw material 
properties, process parameters, and post-treatment. 
2.3.1 Properties and defects of AM-processed TiAl 
2.3.1.1 Microstructure 
(a) Effects of raw material characteristics  
The selection of raw material composition is an extremely important factor influencing the 
phase composition, grain size, and texture in AM TiAl alloys. The Al content influence the 
volume faction of α2 and  phase in the binary TiAl intermetallic. Research conducted by this 
author (in chapter 4) deposited a functionally graded binary TiAl alloy using WAAM method 
found that the phase constitution varies with the increment of Al concentration up to 50 at% in 
the sequence: α+β→ α+α2→ α2→ α2 +γ →γ [94]. In order to get acceptable properties, the 
selection of Al content in the AM process is almost in the range of 44–48 at%. Besides, micro 
ternary alloying in TiAl intermetallic including Cr, Nb, Mn, V, Y, and other particles (eg. TiC, 
B, TiB2, RGO) will also influence the phase, grain morphology, and texture.  The addition of 
ternary alloys at the expense of Al will induce the formation of the B2 phase, contributes to 
higher hardness and more difficulty in deformation [185]. The addition of B, TiB2, RGO in the 
Ti45Al2Cr2Nb matrix will generally play a role of grain refinement, as reported by Li et al [82, 
96, 186]. Furthermore, the addition of B (2 wt%) and TiB2 (3 wt%) contributes to the 
enhancement of the texture intensity of {0001}.  
(b) Effects of processing parameters 
The microstructure of TiAl (e.g., phase constituent ratio, grain size distribution, and crystal 
texture) are highly dependent on the process parameters including laser power (current 
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intensity), laser scanning speed (traveling speed), substrate heating temperature, powder feed 
rate, wire feed rate ratio. A wide range of microstructures from lamellar to dominantly 
transformed  could be realized by real-time adjusting the process parameters, which 
principally provide guidance to locally adjust the microstructure during the AM process [119]. 
The microstructure homogeneity and phase transformation are demonstrated to be closely 
associated with the process parameters. In DED processed TiAl, the lower and higher laser 
power (340 W, 440 W) will generate coarse and non-uniform dendritic microstructure while 
the intermediate laser power (400 W) contributes to a fine and uniform equiaxed microstructure 
[127]. In EBM-processed Ti45Al2Mn2Nb1B alloys, higher energies combined with lower 
scanning speeds force the formation of dominant ordered B2 and α2 phases instead of α2/ γ 
lamellar structure [185]. Besides, it was reported by Ge et al. [118] that the thickness of the α2 
lath in EBM-processed Ti47Al2Cr2Nb alloys narrowed with enhanced energy input, which 
results from the increased cooling rate. The quantity of the α2 phase in SLM-processed 
Ti48Al2Cr2Nb alloys diminished and even disappeared with the progressively increasing of 
scanning speed indicating the ever-increasing cooling rate motivated the massive 
transformation of  [119].  
The grain size distribution and crystallographic texture were also influenced by process 
parameters. Li et al. studied the influence of energy density, scanning speed and substrate 
heating temperature on microstructure and texture of SLM-processed Ti45Al2Cr5Nb alloys 
and found that the increase of energy density, the decrease of scanning speed and the increase 
of substrate heating temperature could result in the coarsening of grains [102-104] (Fig. 2-7). 
With increasing the energy density, the crystallographic texture varied from a strong orientation 
(0001)  to a more discrete distribution. Besides, the quantities of the grains with (0001), (10-
11) and (11-21) orientations are basically equal with the optimal substrate temperature of 
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400 °C, generally, reduce the microstructure anisotropy. However, the scanning speed exerts 
little influence on the texture.  
 
Fig. 2-7. Summary of the effects of processing parameters on the microstructure of SLM Ti45Al2Cr5Nb 
alloys. (a) the scanning strategy of the SLM process; (b) the crystal orientation-color relation map 
corresponding to the inverse pole figure (IPF); (c-e) EBSD orientation maps of the SLM Ti45Al2Cr5Nb 
samples processed with different energy density; (f-i) EBSD orientation maps of the SLM 
Ti45Al2Cr5Nb samples processed with different laser scanning speed; (j-m) EBSD orientation maps of 
the SLM Ti45Al2Cr5Nb samples processed with different substrate preheating temperature [102-104]. 
(c) Effects of post-treatment 
Compared with the microstructure of conventionally fabricated TiAl alloys, the microstructure 
of AM TiAl is comparatively fine but quite inhomogeneous [92, 187]. Thus, further heat 
treatment is necessary. Annealing in the α phase-field followed by air cooling and annealing in 
(α2+γ) phase region resulted in the uniform lamellar microstructure with grain coarsening 
phenomenon [187]. Ma et al. investigated the effects of postproduction heat treatments on the 
microstructure of WAAM -TiAl alloys and found that annealing (1200 °C/24 h/furnace 
cooling) promoted the formation of fully γ while annealing at 1060 °C/24 h followed by furnace 
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cooling facilitated a fine α2/ lamellar structure [91], as shown in Fig. 2-8. Furthermore, 
according to the studies conducted by Baudana et al. (Fig. 2-9) [113], the microstructure could 
be readily transformed from well-crystallized equiaxed to fully lamellar through all duplex 
ratios with a tailored postproduction heat treatment. The crystallographic orientations were 
revealed to remain unchanged basically after the two-step heat treatment process, as reported 
by Li et al. [105]. 
 
Fig. 2-8. (a) Phase composition of WAAM-processed -TiAl alloys at different conditions; (b) 
Representative microstructure WAAM-processed -TiAl alloys after annealing at 1200 °C/24 h 
followed by furnace cooling; (c) Representative microstructure WAAM-processed -TiAl alloys after 
annealing at 1060 °C/24 h followed by furnace cooling [91]. 
 
Fig. 2-9. Microstructure of EBM-processed Ti48Al2Nb0.7Cr0.3Si alloys under different conditions: (a) 
as-fabricated condition; (b) 1300 °C/ 2 h; (c) 1350 °C/ 2 h; (d) 1360 °C/ 2 h; (e) 1365 °C/ 2 h; (f) 
1370 °C/ 2 h [113]. 
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2.3.1.2 Mechanical properties 
(a) Effects of raw material characteristics 
The effects of alloying elements on the properties of TiAl intermetallic alloys were summarized 
in Table 2-4. Li et al. studied the effects of TiB2, B, and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) on the 
mechanical properties of Ti45Al2Cr5Nb alloys and found that the tiny additions of the above-
mentioned alloys (TiB2: 0–3 wt%; B: 0–2 wt%; RGO: 0–2wt%) contribute to the enhancement 
of strength [82, 96, 186]. Kenel et al. [125] investigated the effects of a trace of Y2O3 addition 
on the high-temperature properties of DMD-processed Ti45Al3Nb alloy and found that the 
yield ultimate strength of DMD oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) TiAl sample increased 
but the ductility reduced due to the residual porosity. Besides, the addition of Y2O3 remarkably 
improves the oxidation resistance of the DED -processed Ti45Al3Nb alloys. 
Table 2-4 Effects of alloying elements on the properties of TiAl intermetallic alloys. 
Alloying 
elements 
Effects 
Nb Increases oxidation resistance [188, 189] and creep resistance in small amounts [190], 
also increases high temperature strength if added between 5% and 10% [191]. 
Ta Increases oxidation and creep resistance [190] and the tendency for hot cracking. 
V Increases ductility [192]; Increases creep resistance with small added [60]. 
W Oxidation and creep resistance [190]. 
B Grain refiner [60]; Increases oxidation resistance combined with Y addition [61]. 
C Increases fatigue stress,  compression strength, plastic strain [193], high-temperature 
tensile strength [63] and oxidation resistance. 
Cr Increases ductility if added in small amounts [194]; increases oxidation resistance if 
added in the range of 8%. 
Mn Increases ductility, Increases compression strength if added in the range of 5% [59]. 
Mo Increases strength, and creep and oxidation resistance [62, 188, 195]. 
Y Grain refiner [60]; Increases oxidation resistance combined with B addition [61]. 
Y2O3 Increases oxidation resistance and high-temperature tensile strength but reduces the 
ductility[125]. 
RGO Increases room temperature compression strength and strain [186]. 
Zr Increases ductility combined with the addition of Cr [196]; Increases yield strength[197]. 
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 (b) Effects of process parameters 
The effects of process parameters on the mechanical properties could be explained by the Hall-
Petch relationship, which is inseparable from the influence of the microstructure [198]. 
Besides, the hardness of the B2, α2 and  phases is in the sequence of B2 > α2 >  [199]. The 
mechanical properties could be tailored by process parameters via influencing the volume 
fraction ratio of these three phases. Ma et al. [93] put forward that the mean hardness of the 
WAAM Ti45Al alloy decreased with the increased substrate heating temperature and the 
enhanced deposition current due to the increased content of  phase (Fig. 2-10). However, the 
opposite conclusion that the nanohardness of the SLM Ti45Al2Cr5Nb increased with the 
substrate heating temperature was drawn by Li et al. [104], which could be attributed to the 
increased volume fraction of B2 phase (Fig. 2-11). Besides, increased laser scanning speed 
leads to the increment of nanohardness and compression strength, which could be explained by 
the increased B2 content and grain refinement, respectively [103]. 
 
Fig. 2-10. Microhardness of WAAM Ti45Al processed with different parameters: (a) arc current; (b) 
substrate heating temperature [93]. 
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Fig. 2-11. Nanohardness of SLM Ti45Al2Cr5Nb alloy processed with different substrate heating 
temperature (a) and different laser scanning speed (b); (c) compression strength as a function of different 
laser scanning speed [103, 104]. 
(c) Effects of post-treatment 
The influences of post-treatment on mechanical properties are closely related to the effects on 
microstructure. A duplex structure possesses the best ambient ductility and strength benefited 
from the extra-fine grain size, but quite poor high-temperature creep and fatigue resistance. 
Nevertheless, the fully lamellar microstructure exhibits comparatively poor ambient ductility 
and strength resulted from coarse grain size, but excellent high-temperature mechanical 
properties [48]. As reported by Ma et al. [91], a 1200 °C/24 h/furnace cooling heat treatment 
contributes to the decrease in strength combined increase in ductility result from the formation 
of equiaxed γ structure, while, a 1060 °C/ 24 h/furnace cooling heat treatment contributes to 
the increase in strength combined with decrease in ductility result from the increased content 
of α2 phase. Li et al. [105] revealed that the nanohardness value decreased with elevated 
annealing temperature due to the decreased B2 content. 
2.3.1.3 Defects and corresponding precautions 
(a) Surface finish 
The lateral surface of EBM-processed Ti48Al2Nb2Cr alloy shows partially molten particles, 
while the top surface shows unparalleled wide melt stripes, as shown in Fig. 2-12, indicating 
that the electron beam was not fine focused and consequently deviated somewhat from 
optimum layer scanning [200]. The evidence indicated the insufficient surface’s quality 
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attributed to the high surface roughness, thus, a post-process like shot penning or simple 
grinding and polishing is necessary [98].  
 
Fig. 2-12. (a) The lateral surface image and (b) the top surface of EBM-processed Ti48Al2Nb2Cr alloy 
[200]. 
 (b) Porosity 
Porosity is one of the most common defects occurring during the AM process, that exerts a 
detrimental effect on mechanical strength and fatigue properties [107]. Cakmak et al.[201] 
concluded that the HIP process could reduce the porosity to an acceptable level without 
inducing obvious warping, as shown in Fig. 2-13. Besides, the heat treatment was revealed to 
exert a slight influence on the density and porosity [200]. 
 
Fig. 2-13. 3D reconstructed images showing the spatial distribution of pores highlighted in green in the 
as-fabricated (a) and HIPed (b) conditions [201]. 
(c) Crack sensitivity 
Generally, cracks generated in the AM process of TiAl alloys could be minimized and even 
eliminated by applying a supplementary heat source to control the cooling rate.  Beyond that, 
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Sharman et al. [21] successfully fabricated crack-free TiAl components using the LENS 
technique by adjusting the laser focus position regardless of a secondary heat source, as shown 
in Fig. 2-14. More specifically, the laser focus was defocused to +3.81 mm above the deposition 
bed to preheat the powders before entering into the melting pool, in consequence, generally 
retarded the cooling rate. 
 
Fig. 2-14. The appearance of TiAl components deposited using conventional laser optic set up (a) and 
with the laser defocused to +3.81 mm above deposition plane (b) [21]. 
2.3.2 Properties and defects of AM-processed NiTi 
2.3.2.1 Microstructure 
(a) Effects of raw material characteristics 
 The characteristics of raw materials, including composition and size distribution, exert an 
important influence on the microstructure. Shiva et al. [171, 172] compared the microstructure 
of LRM-processed Ni55Ti, Ni50Ti, and Ni45Ti alloys and found that grains distribution of the 
equiatomic Ni50Ti are the most uniform, finest, and highest packed among three designed 
compositions. While the grains of the Ni45Ti alloy were irregular and large in general and 
uniformly distributed. Additionally, powder size should also be taken into consideration on the 
influence of microstructure. In general, finer particle sizes are more favorable to obtain a denser 
final component in spite of other factors and just require a lower energy density to achieve 
epitaxial solidification [202]. Nevertheless, in terms of particle size, spherical shape, 
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flowability, packing density, impurity content, and transformation ability, powder size in the 
range of  25–75 µm has been revealed to be more suitable than other distributions [95]. 
(b) Effects of process parameters 
The microstructure characteristics (e.g., grain size distribution, texture, precipitates) of NiTi 
alloys processed by AM methods closely rely on the process parameters, such as laser power 
and scanning speed. A higher energy input will generate a superheated melt pool to liquefy 
more material, and thus require prolonged duration for solidification. A lower cooling rate 
caused by a higher energy density resulted in the generation of coarser grains. As indicated in 
Table 2-5, the grain sizes significantly increased with the enhancement of energy power while 
experienced little change with the variation of scanning speed. However, the scanning speed is 
revealed to exert a significant effect on the morphology, changing from a columnar shape to 
an axial appearance with the increment of scanning speed, as shown in Fig. 2-15 [180].  
Table 2-5 Effects of process parameters on the mean grain size. 
Content 
(at%) 
AM 
method 
Particle 
size (µm) 
Laser power 
(W) 
Scanning speed 
(mm/s) 
Grain size (µm) Reported by 
    
Ni50.9Ti 
SLM 35~180 56→100 133 
33→ 94 in width 
61→ 655 in 
length 
Bormann  
et al. [203] 
   80 107→297 
82 in width 
630 in length 
 
    
Ni50.1Ti 
LENS 50~150 200→400 20 8.5→15.2  
Marattukalam 
et al. [173] 
   200 10→20 8.5→9.5   
   400 10→20 11.5→15.2   
    
Ni50.1Ti 
LENS 50~150 300→500 15 3.7→6.7 
Krishna et al. 
[177] 
   300 10→15 3.2→3.7  
   500 10→15 6.3→6.7  
During the AM deposition process, the preferable growth direction of the body-centered cubic 
(BCC) crystals is generally to be <100> paralleled to the BD, which is the direction along the 
largest temperature gradient [204]. As known to all, the matrix of near equiatomic NiTi alloys 
is a B2 ordered austenite phase with BCC crystal structure at elevated temperatures. Thus, a 
strong <100> texture along BD could be detected in AM-processed NiTi products [150, 165]. 
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The process parameters also influence the crystallographic texture of NiTi alloys. Bormann et 
al. [203] demonstrated that the higher laser power (>80 W) results in more crystallographic 
texture structure such that the grain shapes are transited from s-shaped to rectangular. Besides, 
more oriented grains along the <111> heat flow direction could be observed with enhanced 
laser power from 56 W to 92 W, as shown in Fig. 2-16. 
 
Fig. 2-15. Microstructures of the LENS-deposited samples with different scanning speeds in 500× 
magnification [180]. 
 
Fig. 2-16. Grain maps and corresponding pole figures with laser power increasing from 56 W to 92 W, 
showing more crystals oriented with <111> paralleled to BD [203].  
Besides, the precipitation behavior in Ni-rich NiTi alloys during the AM process has also been 
mentioned in many investigations [160, 161, 169, 205]. Gu et al. [161] found that the length of 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates generally increased from 100 nm to around 600 nm by enhancing the 
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applied laser volume energy density from 210 to 533 J/mm3 during SLM process. 
Correspondingly, the volume fraction of coarsened nano Ni4Ti3 significantly decreased, thus 
improved the pseudoelasticity recovery behavior of the matrix during nanoindentation. Further, 
the formation of NiTi2/ Ni2Ti4Ox in the as-received components may drive the B2→ R → 
B19’ two-step transformation during the cooling process [182] and also bring about crack 
nucleation during deformation [165]. 
 (c) Effects of post-treatment 
Solution treatment (950 °C/24 h) contributes to a compositionally homogenous microstructure 
by dissolving the Ni3Ti and the anisotropic Ni4Ti3 precipitates from the as-printed state 
without altering the as-received B2 grain morphology obviously in the AM Ni-rich NiTi alloys 
[205]. Subsequent aging treatment (550 °C/3 h) is revealed to make the Ni4Ti3 precipitate 
morphology more spatially uniform [205]. However, directly aging (550 °C/3 h) the as-
received part will coarsen the Ni4Ti3 precipitates [169, 205]. With regard to the texture, 
annealing (830 °C/25 min/furnace cooling) rotates B2 (100) planes around 60° with a slight 
reduction of the texture intensity but strongly enhanced the texture intensity of B19’ (001) 
planes compared with the as-built state, as depicted in Fig. 2-17 [206]. 
 
Fig. 2-17. Pole figures of SLM Ni50.2Ti parts in the as-received and after annealing status [206].  
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2.3.2.2 Transformation temperatures 
The characteristic transformation temperatures including martensite start temperature ( Ms ), 
martensite finish temperature ( Mf ), R-phase start temperature (Rs), R-phase start temperature 
Rf austenite start temperature ( As ), and austenite finish temperature ( Af ) temperature could 
be readily obtained by DSC [207]. The effects of material composition, process parameters and 
post-treatment on the transformation temperature were summarized as follows. 
(a) Effects of composition 
Generally, a 1 at% reduction in Ni will bring about the increment of transformation 
temperatures by approximately 83 °C [133]. Investigations on the correlation between 
transformation temperatures and composition (Ni-rich: Ni50.7Ti, equiatomic: Ni50.2Ti, and 
Ti-rich: Ni49.7Ti) of AM NiTi alloys conducted by Haberland et al. [140] revealed that the 
transformation temperature sorted from high to low is in the sequence of  Ti-rich (As = 62 °C, 
Ms = 66 °C) >equiatomic (As = 52 °C, Ms = 54 °C) > Ni-rich (As = 15 °C, Ms = 20 °C), which 
is in accordance with the well-accepted above-mentioned conclusion. 
(b) Effects of process parameters 
The phase transformation temperatures in all different compositions of AM NiTi are revealed 
to be increased as enhancing energy density [8]. This is because the higher energy input enables 
the melt pool broader and deeper that prolongs the duration for the material of exposing in high 
temperature, in a consequence, accelerate the nickel evaporation. Hence, the Ti content of the 
matrix becomes higher and thus results in an increase in the transformation temperatures [176]. 
Besides, Ms shifts to a low value with increasing the scanning velocity in SLM Ni50.9Ti, as 
reported by Yang et al. [164].  
(c) Effects of post-treatment 
Solution treatment (950 °C /5.5 h /water quenching) is revealed to slightly reduce the 
transformation temperatures of Ni-rich but exerts little influence on the Ti-rich NiTi due to the 
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existence of Ni-rich precipitates [140]. This could be attributed to the Ti depletion of NiTi 
matrix resulting from both the dissolution of metastable precipitates (e.g., Ni3Ti2 and Ni4Ti3) 
into the matrix during the solution process and the suppression of renascent precipitates through 
water quenching. Besides, the solution annealing was reported to cause the single-step 
transformation both during the cooling and heating process[136]. As reported by Saedi et al. 
[136], prolonged duration and inferior temperature of subsequent aging results in the elevation 
of the transformation temperatures, showing in Fig. 2-18. 
 
Fig. 2-18. DSC curves of SLM Ni50.8Ti alloys aged at (a) 350 °C and (b) 450 °C with different duration 
[136]. 
2.3.2.3 Functional properties 
The shape memory effects which result from the temperature-induced transformation and 
superelasticities which are based on stress-induced transformation are the main distinct 
functional behaviors. Irreversible strain accumulation is an evaluation criterion to judge the 
degradation of shape memory and superelasticity effects [133].  
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(a) Effects of process parameters 
Variation in the AM process parameters could impact the functional response of NiTi alloys to 
some extent. Saedi et al. [22] concluded that the same energy levels achieved by a combination 
of different process parameters displayed unique functional responses. Yang et al. [163] 
evaluated the evolution of functional properties of SLM Ni50.9Ti with increased laser scan 
speed and found that the recoverable strain is enhanced with the increment of scanning speed. 
The deformation recovery is attributed to elastic recovery of the detwinned B19’ phase with 
low scanning speed (300 mm/s). However, increased recoverable strain with accelerated 
scanning speed generally resulted from the partial reverse transformation (B19’→B2) during 
unloading.  
 
Fig. 2-19 Superelastic cycling of SLM Ni50.8Ti in different conditions: (a) As-fabricated, (b) 
Solutionizing, (c) Solutionizing and subsequent aging at 350 °C for 18 h, (d) Solutionizing and 
subsequent aging at 450 °C for 10 h [35]. 
(b) Effects of post-treatment 
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The effects of post-process heat treatment on the functional behavior of Ni-rich NiTi were 
evaluated in many studies [20, 136, 150, 169, 205, 206]. A high aging dependence of shape 
memory effect and superelasticity is well-accepted. Saedi et al. [35] conducted studies on the 
effect of solution and aging treatment on the superelasticity response of SLM Ni50.8Ti. As 
depicted in Fig. 2-19, solution and subsequent aging (950 °C/5.5 h/water quenching + 350 
°C/18 h) treated samples exhibit the lowest total residual strain of 2.5% while this value of the 
as-printed, solution treated, and solution and 450 °C/10 h aging treated samples is 7.62%, 
5.62%, and 4.5%, respectively.  
2.3.2.4 Mechanical properties 
With regards to mechanical properties, a combination of influencing factors including density, 
grain morphology, precipitates, impurities, and defects. On the premise of circumventing of 
defects (cracks and porosities) and impurities (C and O) by optimizing process parameters and 
post-treatment,  better mechanical properties will be obtained. Other factors such as AM types 
and material composition will also influence the mechanical properties. 
(a) Effects of  AM types and material composition 
As reported and compared by Shishkovsky et al. [139] and Shiva et al. [171], SLM Ni55Ti 
possesses higher levels of microhardness (540–735 HV) versus LENS Ni55Ti (380 HV). 
Besides, as reported by Haberland et al. [142] and Krishna et al. [177], SLM Ni50.2Ti 
possesses higher compressive strength (1700–3200 MPa) versus LENS Ni50.2Ti (890–1050 
MPa). This is due to the different cooling rates generated by different AM processes. With 
regard to the influence of composition, high content of Ti results in a higher level of strength 
due to the formation of NiTi2, which is demonstrated by Shiva et al. [171]. 
(b) Effects of  processing parameters 
The mechanical properties are sensitive to process parameters because of the complicated 
thermal process. The failure stress and strains are revealed to be increased from 1700 to 3200 
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MPa and from 27 to 38%, respectively, with the increment of energy density from 92 to 195 
J/mm3, as reported by Haberland et al. [142]. Yang et al. [163] found that the critical stress 
inducing the martensitic transformation increases with accelerated scanning speed. 
(c) Effects of  post-treatment 
The solution treatment will increase the hardness, compressive stress and strain by dissolving 
the brittle Ni4Ti3 precipitates into the matrix [136] [142]. As reported by Saedi et al. [136], 
subsequent aging gradually increases the hardness resulting from the formation of a large 
number of Ni-rich precipitates that hinder the plasticity deformation. It is notable that the 
hardness and critical stress increased with aging time but decreased with aging temperature, as 
shown in Fig. 2-20.  
 
Fig. 2-20. Mechanical indexes of SLM Ni50.2Ti as functions of post-treatment conditions, (a) hardness, 
(b) compression curve and (c) critical stress marked with a solid line and plastic transformation marked 
with a dashed line [136]. 
2.3.2.4 Defects and corresponding precautions 
 (a) Porosity and surface finish 
The porosity and surface finish are strongly dependent on process parameters. It is well 
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accepted that the porosity is increased with the enhancement of laser power. Nevertheless, the 
increased energy input beyond a high level (e.g., 74 J/mm3) aggravate surface roughness and 
reduces the density of SLM NiTi due to pore formation between the adjacent tracks. Besides, 
the scanning speed shows little effects on porosity and surface finish [141]. 
 (b) Impurity pickup 
It is essential to control the impurity pickup level by optimizing the process parameters to 
improve the repeatability of the transformation behavior and functional properties of AM NiTi 
alloys. Walker et al. [47] reported an increase of oxygen impurities with increasing energy 
density, as shown in Fig. 2-21. The nitrogen impurity is not sensitive to the energy density 
when the energy density is controlled below 150 J/mm3. Besides, the utilization of constant 
fresh argon flow during the process could lower down the oxygen content (<500 ppm) of the 
SLM fabricated NiTi parts [142]. 
 
Fig. 2-21. Influence of energy input on impurity pick-up (a) oxygen, (b) carbon, (c) nitrogen [149]. 
(c) Crack sensitivity 
Li et al. [153] investigated the effect of processing parameters on the crack formation in dense 
SLM Ni44.3Ti, as shown in Fig. 2-22. The crack density reduced with linear energy density 
until a threshold point where fully consolidation occurs and the energy inputs higher than 300 
J/mm3 with laser power more than 70 J/mm3 are suggested to result in an acceptably low density 
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of cracks. Several reasons including residual stress, balling effects and vaporization contribute 
to the crack initiation during AM [158, 167]. 
 
Fig. 2-22. (a) Correlation between crack formation, power, and energy density; (b) correlation between 
crack density, hatch and linear energy density [153]. 
2.4 General summary and scope of this thesis 
The aforementioned literature survey comprehensively summarized and analyzed the 
development,  characteristics, and classification of AM processes. In addition, the material 
properties and manufacturing process of TiAl and NiTi alloys are stated respectively. Besides, 
the correlation between parameters (raw material characteristics, process parameters, post-
treatment) and material properties (microstructure, mechanical and functional properties, 
defects and corresponding precautions) of the two intermetallic alloys fabricated by AM 
techniques were systematically analyzed.   
Through the above literature research, investigations on the correlation between the process 
and material properties of WAAM-fabricated intermetallic alloys are insufficient and need to 
be replenished and enriched. The principle scope of this thesis is to investigate the correlation 
between microstructure evolution and properties improvement in WAAM intermetallic alloys 
from different prospectives, as exhibited in the following chapters.  
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Chapter 3 Experimental Instruments and Methodologies 
This chapter briefly illustrated the experimental instruments and methodologies utilized in the 
present researches. The deposition setup of the wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) 
process for material preparation is described in the first section, while the methods of material 
characterization and property detection are presented in the second section. The specific 
experimental details of each experiment will be depicted in detail in the following 
corresponding chapters. 
3.1 Materials 
The raw materials utilized in this research were commercial ASME SB-363 TA1 pure titanium 
alloy wire with a diameter of 1.0 mm, commercial ASTM B863 grade 5 Ti6Al4V alloy wire 
with a diameter of 1.2 mm, 1080 pure aluminum alloy wire with a diameter of 0.8 mm, 
commercial DIN 17753 Ni-201 pure nickel alloy wire with a diameter of 0.9 mm, ASTM B265 
grade 5 Ti-6Al-4V substrate with dimensions of 200 mm × 90 mm × 6 mm, and ASME SB-
363 grade 3 pure titanium substrate with dimensions of 200 mm × 90 mm × 6 mm. The 
chemical composition is listed in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1 Chemical composition of feed material and substrate. 
Raw  
material 
ρ 
g/cm3 
Composition, wt.% (Max) 
Al V Mg Fe Si Cu C H N O Ni Ti 
TA1 Ti 
wire 
4.11 - - - 0.25 0.01 - 0.10 0.015 0.03 0.15 - Bal. 
1080 Al 
wire 
2.375 Bal. 0.03 - 0.15 - - 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 - 0.03 
Ti6Al4V 
Wire 
4.42 6.20 4.0 - 0.4 - - 0.08 0.015 0.05 0.20 - Bal. 
Ni-201 
wire 
8.89 - - 0.01 0.015 - 0.005 0.093 - - - Bal. - 
TA1 Ti 
plate 
4.11 - - - 0.25 0.01 - 0.10 0.015 0.03 0.15 - Bal. 
Ti6Al4V 
plate 
4.42 6.10 4.0 - 0.3 - - 0.08 0.015 0.03 0.20 - Bal. 
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3.2 WAAM setup 
The WAAM process unit applied in this thesis is displayed in Fig. 3-1. The system consists of 
a gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) torch and a 200 A-rated power supply, a trailing argon 
shielding mechanism, a marching system, a dual wire feeder, and a preheating system. The 
argon gas shielding apparatus was adopted to prevent the surface oxidation for depositing a 
final product with acceptable oxygen or nitrogen contamination. The preheating system was 
utilized to control the substrate temperature for preventing the formation of cold cracks during 
the cooling process. The process parameters for depositing different intermetallic alloys were 
presented in the following individual chapter. 
 
Fig. 3-1. The WAAM apparatus utilized in this research. 
3.3 Material characterization 
3.3.1 Sample preparation 
The as-built components were sectioned into different sized samples according to different 
experiments’ requirements in the regions of interest using the wire electrical discharge 
machining. Whereafter, the sectioned samples for metallographic observation were mounted 
using a CitoPress-20 hot mounting press (Fig. 3-2) into Polyfast resin and then ground and 
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polished using a Struers Tegrapol-21 automatic polisher (Fig. 3-3), based on the standard 
metallographic methods. The details of the grinding-polishing procedure are given in Table 3-
2 and Table 3-3 for TiAl and NiTi intermetallic alloys, respectively.  
 
Fig. 3-2. CitoPress-20 hot mounting press. 
 
Fig. 3-3. Struers Tegrapol-21 automatic polisher. 
Table 3-2 Grinding and polishing procedures for TiAl intermetallic alloys 
Procedure Surface Time (min) Force (N) Solution 
Grinding 500# SiC paper 2 45 water 
1200# SiC paper 3 30 water 
 
polishing 
15 μm MD-Pan cloth 7 30 Water-based lubricant 
9 μm Largo cloth 6 30 Water-based lubricant 
3 μm DAP cloth 6 30 Water-based lubricant 
0.25 μm MD-Chem cloth 10 25 50% OPS 
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Table 3-3 Grinding and polishing procedures for NiTi intermetallic alloys 
Procedure Surface Time (min) Force (N) Solution 
Grinding 500# SiC paper 2 25 water 
1200# SiC paper 3 25 water 
Polishing 9 μm Largo cloth 5 25 Water-based lubricant 
3 μm DAP cloth 5 25 Water-based lubricant 
1 μm DAP cloth 5 25 Water-based lubricant 
0.25 μm MD-Chem cloth 10 25 50% OPS 
3.3.2  Microscopy 
3.2.1.1 Stereo Microscopy 
The macro morphologies of the cross-sections of the as-deposited components were captured 
by a Leica M205A stereo microscope. The stereo microscope is shown in Fig. 3-4.  
 
Fig. 3-4. Leica M205A stereo microscope. 
 
Fig. 3-5. Leica DMR optical microscope. 
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3.2.1.2 Optical Microscopy (OM) 
Furthermore, the microstructure of the as-fabricated materials was obtained by a Leica DMR 
optical microscope, shown in Fig. 3-5. The high-magnification visible-light images captured 
by this equipment are used to present the cross-sections of samples in subsequent sections.  
3.2.1.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
The microstructure in the places of interest of WAAM-produced samples, fractographic 
features of broken tensile samples and worn surface of tribology samples after sliding wear 
tests in this thesis were primarily determined using a JEOL JSM-6490LA scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray detector (EDS) operating at 20 
kV, shown in Fig. 3-6. Additionally, the chemical elemental distribution of places of interest 
in the as-deposited materials was analyzed using the EDS technique in this work. 
 
Fig. 3-6. JEOL JSM-6490Lv SEM. 
3.2.1.4 Electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD) 
EBSD could determine the individual grain orientations, orientation correlations, local texture, 
phase identification, and distributions. The microstructure is particularly characterized by the 
orientation contrast in back-scattering electron images. 
In the present work, EBSD was conducted on a JEOL JSM-7001F field emission gun scanning 
electron microscope operating at 15 kV,  probe current of around 6.5 nA, 15 mm working 
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distance. The EBSD maps were post-processed using the Oxford Instruments Channel-5 
software suite. The noise reduction was performed by removing the wild spikes, cyclic 
extrapolation of zero solutions to five neighbors, and thresholding the band contrast to delineate 
unindexed regions. A minimum area of ten pixels was utilized to determine the subgrain and 
grain structures for all calculations and a critical misorientation of 2° was selected to 
reconstruct grains. Misorientations between 2° and 15° and larger than 15° are defined as low-
angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) and high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), respectively. 
 
Fig. 3-7. JEOL JSM-7001F scanning electron microscope equipped with a high-resolution EBSD 
system. 
 
Fig. 3-8. FEI Helios NanoLab G3 CX FIB. 
3.2.1.5 Focused ion beam (FIB) 
The foil specimens for TEM observation are prepared by FEI Helios NanoLab G3 CX focused 
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ion beam (FIB) miller in Fig. 3-8. This device combined a high-resolution FIB and a high-
resolution field emission SEM (FESEM) coupled with an Oxford Aztech EDS (X-ray) system. 
A foil specimen with a size of around 10 µm × 10 µm × 0.1 µm (length×width×thickness) was 
milled in this research and then observed by TEM and high-resolution STEM.  
3.2.1.6 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron 
microscope (STEM) 
Microstructure from micro to nano space could be examined by TEM and STEM in detail. 
Normally, TEM consists of an electron gun, condenser system, objective system, and projective 
system. Various types of images could be obtained, such as bright-field (BF), high-angle 
annular dark-field (HAADF), and selective area electron diffraction patterns (SAED).  
 
Fig. 3-9. JEOL JEM2011 TEM. 
In the present work, a JEOL JEM-2010 microscope with a Gatan charge-coupled device (CCD) 
camera and a JEOL JEM-ARM200F aberration-corrected STEM with a resolution of 0.08 nm 
working at a voltage of 200 kV are utilized to examine the foil samples in both BF and HADDF 
mode. The JEOL JEM-2010 microscope was shown in Fig. 3-9 and the JEOL JEM-ARM200F 
aberration-corrected STEM was displayed in Fg. 3-10. The SDD EDS detector enables the 
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STEM to conduct elemental mapping with an atomic resolution. The analysis of EDX data is 
performed using a JEOL 100 mm2 X-ray detector coupled to a Noran System Seven (NSS) 
analysis system.  BF and HAADF images were collected to present detailed microstructural 
information while the SAED patterns were taken for precipitates identification. 
 
Fig. 3-10. JEOL JEM-ARM200F STEM. 
3.3.3 X-ray diffraction 
The phase constitution of deposited intermetallic components was determined by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD). In the present research, the XRD tests were conducted on a GBC MMA X-
ray diffractometer using monochromatic Cu Kα radiation (wavelength=1.5418Å) at an 
accelerating voltage of 35 kV and a current of 28.6 mA with a scanning step of 0.02º and a 
scanning speed of 1 º/min shown in Figure 3-11. The scanning range depends on different 
intermetallics, which is introduced in the specific chapters. 
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Fig. 3-11. GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer. 
3.3.4 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)  
In this research, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was applied to investigate the phase 
transformations of NiTi intermetallic alloys. The Ni-rich NiTi samples were heated and cooled 
in the range from –100 °C to 100 °C to record the phase transformation of martensite to 
austenite and the reverse phase transformation of austenite to martensite on a heat flux 
NETZSCH DSC 204 F1 Phoenix DSC. The samples for the DSC measurements were cut by a 
low-speed diamond saw into a cubic shape, and then were ground by SiC papers to 4000 grid 
to remove the surface oxides. The weight of the samples varied in the range of 50 to 80 mg. 
The heating or cooling rate was selected to be ±10 °C/min, which is widely used for the 
investigation of the transformation of SMAs. Ten cycles were run for each sample to obtain a 
stable response. 
 
Fig. 3-12. NETZSCH DSC 204 F1 Phoenix DSC. 
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3.4 Property measurements 
3.4.1 Hardness test 
The Vickers hardness test was conducted using MATSUZAWA Via-S Vickers innovative 
automatic tester. The load for detecting TiAl intermetallic and NiTi intermetallic are 200 g and 
500 g, respectively. The indentation time was set at 5s on the polished sample surface. The 
purpose of the microhardness testing is not only to get the mechanical property of the tested 
material but also to make labels for further EDS chemical constituent detection to get the 
composition transition. 
 
Fig. 3-13. The MATSUZAWA Via-S Vickers innovative automatic tester. 
       
                                               (a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 3-14. (a) MTS 370 unit and (b) Instron 8801 tensile machine. 
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3.4.2 Tensile test 
The gauge dimension of the dog bone shaped tensile specimens is 10 mm×2 mm×1.5 mm 
(length×width×thickness). The static uniaxial tensile tests were performed at ambient 
temperature on an MTS370 load unit or an Instron 8801 tensile machine. The strain rate for 
TiAl and NiTi intermetallic is kept as  5×10–2 s–1 and 10–4 s–1, respectively. To further 
investigate the deformation and pseudoelastic recovery behavior of NiTi intermetallic alloys, 
the cyclic tension tests were conducted with a load of 700 MPa or 500 MPa followed by 
unloading to zero for 10 cycles with a strain rate of 10–4 s–1. The location of extraction for the 
tensile specimens inside the buildup components will be referred to in the specific chapters. 
After tension experiments, the fracture surface morphologies were analyzed by SEM.   
3.4.3 High-temperature oxidation test 
Isothermal oxidation tests for TiAl intermetallic alloys were conducted in a muffle furnace in 
an atmospheric environment shown in Fig. 3-15(a) followed by air cooling. Samples were cut 
parallel to the y-z plane for oxidation experiments. Each specimen was metallographically 
ground and polished to 2500-grit followed by ultrasonic cleaning with ethanol and air drying. 
The weight gains after oxidation were measured with an analytical balance with an accuracy 
of 0.01 mg (Fig. 3-15(b)). The surface morphology, cross-section morphology and elemental 
distribution of the oxide scale were observed using SEM.  
          
                                                         (a)                                               (b) 
Fig. 3-15. (a) Muffle furnace, (b) electrical balance with an accuracy of 0.01mg. 
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3.4.4 Dry-sliding test 
The room temperature dry-wear tests were performed in air using a Bruker UMT TriboLab 
reciprocating pin-on-plate tribometer shown in Fig. 3-16(a) to assess the wear resistance of the 
NiTi coatings. Samples were slid against a stationary Cr-steel ball (GCr15; density: 7.8 g/cm3; 
Young's modulus: 207 GPa; Hardness: 7 GPa; Surface roughness: 20 nm), with a diameter of 
6.35 mm. The pin-on-plate test settings were: time, 300 s; loads, 5 N to 20 N; rotatory speed, 
2 Hz and a stroke of 10 mm. The friction tests were repeated three times for each parameter 
under each force. The friction force was automatically recorded and the friction coefficient was 
accordingly calculated through a coupled computer system during the sliding wear tests. 
Subsequently, the worn surfaces were inspected using SEM. The mean values of wear loss 
rates were calculated by measuring the worn cross-section using a Bruker Contour GT-K 3D 
Optical Microscope, shown in Fig. 3-16(b).  
         
                                 (a)                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 3-16. (a)  Bruker UMT TriboLab reciprocating pin-on-plate tribometer, (b) Bruker Contour GT-
K 3D Optical Microscope  
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Chapter 4 Effects of Phase Constituents on WAAM-
processed TiAl Intermetallic Alloys 
An innovative WAAM technique was applied to fabricated binary TiAl intermetallic alloys. 
The feasibility [89], process parameters optimization [90, 93], and the anisotropic properties in 
as-printed and post heat-treated conditions [91, 92] of the WAAM-printed TiAl intermetallic 
were previously demonstrated and systematically analyzed by our research group. However, 
the previously researched TiAl object is homogeneous in composition and phase constituent. 
It is necessary to keep investigating the effects of phase constituent on the WAAM-fabricated 
TiAl alloys. For this purpose, two aspects were conducted in this chapter. Firstly, three 
compositionally consistent TiAl components with different phase constituents were 
successfully deposited using WAAM and the correlated properties were compared in section 
4.1. Secondly, a functionally graded TiAl component with a designed constitution gradient 
from pure Ti to Ti-50at%Al was successfully fabricated through WAAM and subsequent 
comparative studies were further conducted in section 4.2. 
4.1 Phase constituent control and correlated properties of WAAM-
processed TiAl intermetallic alloys  
4.1.1 Introduction  
TiAl alloys have increasingly attracted attention in the last two decades for applications in 
aerospace and automotive industries due to their unique characteristics such as low density, 
high specific strength and excellent oxidation resistance [208]. However, the poor hot 
deformability resulting from their inherent brittleness limits the manufacture of engineering 
components. Many attempts [188, 209] have been made to improve the properties of TiAl 
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alloys by adding ternary elements and controlling the microstructure by essentially 
manipulating the phase constituents. The phase constituents have an inseparable relationship 
with mechanical properties, oxidation and corrosion resistance, and other material behaviors 
[210].  WAAM is a promising technique for directly fabricating large intricately shaped metal 
components, which offers the potential for significant cost and time savings compared with 
conventional manufacturing methods [211]. To date, traditional WAAM has been considered 
to be a less promising method for manufacturing TiAl alloys compared with powder-based AM, 
since TiAl intermetallic alloy is not commercially available in wire form due to its brittle nature. 
To overcome this limitation, Ma et.al [89] demonstrated the feasibility of fabricating binary -
TiAl alloys using WAAM equipped with a dual wire feeding system to perform in-situ alloying. 
In this study, TiAl alloys with various phase constituents (single α2-Ti3Al, single -TiAl and 
duplex phases of -TiAl and α2-Ti3Al) were designed and successfully deposited by using 
WAAM, through adjusting the wire feed rates of the elemental components. The effects of 
phase constituents on the microstructure and properties of the deposited materials were 
investigated. 
4.1.2 Experimental  
Three thin-wall components with different compositions were deposited using a WAAM 
system consisting of a 200A-rated GTAW power source, dual wire feeder, substrate heating 
supply, water cooling system and a linear travel mechanism. During the deposition, the wire 
feed rates were set as shown in Table 4-1, while other key parameters were held constant: arc 
current (120 A), travel speed (100 mm/min) and substrate heating temperature (400 °C).  
The middle sections of the deposits were used to produce metallographic, microhardness and 
XRD samples. Tensile samples were extracted in the horizon plane, while the oxidation 
samples were machined in the vertical plane perpendicular to the cross-section. The 
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microstructures were characterized by OM and SEM equipped with an EDS and XRD. 
Mechanical properties were determined from tensile and hardness testing results. Continuous 
isothermal oxidation tests were conducted at 900 °C in a muffle furnace in an atmospheric 
environment for 0-24 h, followed by air cooling and the weight gains were measured with an 
analytical balance. 
Table 4-1 Production parameters of the WAAM TiAl alloys 
Composition Wire feed rate (mm/min) A (at%) 
AAl/ ATi Ti wire (Ф1.0mm) 1080 Al wire (Ф 0.9mm) Al Ti 
Ti-35Al 900 583 34.98 65.02 0.538 
Ti-45Al 800 788 44.99 55.01 0.818 
Ti-55Al 650 956 55.00 45.00 1.222 
4.1.3. Results and discussion  
Fig. 4-1 shows the XRD patterns and corresponding microstructures of fabricated samples with 
three different atomic ratios of Ti: Al. XRD results show that single α2-Ti3Al and -TiAl 
phases were obtained with compositions of Ti-35Al and Ti-55Al, respectively. When the 
composition is controlled at Ti-45Al, duplex phases of -TiAl and α2-Ti3Al were obtained. The 
Ti-35Al sample is characterized as irregular crystal structure, possessing interlacing tangled 
grain boundaries accompanied by fine α2 plates within grain interiors (Fig. 4-1(b)). In the Ti-
45Al sample shown in Fig. 4-1(c), the microstructure displays equiaxed crystals with various 
sizes ranging from 55 µm to 200 µm, in which a mixture of α2 and  laths displayed as the 
lamellar structure could be observed. When the constituent is Ti-55Al, the microstructure 
experienced dramatic changes, consists of  dendritic structures exhibiting four-fold symmetry, 
which suggests that the primary solidification path is L→α [67]. It is notable that the dendritic 
crystals exhibit strong orientations that are present along the build-up direction.   
The relationships between room-temperature mechanical properties and phase constituents are 
depicted in Fig. 4-2. The microhardness drops significantly when the Al content is increased, 
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with values measured at 510.3 HV0.2, 335.5 HV0.2, 250.9 HV0.2 respectively for Ti-35Al, 
Ti-45Al, and Ti-55Al samples. Notably, the Ti-35Al sample is more than twice as hard as that 
of Ti-35Al alloy. This is mainly due to the hardness of α2 lamellae being almost twice that of 
γ lamellae in a poly-synthetically twinned TiAl crystal [212]. The ultimate tensile strength 
(UTS) and yield strength (YS) exhibit similar trends as microhardness with increasing Al 
concentration, displaying a decreasing trend from around 620 to 350 MPa and 535 to 287 MPa, 
respectively, which could be attributed to the decrease in the volume fraction of α2 phase [213]. 
However, the sample consisting of dual γ + α2 phases possesses higher elongation (0.51%) than 
those composed of single phase. Research has shown that both of the single α2 and  phase 
exhibit very low ambient ductility, while a mixture of the two-phase has been found to be better 
in this aspect and could be improved through refining microstructure or adding small micro-
alloying elements [48].  
 
Fig. 4-1. XRD patterns (a) and microstructures (b-d) of TiAl samples with different Al content. 
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Fig. 4-2. Microhardness (a) and tensile properties (b) of TiAl samples with different Al content. 
The oxidation kinetic curves and oxide scale morphology of the three alloys at 900 °C for 24 h 
are displayed in Fig. 4-3. All the samples exhibited increased oxidation rate and mass gain per 
unit area (Δm) with increased time during isothermal oxidation. The final mass gains of the Ti-
35Al, Ti-45Al, and Ti-55Al samples were 8.21 mg/cm2, 3.73 mg/cm2 and 1.95 mg/cm2, 
respectively (Fig. 4-3(a)), showing that Ti-35Al alloy has the lowest oxidation resistance while 
Ti-55Al alloy has the greatest resistance. The mass gain curves match with the parabolic law, 
which indicates that the oxidation reaction was diffusion-controlled during the experimental 
period [214]. The parabolic law is defined by:  
(∆𝑚/𝑠)2 = 𝑘p𝑡 + C                                                    (4-1) 
Where Δm/s is the weight gain per unit of the surface area of the oxidation specimen (mg∙cm–
2), kp is the parabolic rate constant, C is a constant, and t is the oxidation time in seconds. The 
detailed oxidation kinetics are shown in Fig. 4-3(b). The correlation coefficient (R2) for all 
cases is close to 1. In principle, the parabolic law is based on the hypothesis that no defects 
exist in the oxide film or at the oxide/metal interface. In reality, defects such as pores or cracks 
may develop in the oxide film after oxidation, resulting in the deviation of oxidation kinetics 
from the parabolic law [214]. The parabolic rate constants of Ti-35Al, Ti-45Al and Ti-55Al 
alloys are 7.9×10–4 mg2·cm–4·s-1, 1.63×10–4 mg2·cm–4·s-1, and 4.62×10–5 mg2·cm–4·s-1, 
respectively, decreasing as the Al concentration increases, which is consistent with previous 
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literature [215].   
 
Fig. 4-3. Mass change versus time curves (a) and corresponding curve fitting (b) for the test samples 
oxidized for 24 h at 900 °C in the air; BSE micrographs and corresponding element maps of oxide scale 
of the experimental samples (c) Ti-35Al, (d) Ti-45Al, (e) Ti-55Al. 
The morphology of the oxide/metal interface and corresponding element maps of experimental 
samples are shown in Fig. 4-3(c-e). The thickness of the oxide film of Ti-55Al is approximately 
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7.9 µm, which is thinnest among the three alloys.  Also, the Ti-55Al sample shows better 
adhesion between the oxide film and the matrix than the other two alloys.  After oxidation, all 
of the experimental alloys exhibit a stratified multi-layered oxide scale structure. The outer two 
oxide layers are a single TiO2 and a single Al2O3 layer for all of the three alloys, while the 
inner layers show some small differences. For Ti-35Al alloy, the inner layer is composed of 
TiO2-rich TiO2 + Al2O3 mixed structure. For Ti-45Al alloy, the inner layer shows a 
discontinuous lamellar structure in the sequence of TiO2/ Al2O3/ TiO2/ Al2O3… However, 
for Ti-55Al, the inner layer consists of a mixed TiO2+ Al2O3 oxide structure and a protective 
Al2O3 thin layer.  Notably, comparatively large cavities appeared along the interface of the 
top TiO2 layer and second Al2O3 layer while small pores could be observed in the inner layers. 
In addition, the size of pores decreases with higher Al content.  
4.1.4 Conclusions 
Based on the experimental results, it has been demonstrated that the phase constituents of TiAl 
intermetallic alloys can be readily controlled during operation of the dual-wire WAAM process, 
by adjusting the wire feed speed of the different alloying elements. Three kinds of TiAl 
intermetallics with different phase compositions were obtained (single α2, dual α2+ and single 
). The correlated microstructure and material properties were systematically investigated and 
show acceptable trends. The hardness and tensile strength increase as the volume fraction of 
the α2 phase increases, while the dual α2+ TiAl intermetallic possesses greater ductility. The 
oxidation resistance is enhanced as the Al content is increased.  
The concept of using WAAM with in-situ alloying has the potential to be introduced to low-
cost rapid manufacturing of intermetallic (TiAl, NiAl, NiTi) or other alloys with different phase 
composition.     
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4.2 Characterization of WAAM-processed TiAl functionally 
graded material   
4.2.1 Introduction 
TiAl alloys offer promising opportunities in the field of aerospace and automotive applications 
due to their unique combination of properties, including high heat resistance, high thermal 
conductivity, and low density. Conversely, poor plasticity and formability limit their wider 
application. These intermetallic alloys are mainly used to fabricate blades of turbochargers, 
turbine rotors and exhaust valves [93]. In such applications, since extreme temperatures are 
only imposed on certain regions of the component, then the component can be fabricated as a 
gradient material with variable chemical, physical or mechanical properties throughout its body 
to withstand specific operation conditions [216]. The gradual changes in the volume fraction 
of the composition and inhomogeneous structure of functionally gradient materials (FGMs) 
enable continuous change of macroscopic properties, such as hardness, corrosion resistivity, 
thermal conductivity and specific heat [217]. Hence, an FGM component having ductile 
titanium alloy on one side and titanium aluminide intermetallic with high-temperature 
oxidation resistance on the other side provides an ideal solution for particular applications such 
as high-temperature environments. 
In recent years, an increasing number of investigations have been carried on functionally 
graded metal matrix composites (FGMMC) that combine FGMs with metal and ceramic 
constituents [218, 219] and also conventional metal-based FGMs, such as titanium alloys [216, 
220, 221], stainless steels [222], and nickel-based superalloys [217, 223]. The majority of 
studied FGMs are either ceramic or metallic based, while limited studies can be found in the 
literature for intermetallic-based FGMs. In addition, a variety of fabricating methods have been 
developed to synthesize FGMs, such as centrifugal casting [219, 224, 225], self-propagating 
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high-temperature synthesis [226, 227], spark plasma sintering [221, 228], powder metallurgy 
[229-231] and laser deposition [124, 223].  
Compared with the above-mentioned processing methods, AM technologies offer advantages 
for overcoming fabrication challenges such as shape complexities, material complexities, 
hierarchical complexities, and functional complexities [95]. It has been reported that 
intermetallic TiAl FGMs were successfully fabricated using direct laser metal deposition 
(DLMD) [124], which revealed that the DLMD process has the tendency to promote the 
formation of heterogeneous phases in the deposited TiAl intermetallic alloy. Recently, 
researchers [92, 232-234] have focused on WAAM, driven by the continued need to reduce 
material cost. WAAM can be used to directly fabricate or repair complex metallic components 
with a full density that reduces the processing time and cost due to its higher deposition rate 
and lower material waste compared to powder-based AM. WAAM is able to deposit consistent 
material with the desired chemical composition because of the negligible generation of spatter 
and the formation of a quiescent melt pool during this process. Shen et al. [235] successfully 
fabricated Fe-FeAl functionally graded composites using WAAM with a twin-wire feeding 
system having an adjustable wire feed speed ratio in order to control the material composition 
and also to achieve the desired deposition rate.  
The objective of this study is to fabricate TiAl materials having a designed composition 
gradient using the WAAM method and also to investigate the variation of microstructure and 
mechanical properties with the change of composition along the deposition direction. 
Furthermore, because of the high thermal application potential of TiAl alloys, this study will 
also analyze the high-temperature oxidation behavior with the changes of the constituent. 
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4.2.2 Experimental procedures 
4.2.2.1 Wire arc additive manufacturing process 
Fig. 4-4 shows the WAAM system that is used to produce functionally graded titanium-
aluminide alloys. The system consists of a GTAW torch and power supply, a trailing argon 
shielding mechanism, a double-wire feeder, and a preheating system. Pure titanium wire (1.0 
mm in diameter) and 1080 pure aluminum wire (0.9 mm in diameter) were fed into a single 
welding pool, with their constituent ratio controlled by their individual wire feeding speeds. 
The angle between each nozzle and the substrate surface was set at 30° and the angle between 
the two wire-feeding nozzles was approximately 60° to maintain the stability of the molten 
pool. The key process parameters are listed in Table 4-2. The as-fabricated bulk sample has 
dimensions of 25mm height, 130mm length and 10mm width, with the composition varied 
along the deposition direction (z-axis). 
  
Fig. 4-4. Schematic illustration of (a) WAAM process and (b) double-wire feeding units. 
Table 4-2 Process parameters of Ti-Al FGMs. 
Al content 
(at. pct) 
layers Interpass 
temperature 
(400 °C) 
Current (A) Travel speed 
(mm/min) 
Wire feed 
speed of Ti 
(mm/min) 
Wire feed 
speed of Al 
(mm/min) 
20% 1~3  
 
 
400 
 
 
 
120 
 
 
 
100 
1050 316 
25% 4~6 1000 401 
30% 7~9 950 490 
35% 10~12 900 584 
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40% 13~15    850 682 
45% 16~18 800 788 
50% 19~24 650 783 
4.2.2.2 Material test and characterization 
Cross-section samples were wire-cut from the deposited bulk for metallographic examination 
and polished according to the standard metallographic method (Table.2) for titanium 
aluminides since the transition of microstructure with the increment of Al content could be 
observed in a single sample. These were then etched with the agent consisting of 6 vol% nitric 
acid, 3 vol% hydrofluoric acid and balance H2O. The microstructure and element distribution 
at different regions of the specimens were analyzed by OM (Nikon Optiphot reflected light 
microscope), scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM, 
JEOL JSM-6490LA equipped with an EDS analysis system). The accuracy of EDS 
measurements is 0.5 at%. The phase constitutions along the Z-height were identified by a GBC 
MMA XRD with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å). Vickers microhardness profiles along the 
deposition direction (z-direction) were measured at a load of 200 g (HV0.2) and 1 mm step 
size with 5 seconds indentation time for each testing point using a Matsuzawa Via-F automatic 
Vickers Hardness Tester. XRD and tensile examinations were performed on the horizontal 
plane (x-y plane) instead of the cross-sectional plane (x-z plane) of the wall because the 
microstructure and constitution are substantially more uniform in the horizontal plane (x-y 
plane), as shown in Fig. 4-5(a). Multiple samples were taken at different heights from the 
bottom to the top of the wall to demonstrate the trend of the tensile properties and volume 
fraction of different phases as the increment of Al content. The room-temperature tensile 
properties of the deposited material were measured using an MTS370 load unit at a strain rate 
of 0.05 s-1. The tensile loading direction was in the longitudinal direction (y-axis), as shown in 
Fig. 4-5(b). Even though the microstructural inhomogeneity might exist in one sample but it 
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can be regarded as consistent since it is a gradient material and Al content increases from the 
bottom to the top surface. The data can provide a qualitative trend for further analysis. The 
fracture surfaces of the broken samples were examined with SEM. 
Table 4-3 Sample preparation procedures. 
Procedure Surface Time (min) Force (N) Solution 
Grinding 500# SiC paper 2 45 water 
1200# SiC paper 3 30 water 
 
polishing 
15 μm MD-Pan cloth 7 30 Water-based lubricant 
9 μm Largo cloth 6 30 Water-based lubricant 
3 μm DAP cloth 6 30 Water-based lubricant 
0.25 μm MD-Chem cloth 10 25 50% OPS 
 
Fig. 4-5. Sample preparations including location and dimension (a) XRD samples, (b) tensile samples 
cut from the centre of the bulk parallel to the z-y plane, (c) vertical cross-section parallel to x-z plane, 
(d) oxidation specimens parallel to the y-z plane. 
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4.2.2.3 Oxidation experiments and oxide scale analysis 
Isothermal oxidation tests were conducted at 800 °C for 100 hours followed by air cooling. 
Samples with a dimension of 10 mm×3 mm×25 mm were cut parallel to the y-z plane for 
oxidation experiments, as shown in Fig. 4-5(d). Each specimen was metallographically ground 
and polished to 2500-grit followed by ultrasonic cleaning with ethanol and air drying. The 
surface morphology, cross-section morphology and elemental distribution of the oxide scale 
were observed using SEM.  
4.2.3. Results and discussion 
4.2.3.1 Microstructure evolution and XRD analysis of as-received FGM materials 
The microstructure evolution of the deposited material with progressively higher Al content 
along the Z direction is illustrated in Fig. 4-6. The sample displayed good cohesion between 
the layers of deposition since no macro cracks were observed in the bulk. The formation of 
convex layer bands is due to the partial remelting of previously deposited layers and repeating 
thermal cycles that have occurred during each subsequent deposition pass [25,26]. The cross-
section can be divided into different regions according to the brightness of the etched surface, 
due to the variation of Al content. Fig. 4-6(a) exhibits typical α–β duplex microstructure (15 
at% Al), showing a typical Widmanstätten lath-like morphology, with more laths appearing to 
originate from the α grain boundary. The transformation of β leads to co-oriented α lamellae 
separated by retained β ribs. The morphology in Fig. 4-6(b) (30 at% Al) exhibits sinuous grain 
boundaries accompanied by fine α2 plates inside the grains. A similar characteristic 
microstructure is found in Fig. 4-6(c) (37 at% Al) manifesting interlacing tangled grain 
boundaries as well as several short acicular and rod-shaped α2 plates within grain interiors. In 
addition, the average grain size in Fig. 4-6(c) is much smaller than that in Fig. 4-6(d) due to 
the cycling thermal heat treatment during the deposition process. When the Al content exceeds 
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40 at%, the microstructure significantly changes, displaying coarse α2 grains with fine  laths 
more or less precipitating at grain boundaries and within the grains. Fig. 4-6(d) shows a large-
grain morphology consisting of α2+γ lamellae structure with grain boundaries covered with 
dark fine  phase representing the typical composition at 43 at% Al content. A typical lamellar 
structure composed of  and α2 surrounded by sporadic  interdendritic phases for Ti-47 at% 
Al alloy is shown in Fig. 4-6(e). The angle between the lamellar direction and the dendrite 
surface is around 45° indicating that the primary phase is still β under this composition [236]. 
With increasing Al composition up to 50% in the uppermost zone, the microstructure presents 
long dark dendrites possessing lamellar nature encapsulated within a white interdendritic γ-
phase (Fig. 4-6(f)). According to the TiAl binary phase diagram shown in Fig. 4-7, the 
solidification should be completed with α dendritic structure when the average Al content is 
50%, which is quite different from alloys in the range of 40–49 at% Al [236]. The formation 
of the interdendritic α phase requires nucleation during α formation, with consequent Al 
enrichment of the liquid, which will finally solidify as γ phase. The α dendrites transform into 
α2+γ lamellae structure during solid-state cooling and the γ phase remains interdendritic. 
 
Fig. 4-6. Images of microstructure evolution with progressively higher Al content from the bottom to 
the top. 
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Fig. 4-7.  TiAl binary phase diagram [237]. 
The results of XRD analysis performed at different deposition heights are presented in Fig. 4-
8 for identifying the phase structure transition along the composition gradient.  It can be seen 
from Fig. 4-8(a) that the region near the fusion line, containing 12.1 at% Al, mainly consists 
of α phase and slight β phase, indicating that this region is dilution-affected. From samples S1 
to S6, all the peaks are pointing to the α2 phase. Interestingly, the peaks of α and α2 phase 
occupy almost the same positions in the 2θ scan, owing to the fact that α and α2 phase have the 
same space group.  It is known that the intensity of the diffraction peaks corresponds to the 
crystallization degree, the grain size, and the order of the corresponding crystal plane. 
Therefore, the intensity changes of the α2 peaks from S1 to S6 could be ascribed to the 
combined factors of the width of α2 lamellae, the preferred orientation of columnar crystals, 
thermal cycling and the cooling rate after deposition of each layer. Although a similar 
microstructure can be obtained in the single α2 field, the α2 phase forms via different 
transformation routes and the alloys’ respective site occupancy are quite different in terms of 
the deviation from stoichiometric composition [238]. For Ti3Al alloys containing less than 25 
at% Al, the final α2 phase takes shape complying with the ordering reaction α → α + α2 → α2. 
Whereas, when Al content lies in the range of 25 at% to 36 at%, another solid-state reaction 
β+α →α2 would take place instead of α →α2 or α+ →α2 [239]. It is worth noting that the 
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composition of  Ti- 37.3 at% Al alloy (S6) exists in two-phase α2+ field according to the phase 
diagram even if the volume fraction of -phase is too small to be detected via XRD.  
 
    
Fig. 4-8. XRD diffraction spectra for WAAM-built FGM in different regions from bottom to top of 
deposit (a) XRD diffraction patterns of fusion line area (shown in Fig. 2(c) ), S1 to S6; (b) XRD 
diffraction patterns of S7 to S10; (c) average volume fraction of α2 phase of phase coexistence region 
(S7 to S10). The volume fraction of different phases shown in (c) were obtained by Rietveld analysis 
on the four experiments in (b), and the error bar shows one standard deviation. 
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When Al content reached approximately 40 at%, the phases were composed of -TiAl and α2-
Ti3Al (Fig. 4-8(b)). With the increase of Al content, the intensity of α2 phase peaks becomes 
weaker while the intensity of the γ phase grows stronger. This trend can be confirmed from the 
volume fraction of the α2 phase on different samples (Fig. 4-8(c)).  The volume fraction of 
different phases mainly relies on the Al content but is also influenced by thermal cycling and 
cooling rate during the deposition process. From S7 to S10, the volume fraction of the α2 phase 
decreases from over 40% to less than 15%. In comparison with other regions, the top region 
(S10) has the highest γ phase volume fraction of 88±3%. 
4.2.3.2 Chemical composition and microhardness  
Fig. 4-9 shows the measured Al content and the corresponding microhardness along the 
deposition direction (z-direction) of the FGM bulk. The Al content from the fusion line to the 
top surface varies from 5 at% to approximately 50 at%, exhibiting linearity to a certain extent. 
Even though the designed composition was changed every 3 layers in a step-wise manner, the 
measured composition shows a relatively smooth and continuous transition, resulting from the 
remelting process during deposition. Every time a new layer is deposited, the upper area of the 
previous layer will be remelted and the retained part will undergo reheating and experience a 
secondary solid-state phase transformation.  In addition, it is noticeable that the Al content was 
lower than the designed composition and experienced an abrupt increase in the first few layers, 
which is due to dilution from the pure Ti substrate. 
Furthermore, the variation in microhardness throughout the cross-section of the as-deposited 
bulk exhibited an initial rise and then decline with the increase of Al content. The hardness 
changes in a large range from 248 Hv to a peak value of 518 Hv. In the first few layers, there 
is a rapid increase in microhardness induced by the addition of Al content up to about 15 at%. 
As the Al content increases, the volume fraction of the α2 phase increases accompanied by a 
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decrease in α volume fraction, resulting in a substantial increase in microhardness before 
reaching the single α2 phase zone. Subsequently, adding more Al only results in a mild increase 
in microhardness following a non-linear function with a gradually reduced slope until the 
microhardness reaches the peak value corresponding to around 30~33 at% Al content. By 
comparing the hardness values with the width of α2 lamellae, when the α2 phase occupies a 
dominant position in the phase composition, a narrow α2 lath contributes to a higher mean 
hardness[240].  The microstructure that forms following the peritectoid reaction β+α→α2 and 
a second peritectoid reaction β+α2→α in this composition range can account for this 
phenomenon. It should be noted that a slight fluctuation of microhardness is shown in this 
narrow composition range, which can be attributed to different scales of lamellar structure. 
Thereafter, a sharp fall in microhardness is observed with a continual increase of the Al 
composition. It has been proven that in a poly-synthetically twinned TiAl crystal, the hardness 
of α2 lamellae is almost twice that of γ lamellae [212]. Therefore, the decrease in the volume 
fraction of the α2 phase accompanied by the increase of  phase can account for this 
phenomenon. 
 
Fig. 4-9. Al content and microhardness gradient along centreline from the fusion line (referred in Fig.4-
5(c)) to the top surface. 
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4.2.3.3 Room temperature tensile property transition 
The room temperature tensile properties from bottom to the top of the bulk (T1 to T9) are 
shown in Fig. 4-10. Both the UTS and the YS reached their maximum values at T5 (608 MPa 
and 535 MPa respectively) and then gradually decreased. From T1 to T4, the UTS and YS 
increase by around 140 MPa due to the dramatic increase of the α2 phase in volume fraction. 
However, the ductility remains steady with only a slight fluctuation. In comparison to T1 and 
T2, T3 (average 23.5 at% Al) had higher strength but lower ductility due to a prominence of 
the α2 phase. For T4 and T5, corresponding to 27.1 at% and 31.3 at% Al content respectively, 
the tensile strength kept increasing and reached the maximum value. On one hand, this could 
attribute that when the α2 phase occupies an absolutely dominant position in the phase 
constitution, the width of α2 laths become the primary factor affecting the strength of lamellar 
colonies. Investigations conducted by Dennis et al [241] revealed that the lamellar spacing can 
dominate the yield strength irrespective of grain size. The high interface density can greatly 
improve the mechanical properties as lamellar interfaces will obstruct the slip of dislocations. 
On the other hand, Nakano et.al revealed that for Ti3Al single crystals, Al content plays a not 
negligible role in slip geometry, yield stress and ductility [34]. 
The tensile strength from T5 to T7 dropped significantly while the elongation increased slightly, 
with UTS decreased by 150 MPa, YS decreased by 163 MPa and elongation increased by 0.2%, 
resulting from the significant increase in the volume fraction of  phase. Sample T9, containing 
average 48.5 at% Al, exhibited the lowest UTS and YS but highest ductility, the values being 
462 MPa, 380 MPa, and 0.56%, respectively. More  grains were distributed in this field, which 
is considered to be softer than lamellae, contributing to the highest ductility. There are four 
dominant factors determining the ductility in the dual-phase TiAl alloys: the grain size, L/ 
ratio (lamellar grains to gamma grains), lattice dimensions and impurity level. L/ ratio 
depends further on the α2/ ratio, mainly governed by the Al concentration [48].  
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Fig. 4-10. Room temperature tensile property transition along deposition direction of FGM TiAl 
component fabricated by WAAM (T1 to T9 from bottom to top). 
The SEM fractography in Fig. 4-11 shows three different failure modes including trans-
lamellar (TL), “feathery” trans-lamellar (FTL) fracture and inter-lamellar (IL) fracture. The TL 
model displays a coarse crack surface following the lamellar interfaces before crossing 
individual lamellae while the FTL fracture passes through several lamellae without changing 
direction along with the interfaces [125]. Unlike the former two modes, the IL mode, observed 
in the lamellar colonies, separates the individual lamellae, causing the formation of glossy 
planar morphology. The crack propagation is associated with a cleavage fracture of the 
intermetallic matrix, which can be eventually ascribed to the α2+ or fully α2 lamellar colonies. 
It can be seen that T1, T2, and T3 show a very similar fracture structure consisting of 
predominant of FTL and IL with slight TL and the separation cracks originate from the 
interface of IL and TL zones. From T4 to T6, the proportion of TL gradually increases, and it 
becomes the dominant factor for failure. Along with this change in fracture pattern is a 
noticeable increase in tensile strength and a decrease in ductility, indicating that the TL mode 
is a relatively brittle fracture mode in comparison to others. Hereafter, the FTL occupies a 
dominant position in the fracture of T7 to T9 companied by a small amount of IL and TL, 
indicating that the FTL mode is a ductile fracture mode.  
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Fig. 4-11. SEM fractography of WAAM-fabricated FGM Ti-Al alloy. 
4.2.3.4. The transition of surface morphology and cross-section of oxide scale  
The evolution of the surface morphology of the oxide scale from top to bottom of the FGM 
TiAl component is shown in Fig. 4-12. After oxidation testing at 800 °C for 100 h, the entire 
surface of the specimen turned white, coated with oxides. Partial spallation of brittle oxides 
can be observed in the top region and middle region of the samples. The main reason for 
spallation is the poor adhesion between the oxide scale and matrix, caused by their different 
thermal expansion coefficients.  The residual oxide film showed a number of cracks on the 
edges and was almost peeled off from the base at the top surface (Fig. 9(a)). A white-colored 
network structure was distributed throughout the spalled area, pointing to Al2O3 according to 
EDS mapping (Fig. 4-13).  It can be seen that the surface of the oxide film was uneven due to 
the formation of oxide clusters gathered in rows. Such morphology could weaken the oxide 
scale adhesion because cavities are easier to form between the oxide clusters and ravines [61]. 
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The oxide scales on the surface have features of high brittleness and hardness, as evidenced by 
flat particle boundaries caused by exfoliation and spallation [242]. The unpeeled area was 
covered with a mixture of randomly oriented prismatic shaped rutile particles. Unlike the 
original microstructure of deposited TiAl FGM, the shape of the surface particles did not show 
any difference with the change of composition. However, the average size of the particles 
changes from 1 µm in the top surface to 4 µm near the substrate, as displayed in Fig. 4-12(a-
c). 
 
Fig. 4-12. Surface morphologies of oxides formed on different locations of the FGM oxidation sample 
after 100h oxidation at 800 °C in air.  
The overall trend of oxide layer depth versus Al concentration is presented in Fig. 4-14. It can 
be seen that with decreasing Al content, the oxide depth increases at a growing rate, ranging 
from 3 µm in the top surface to 56 µm near the Ti substrate. It is worth noting that the oxide 
depth increased greatly when Al concentration dropped to less than 40 at%. It has been 
demonstrated by Gil et al. [243] that the microstructure and phase composition play a crucial 
role in the oxidation behavior of TiAl-based alloys. In the case of low Al concentration, the 
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volume fraction of α2-Ti3Al is dominant, which is prone to forming mixed non-protective scales. 
However, the sudden drop of measured oxide depth that occurred at 6mm and 8mm to 12mm 
below the top surface, as marked in Fig. 4-14, is mainly due to spallation.   
 
Fig. 4-13. Elemental distribution maps of the spalled area of WAAM-fabricated FGM TiAl alloy after 
oxidation for 100 h. 
 
Fig. 4-14. Oxide thickness varies with the distance from the top surface of WAAM-fabricated FGM 
TiAl alloy after 100h oxidation at 800 °C in air. 
Fig. 4-15 displays the cross-section of oxide layers in different positions along the vertical, or 
deposition, the direction of the WAAM-fabricated FGM TiAl sample. Elemental distribution 
maps are used to investigate the characteristic of the oxide scale. In addition, the differences in 
the structure of the oxide layers were analyzed.  
In position A, 1.5 mm from the top (49 at% Al), the matrix is composed of a near single -
TiAl. The oxide layer can be divided into three parts. The outermost and the innermost layers 
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both consisted of mixed A12O3 / TiO2. A compact and continuous A12O3 layer existed 
between them and played the role of hindering the diffusion of O and Ti. A single and 
continuous A12O3 layer, as the most desired oxide film in TiAl alloys, is considered to be far 
superior to a single TiO2 layer or a mixture of A12O3 and TiO2 layers, due to the porous nature 
of TiO2 [61].  The stabilization of the A12O3 scale can be obtained only on the -TiAl phase 
during high-temperature oxidation [215]. Presumably, Ti and O ions could permeate through 
A12O3 moderately even on the single- matrix since the outer layer is a mixture of A12O3 and 
TiO2. There could be some permeation via intergranular paths, since transporting inside grains 
is considered to be smaller than along grain boundaries by several orders of magnitude. 
In position B (45 at% Al), the phase constituent of the matrix lies in the -TiAl + α2-Ti3Al 
duplex phase field.  The oxide scale formed in this position shows a typical stratified multilayer 
structure, which consisted of four layers: a TiO2-enriched outer layer, an A12O3-enriched 
layer, then a TiO2 / A12O3 blended layer and finally a TiO2-enriched innermost layer. 
Spallation was clearly observed between the innermost layer and the oxygen diffusion zone. 
The middle layer was the thickest. Moreover, it can be seen that pores have formed along the 
top TiO2/second Al2O3 scale interface and in the innermost single TiO2 oxide region.  
In position C (35 at% Al), the oxide scale was distinctly separated from the alloy and its mean 
thickness was increased significantly compared to that of positions A and B, which may be 
ascribed to the breakaway oxidation behavior. Transverse cracks have formed at the interface, 
which could contribute to the separation and spallation of the oxide film. Relatively large pores 
appear to have grown along the boundaries of the TiO2 outmost layer and A12O3-rich region, 
but comparatively small counterparts existed in the Al2O3-rich region. Additionally, holes 
were found to be densely distributed in the innermost TiO2 layer. Transverse cracks and several 
small longitudinal cracks were observed on the matrix.  
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Fig. 4-15.  Morphology of the oxide cross-section, the corresponding elemental distribution, and the 
schematic diagram of oxide layers formed on different matrices of WAAM-fabricated FGM TiAl alloy 
oxidized at 800 ºC for 100 h. Position A~D are marked in Fig. 4-14. 
The structure of the oxide scale in position D (16 at% Al) was similar to that of position C, 
composed of an uneven outer TiO2 layer, middle mixture layer and thickest inner loose TiO2 
layer.  According to the phase diagram, the phase under this composition consisted of α and α2. 
This is mainly due to the similar lattice structure and oxygen solubility for α-Ti and α2-Ti3Al, 
even though the phase constituent is quite different at position C and D. Previous investigations 
have concluded that the growth of oxide scale of TiAl alloys follows a parabolic rate law 
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without breakaway [125, 190]. However, once the matrix phase is single α2 or α2+α, the growth 
of TiO2 becomes more competitive compared to that of A12O3. As oxidation time is increased, 
TiO2 could precipitate along the intergranular channels of A12O3 and finally bridge the outer 
and inner TiO2 oxide scale by forming a TiO2 channel, contributing to the discontinuity of 
A12O3. Since mass transport can easily occur in TiO2 or along grain boundaries, the transport 
becomes dominant along TiO2 channels and the parabolic rate growth could be broken, then 
breakaway occurs. Hence, the multiple oxide scales become thicker at an increasing rate and 
the adhesion between oxide scales and matrix weakens, which dramatically impairs oxidation 
resistance. This is due to the α2 phase having a high rate of oxygen and hydrogen absorption, 
leading to further embrittlement at high temperatures [244]. 
4.2.4. Conclusions 
In this investigation, functionally graded TiAl alloy has been successfully fabricated using the 
double-wire arc additive manufacturing process. The designed variation in chemical 
composition can be achieved by separately adjusting the wire feed speeds of the two alloying 
elements. A smooth compositional gradient from pure Ti to Ti-50 at% Al is achieved along the 
height of the bulk deposit. The differences in microstructure evolution, mechanical properties 
and the oxidation behavior at different points in the graded alloy were analyzed. Conclusions 
can be drawn as follows: 
(1) The phase constitution varies depending on Al concentration.  From bottom to top, as the 
Al content is increased, the phase can be characterized in the following sequence: α+β→ 
α+ α2→ α2→ α2+ →. The volume fraction and the morphology of different phases are 
closely related to Al content. 
(2) With increasing Al content, the microhardness and tensile strength of Ti-Al FGMs both 
exhibited a similar trend of a clear increase to a peak value and subsequent decrease, 
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governed by several combined factors, such as different phase proportions and grain size. 
Maximum hardness and tensile values existed in the single α2 field with an Al content 
range of 30~33 at%. However, the highest ductility was found in the top region because 
the volume fraction of  is predominant.  
(3) The oxidation behavior is strongly related to phase composition. The effect of Al on 
oxidation resistance was most significant in the single -phase matrix, since a compact 
and continuous Al2O3 could form. While the matrix consisted of single α2, the breakaway 
occurred and had a detrimental effect on oxidation resistance.  
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Chapter 5 Effects of ternary element introduction on 
WAAM fabricated TiAl intermetallic alloy 
5.1 Introduction 
Lightweight TiAl alloys have attracted widespread attention owing to their outstanding 
properties, including high specific strength and stiffness, superior corrosion resistance, and 
excellent resistance to creep and oxidation, making them one of the most promising materials 
for automobiles and aero engines applications [208, 245]. Conversely, poor ambient 
temperature plasticity and formability impose difficulties for machining TiAl alloys into 
complex components such as vanes and blades, narrowing their practical application [66]. So 
far, impressive advancements in the mechanical properties of TiAl alloys have been achieved 
primarily via adding alloying elements and controlling microstructure. Ternary element 
addition, such as V, Cr, Mn, can influence the ductility through changing the site occupancies 
of ternary elements in different phases, lattice tetragonality ratio, grain size and twinning 
activity [238, 246, 247]. Heat treatment can significantly affect mechanical properties by 
controlling the microstructure [248-250].  
Another shortcoming that limits the wider application of TiAl alloys is the high manufacturing 
cost resulting from the long production periods and low material utilization rate. To overcome 
such drawbacks, the AM process is potentially a desirable process for fabricating TiAl alloys 
[116].  In comparison with conventional methods, AM methodologies can solve fabrication 
difficulties generated by the complexities in shape, material, and hierarchy, while also reducing 
production time and lowering total cost [95]. To date, powder-based AM is considered to be a 
more promising method to fabricate γ-TiAl alloys compared with WAAM because γ-TiAl 
powder with a nominal desired composition can be more easily acquired than γ-TiAl wire. By 
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premixing TiAl powders with suitable ternary alloy powders, desirable TiAl components can 
be directly fabricated. Baudana et al. [113] successfully fabricated prototypes of hollow 
turbocharger turbines from Ti48Al2Nb0.7Cr0.3Si powder using the EBM method. It indicates 
that the mechanical properties of components after proper heat treatment can satisfy the 
requirements of automotive applications. Li et al. [102-104] investigated the effects of different 
parameters such as laser scanning speed and substrate preheating temperature on the 
microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of a Ti45Al2Cr5Nb alloy processed by 
SLM, showing better properties than traditionally manufactured counterparts. Ma et.al [89, 90, 
92, 93] demonstrated the feasibility of fabricating binary TiAl intermetallic using WAAM and 
subsequently put forward the most suitable process parameters to produce desirable 
microstructure and mechanical properties. However, since it is difficult to add very small 
quantities of ternary elements in a well-controlled manner, the WAAM process has so far only 
produced binary TiAl intermetallic with poorer intrinsic mechanical properties compared to 
ternary or quaternary alloys produced by powder-based AM.  
In this study, an attempt has been made to introduce a ternary alloying element to TiAl alloy 
during WAAM processing through dynamic in situ alloying from separate Ti6Al4V alloy and 
pure Al wires. Large-sized defect-free intermetallic alloy samples with desired chemical 
composition were successfully fabricated, demonstrating the potential of using pre-alloyed 
wires as consumables to economically fabricate more complex intermetallic alloys. The next 
section of this paper describes the manufacturing process with optimized processing parameters 
and the applied postproduction two-step heat treatments. The last two sections investigate the 
microstructure and mechanical properties of the WAAM TiAl components, in both as-
fabricated and heat-treated conditions.  
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5.2. Experimental details 
5.2.1 WAAM setup 
The targeted intermetallic sample was fabricated using a GT-WAAM system consisting of a 
GTAW power supply, an argon trailing shielding system, double wire feeders, a travel 
mechanism, and a substrate-heating supply, as shown in Fig. 5-1(a). The feedstock applied in 
this investigation was Ti6Al4V wire (ASTM B863 grade 5) with a diameter of 1.2 mm and 
1080 pure Al wire with a diameter of 0.9 mm.  The designed alloy can be achieved by separately 
feeding the elements into the molten pool with controlled individual wire feeding speeds. A 
Ti6Al4V plate with dimensions of 200 mm×90 mm×6 mm that conforms to ASTM B265 
specification was chosen as the substrate. The chemical contents of the wires and substrate are 
listed in Table 5-1 and the key process parameters are provided in Table 5-2. The mass fraction 
(Ex) and the atomic fraction (Ax) of the main alloying elements in the deposited material can 
be calculated using the following equations [12] 
Ex =
∑ WFSidiρiExi
∑ WFSidiρi
                                                              (5-1) 
Ax =
Ex/Mx
∑ Ex/Mx
                                                                  (5-2) 
where Exi (x = Al, V, Ti; i = 1, 2) is the mass fraction of a certain element in a distinct wire, 
WFSi (i =1, 2) is the wire feed rate in mm/min, Di (i =1, 2) is the wires’ diameter in mm, ρi (i 
=1, 2) is the density of the wire in g/cm3, Mx (x = Al, V, Ti) is the relative atomic mass.  A 
wall-shaped bulk with a nominal composition of Ti45Al2.2V (in at %) was fabricated, with 
dimensions of 45 mm in height, 130 mm in length and 12mm in width, as shown in Fig.5-1(c).  
Only one welding deposition pass per layer was required to produce the designed width for the 
sample. 
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Fig. 5-1. Schematic diagram of (a) setup of WAAM system and (b) wire feeders, (c) side view of the 
deposited TiAl wall-shape bulk. 
Table 5-1 Chemical composition of feed material and substrate. 
Alloys ρ 
g/cm3 
Composition, wt.% 
Al V Fe C H N O Ti 
1080 Al wire 
2.375 ≥ 99.8 ≤ 0.03 ≤ 0.15 ≤ 0.02 ≤ 0.02 ≤ 0.02 ≤ 0.02 ≤ 0.03 
Ti6Al4V 
Wire 
4.42 6.20 4.0 ≤ 0.4 ≤ 0.08 ≤ 0.015 ≤ 0.05 ≤ 0.20 Bal. 
Ti6Al4V 
substrate 
4.42 6.10 4.0 ≤ 0.3 ≤ 0.08 ≤ 0.015 ≤ 0.03 ≤ 0.20 Bal. 
Table 5-2 Processing parameters during WAAM fabrication 
Processing parameters Value 
Deposition power Current 120 A 
Voltage 13V 
Speed Ti6Al4V wire speed 700 mm/min 
Pure Al wire speed 860 mm/min 
Travel speed 95 mm/min 
Distance From electrode tip to workpiece 3.5 mm 
Angle Nozzle to substrate 30 ° (Fig. 5-1(b)) 
Between nozzles 60 ° 
Temperature Interpass temperature 673 K 
Gas flow rate GTAW torch 15 L/min 
Trailing argon shield 12 L/min 
Time Post flow duration 90 s 
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5.2.2 Two-step heat treatment and locations of micromachined specimens  
 
Fig. 5-2. (a) TiAl binary phase diagram and (b) schematic illustration of postproduction heat-treatment 
process.  
 
Fig. 5-3. Extraction of heat treatment bulks, tensile samples, cross-sectional samples, XRD and 
microstructure observation specimens 
In order to study the influence of different heat treatments on the microstructure evolution and 
mechanical properties of WAAM-fabricated V-containing TiAl alloy, three different thermal 
treatments were applied as specified in Fig. 5-2(b). All heat treatments were performed under 
pure-argon conditions to prevent surface oxidation during the process. The temperature of the 
first heat treatment varies from below the eutectoid temperature (Teut) to above the γ-solvus 
temperature (T γsolv), which is labeled as Ti (i=1-4) in Fig. 5-2(a). Thereafter, a common second 
step stabilization treatment at 1173 K for 6 h was applied. The effect of different cooling rate 
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on the mechanical properties has been extensively studied in [248], which indicates that furnace 
cooling is a more suitable method for obtaining higher plastic fracture strain than oil cooling 
or air cooling. Each heat treatment step was followed by furnace cooling (FC) in our 
experiments. 
Four bulks and two cross-sectional samples were extracted from the as-fabricated component 
as depicted in Fig. 5-3. One of the bulks was hold in the as-fabricated condition as a contrast. 
The extraction locations were selected in the middle region of the build-up wall component 
since previous investigations [92, 251] revealed that constant and stable mechanical properties 
can be obtained in this area. After heat treatment, seven tensile specimens accompanied by one 
XRD sample and metallographic sample were extracted from each bulk. Tensile specimens 
were extracted parallel to the y-direction with longitudinal surfaces in the horizon plane. The 
gage size of each tensile specimen was 10 mm in length, 2 mm in width and 1 mm in thickness, 
and the overall length was 34 mm. The surfaces of the XRD specimens and metallographic 
samples were extracted in the x-z plane. 
5.2.3 Material and properties characterization  
The cross-sectional and metallographic samples were ground and polished according to the 
normative metallographic methodology for TiAl intermetallic alloys. Thereafter, the polished 
samples were etched using Kroll's reagent with 6 vol.% HNO3, 2 vol.% HF, and balanced H2O. 
The macrostructures were inspected by a Leica M205A deep field stereoscopic microscope. 
The microstructures were examined using a Leica MMRM OM. The elemental content was 
measured with a JEOL JSM-6490LA SEM equipped with an EDS analysis detector. Vickers 
microhardness under different thermal conditions was determined by a Matsuzawa® Via-F 
automatic Vickers hardness detector at a constant load of 500 g (HV0.5) and 1 mm step size 
with the indentation time of 12 seconds between two measurement points. All EDS tests were 
detected alongside the hardness testing points at an offset distance of approximately 0.1 mm. 
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A GBC MMA XRD with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å) was applied to identify the phase 
constituent after different heat treatments. The scan rate, scattering angle (2θ) and the step size 
were set as 1°/min, 20° to 90°, 0.02°, respectively. Lamellar morphologies were examined 
using TEM. The room-temperature tensile properties were detected by an MTS 370 load unit 
and the strain rate was set at a constant value of 0.05 s−1. The loading direction was parallel to 
the Y-axis. Subsequently, the fracture surfaces were determined with SEM. 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Initial microstructure and phase composition in the as-fabricated 
condition 
The cross-sectional morphology in x–z plane and typical microstructure from different regions 
are displayed in Fig. 5-4. The macrostructure shows mainly layered structures and strongly 
elongated grains along the building direction (Fig. 5-4(a)). It is obvious that the quantity of 
layer bands is much less than that of the deposited layers since the origination of layer bands 
is on account of the incomplete remelting of formerly deposited layers and repeated thermal 
cycles happened during subsequent deposition process [91] instead of resulting from 
segregation or oxidation [252]. The grains exhibit different contrast which could be attributed 
to the anisotropy of the grain orientations. 
The microstructure in the top region (Fig. 5-4(b)) consists of colonies of α2/γ lamellar structure 
and white interdendritic γ structures. In the middle region shown in Fig. 5-4(c), the layer 
structure can be clearly observed according to different grain morphology. The band region 
thickness is about 340 μm. As depicted in Fig. 5-4(d), the microstructure in the layers exhibits 
large equiaxed α2 grains having an average size of 130 μm, with lamellar α2/γ structures 
distributed in the grain interiors at various orientations. Several thin γ laths precipitated from 
the grain boundaries can be clearly observed. The microstructure in the band zone shows a 
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fully lamellar structure with a mean size of 105 μm, showing unclear grain boundaries 
associated with that in layer zones. Liu et al. [253] pointed out that the bands can be viewed as 
heat-affected zones resulting from the reheating treatment at a sub-melting point when the next 
layer is deposited. Therefore, such in-situ solid-state annealing treatment can lead to 
subsequent precipitation of γ laths in band zones, so that in consequence, a fully lamellar 
structure could be acquired [92]. Besides, the difference of microstructure between top zone 
and layer bands is probably traceable in part to thermal history and solidification. According 
to the phase diagram, peritectic reactions occur during solidification but will hardly complete 
due to limited diffusion without sequent heat treatment. The resulting enrichment of aluminum 
will occur in the remained liquid progressively, which then solidifies as the interdendritic γ 
phase at lower temperatures [89]. Compared with the microstructure of binary TiAl with 45 
at% Al fabricated by WAAM [92], no interdendritic γ phases could be observed in the layers.  
 
Fig. 5-4. Macro- and microstructure of V-containing TiAl alloy in x–z plane deposited by WAAM in 
the as-fabricated condition: (a) Macrostructure in x–z plane, (b) typical microstructure in the top region, 
(c) representative microstructure in the middle region, (d) magnified microstructure in the layers, (e) 
magnified microstructure in the band regions. 
Fig. 5-5 shows TEM images of the middle region of the as-fabricated V-containing TiAl sample. 
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It can be seen from Fig. 5-5(a) that the introduction of V from the Ti6Al4V feed alloy does not 
change the flat features of the lamellar interface, demonstrating the good preservation of the 
distinct the γ/α2 platelet morphologies. It is well acknowledged that the dark contrast refers to 
the α2 phase while the bright contrast corresponds to the γ phase. The average width of the 
interlamellar spacing is 81±60 nm, calculated using the line-interception method. The 
appearance of the α2 and γ phase was further evidenced by the SAED pattern shown in Fig. 5-
5(b).  The orientation relationship of α2 and γ phase is (0001)α2 || (11̅1)γ, and [21̅1̅0]α2 || 
[011]γ. 
 
Fig. 5-5 TEM image (a) and corresponding SAED pattern (b) of lamellar structures of as-fabricated V-
containing TiAl alloys. 
Fig. 5-6(a) shows XRD patterns of V-containing TiAl alloys in the as-fabricated condition and 
binary TiAl alloy with the same Al content for comparison. The diffraction peaks of γ-TiAl 
and α2-Ti3Al can be clearly observed. Obviously, none of the diffraction peaks pointed to V-
containing phases could be observed, indicating that introducing V did not alter the phase 
composition of the TiAl alloys and no V-containing compounds are formed. Compared with 
the diffraction pattern of WAAM binary TiAl alloys, the diffraction peak pointing to (113)γ 
plane shown in Fig. 5-6(b) has moved to a higher 2θ with the introduction of vanadium.  
Presumably, the shift of interplanar spacing is strongly correlated to the V atoms’ occupancy. 
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It has been reported that V atoms substitute for both Ti and Al at low concentration, with the 
site preference depending on both its contents and the ratio of Al and Ti [246]. Since the atomic 
radius of V is 0.135 nm, which is smaller than both that of Al (0.143 nm) and Ti (0.145 nm), 
lattice contraction would exist whether V occupy Al or Ti sublattice sites.  
     
Fig. 5-6. XRD patterns of V-containing TiAl and binary TiAl alloys, both in as-fabricated condition. 
The binary TiAl alloy with 45 at% Al fabricated by the WAAM method was chosen as the reference 
material. 
5.3.2 Homogeneity of composition and hardness in the as-fabricated 
condition 
In the as-fabricated condition, the composition and hardness value distribution in the x-z plane 
along the z-direction, x-z plane along the x-direction and y-z plane along y-direction are shown 
in Fig. 5-7(a-c), Fig. 5-7(d-f), Fig. 5-7(g-i), respectively. Results shown in Fig. 5-7(b) indicate 
that the distribution of Al and V content is relatively homogeneous in the middle region in the 
x-z plane along the z-direction, with a small fluctuation between 43.7 at% and 46 at%, 1.9 at% 
and 2.3 at%, respectively. The slight deviation could be attributed to the measurement points 
in different phases. Furthermore, the concentrations of Al and V across x and y directions (Fig. 
5-7(e, h)) distributed more evenly than the counterparts across z-direction, with fluctuations in 
the range of 44–46 at%, 2.1–2.3 at%, respectively. The above-mentioned results are in good 
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consistency with the designed composition in the majority region. In addition, the lower Al 
content but higher V content shown in the near-substrate region is mainly because of the 
dilution from the Ti6Al4V substrate. The microhardness (HV0.5) profile versus z height is 
shown in Fig. 5-7(c). The microhardness experiences large deviation in both dilution-affected 
and top region while being comparatively steady in the middle region with an average value of 
439 HV0.5. Besides, the microhardness profiles as a function of locations in the x-z plane along 
the x-direction and y-z plane along the y-direction display relatively small fluctuations in the 
middle region with values in the range of 428–453 HV0.5 (Fig. 5-7(f, i)). The peak 
microhardness with the value of 480 HV0.5 existed in the near-substrate and top zone, which 
could be explained as follows. As discussed in the literature [94], the microhardness clearly 
decreases due to the increase of Al concentration in the two-phase α2 + γ field. In the first few 
layers, Al content rises from 37 at% to 45 at%, contributing to the sharp drop of microhardness. 
Furthermore, the top region experiences comparatively high temperature in a short time without 
periodical heat treatment, leading to an increase of microhardness. 
By analyzing the composition and hardness along the centerline of the as-fabricated block, it 
could be concluded that the composition and microstructure of the majority part is uniform. In 
consequence, the selection of bulks for further heat treatments in Fig. 5-3 is reasonable. 
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Fig. 5-7. Elements content and microhardness distribution in the as-received condition from cross-
sectional plane (x-z) and longitudinally sectional plane (y-z): (a), (d), (g) graphic diagrams displaying 
the locations of EDS and hardness testing in x-z plane along z-direction, x-z plane along x-direction 
and y-z plane along y-direction, respectively; (b), (e), (h) the content profiles of Al and V as a function 
of locations along z-direction, x-z plane along x-direction and y-z plane along y-direction, respectively; 
(c), (f), (i) the microhardness profiles as a function of locations in x-z plane along z-direction, x-z plane 
along x-direction and y-z plane along y-direction, respectively. Thereinto, the positions of middle 
regions 1, 2 and 3 are 12.5 mm, 22.5 mm and 32.5 mm far away from the fusion line.  
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5.3.3 Microstructure and phase constitution in different heat treatment 
conditions 
Fig. 5-8 shows the microstructure of four samples that were respectively subjected to heat 
treatment at 1373 K, 1473 K, 1543 K, and 1593 K and a common stabilization heat treatment 
at 1173 K for 6 h, all steps followed by furnace cooling.  
In the sample heat-treated at 1373 K (HT1, Fig. 5-8(a)) a nearly lamellar microstructure could 
be observed, with coarsening γ laths precipitated in the grain boundary. The α2/γ-colonies 
possess an average dimension of 121 μm, which is at the same range as the as-fabricated 
condition. Since 1373 K is in the α2 + γ phase region and just a little higher than the boundary 
between the metastable α2 and α2+γ phase region, the nonequilibrium γ laths begin to transform 
back to α together with the disordering of α2. During the subsequent cooling process, the 
transformation of α→α2 takes the lead in occurring followed by γ laths’ precipitating in the α2 
matrix [254]. The solution heat treatment in HT2 at a temperature between Teut and Tγsolv causes 
the formation of a duplex structure, which is shown in Fig. 5-8(b). The quantity of the lamellar 
phase was about 60% and the average grain size was around 168 μm, surrounded by some fine 
equiaxed γ grains with an average size of approximately 37 μm. Different contrasts of the γ 
grains can be clearly observed attributed to different grain orientations. This occurs because 
the lamellar colonies formed near the α transformation temperature are unstable and will be 
gradually disappeared during the furnace cooling process, providing adequate time for the γ 
phase growing into distinct γ grains [255]. In the meantime, the ordering transformation from 
α to α2 takes place in the reserved lamellar structure. When heat treatment HT3 is performed 
with the annealing temperature around Tγsolv, the whole sample is transformed into a lamellar 
state, shown in Fig. 5-8(c). Comparing to the duplex structure obtained with HT2, rapid growth 
in the size of α2/γ -colonies occurred at 1543 K for 2 h with a mean size of approximately 420 
μm, which was attributed to the growth of the α-grains with the increase of treatment 
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temperature. However, the size distribution of the colonies is rather inhomogeneous. It is 
evident from the magnified picture that the lamellar structure is coarsening. The sample that 
has undergone treatment HT4 also exhibits a complete lamellar structure, showing further 
coarsening α2/γ-colonies with an average grain size of around 680 μm (Fig. 5-8(d)). During 
furnace cooling after holding at 1543 K for 2h and at 1593 K for 1h, the phase transformation 
of α→Lamellar (α/γ)→Lamellar (α2/γ) occurred in the α grains, leading to the formation of 
fully lamellar colonies.  
 
Fig. 5-8. Microstructures in different heat treatment conditions according to Fig. 3. (a) HT1 sample, (b) 
HT2 sample, (c) HT3 sample, and (d) HT4 sample. 
Fig. 5-9 displays the lamellar morphologies of V-containing TiAl alloy in different heat-treated 
circumstances. For the HT1 sample displayed in Fig. 5-9(a), the lamellar spacing is almost as 
thin as that of the as-fabricated condition. The average lamellar spacing of the HT2 sample 
shown in Fig. 5-9(b) has moderately increased compared with that of the HT1 sample. Also, 
some γ grains with an average size of 250 nm were seen to precipitate along the lamellar colony 
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boundaries, which were evidenced by the inset SAED pattern. As the heat treatment 
temperature increases, the average lamellar spacing increases from 75 nm to 220 nm (Fig. 5-
9(c, d)). As mentioned in previous studies [241, 255], the lamellar spacing is closely related to 
the lamellar colony size. Fig. 5-10 depicts their relationship when heat treatment temperature 
is used as the control variable. It can be seen that the lamellar colony size is proportional to λ2, 
which is in accordance with the measurements by Dimiduk et al. [241].  
 
Fig. 5-9. Microstructures in different heat treatment conditions according to Fig. 5-3. (a) HT1 sample, 
(b) HT2 sample, (c) HT3 sample, and (d) HT4 sample. 
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Fig. 5-10. Plot and curve fitting of lamellar colony size D as a function of lamellar spacing λ. 
 
Fig. 5-11. XRD patterns of V-containing TiAl alloys in different heat treatment conditions. 
The phase constituents of WAAM-fabricated V-containing TiAl alloys under different heat 
treatments were characterized by XRD (Fig. 5-11). The diffraction peaks were identified as 
either Ti3Al-phase or TiAl-phase while the diffraction patterns acquired from the four heat-
treated specimens showed several differences. The dominant diffraction peaks located at 77.5° 
belong to (113)γ, indicating that the matrix phase for all samples is γ phase. It can be seen that 
the intensity of peaks belonging to (002)γ, (200)γ and (113)γ (labeled with red dashed 
rectangles) reached a maximum in the HT2 condition. The slight increase in the (002)γ and 
(200)γ peaks by the HT1 treatment is ascribed to the γ laths precipitated at grain boundaries. 
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The significant increase in the (002)γ, (200)γ and (113) γ peaks by the HT2 treatment is mainly 
due to the mass formation of γ grains. When the annealing temperature approached Tγsolv, the 
intensity of (200)α2 and (201)α2 peaks (labeled within blue dashed rectangles) of HT3 and HT4 
samples were stronger than the HT2 sample, suggesting an increase in the volume fraction of 
α2 phase. This is mainly attributed to the formation of coarsened lamellar structures prompted 
by heating to a temperature of no less than Tγsolv. 
5.3.4 Mechanical properties 
The mean hardness values in the as-fabricated and four heat-treated conditions are displayed 
in Fig. 5-12. Hardness values of WAAM-fabricated binary TiAl alloy with 45 at% Al were 
chosen for reference. After two-step heat treatments, the hardness value generally decreased 
from as-fabricated condition (435 ± 14 Hv), with average values measured at 408 ± 10 HV0.5, 
338 ± 21 HV0.5, 365 ± 17 HV0.5, 357 ± 15 HV0.5 for HT1, HT2, HT3, and HT4, respectively. 
In TiAl intermetallic alloys, it has already been demonstrated that the α2 phase is much harder 
than the γ phase [256]. As mentioned in the previous section, the XRD patterns show that the 
volume fraction of the α2 phase reduced after heat treatment and reaches a minimum in the 
HT2 condition. Therefore, the Vickers microhardness value tends to decrease after heat 
treatments and drops to the lowest level in the HT2 condition. Even though the fine α2 lamellae 
within colonies could effectively obstruct the mobility of the dislocations and thus pile them 
up at the α2/γ interfaces [257], resulting in the enhancement of microhardness, the α2 phase 
volume fraction is still the predominant factor for the changes in microhardness. 
Also, the microhardness in the as-fabricated condition was increased by 45% with the 
introduction of V, due to the changes of phases composition and microstructures. It has been 
reported that WAAM-fabricated binary Ti-45Al consists mainly of fully lamellar colonies and 
interdendritic γ structure [91]. However, the microhardness in the interdendritic γ phase was 
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found to be lower than those in the α2+γ lamellar structures [258], which may provide an 
explanation for the phenomenon above.  
 
Fig. 5-12. Average Vickers hardness (HV0.5) of WAAM Ti45Al2.2V alloys processed by different 
heat treatment methods. The variation does not exceed 30 HV0.5. The average hardness value was 
measured from ten readings taken on each sample at random locations. Hardness values [91] of the 
binary TiAl alloy with 45 at% of Al fabricated by WAAM in different heat treatment conditions were 
chosen for reference.  
The ambient tensile properties of the WAAM-fabricated Ti45Al2.2V alloys in different post-
production heat treatment conditions are displayed in Fig. 5-13. Tensile properties of binary 
TiAl alloy with 45 at% of Al processed by WAAM in different conditions [94] were chosen 
for reference. Generally, compared to tensile properties of samples in the as-fabricated 
condition, samples under HT1 and HT2 conditions show comparatively lower strengths but 
better ductility while samples under HT3 and HT4 conditions exhibit both markedly lower 
strengths and ductility. Besides, the strengths of heat-treated alloys decrease with the solution 
temperature while the ductility increase significantly till 1473 K and reach its maximum of 
1.56%, followed by a dramatic decrease when the solution temperature approaches 1543 K. 
The gradually decreased strength after heat treatment with increased solution temperature is 
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closely related to the grain size, lamellar spacing, and phase constituents. The effects of grain 
size on strength can be explained by the Hall-Petch (HP) relationship [198], 
𝜎 = σ0 + 𝑘𝑑
−1/2                                                             (5-3) 
where σ represents the yield strength, σ0 represents the lattice frictional stress, k is a dislocation 
unpinning parameter and d is the average grain size. It can be seen that the fine grain size 
contributes to room temperature tensile strength owing to the high density of dislocations at 
grain boundaries. The plots of the tensile strength (yield and ultimate strength) versus d–1/2, as 
shown in Fig. 5-14, clearly display a linear relationship, indicating the Hall-Petch behavior for 
tensile strength in WAAM Ti45Al2.2V alloys. Meanwhile, lamellar spacing is another 
significant factor in determining mechanical properties because lamellar interfaces and α2 laths 
could deter the dislocation mobility, resulting in higher strength. However, lamellar spacing 
was reported to be less significant than grain size in affecting mechanical properties because 
the grain or lamellar colony boundaries could provide a more effective barrier to dislocation 
motion than the lamellar interface resulting from the mismatch of crystallographic planes on 
each side of the interfaces [198]. From results shown in Fig. 5-10, the grain or lamellar colony 
size D is proportional to the lamellar spacing λ2 in WAAM Ti45Al2.2V alloys, indicating that 
the grain size and lamellar spacing exert a similar role in mechanical properties in current 
research. The highest ductility found in the HT2 condition was mainly ascribed to the formation 
of the duplex structure. The duplex microstructure composed of fine lamellar colonies and 
equiaxed γ grains was reported to exhibit great ductility since the existence of the lamellar 
microstructure contributes to the deformation mechanisms of the γ phase [48]. Conversely, 
poor strength and ductility in the HT3 and HT4 conditions are due to the fully lamellar 
microstructure with coarse colony size [48].  
It can be seen that the tensile properties of WAAM Ti45Al2.2V alloys are better than those of 
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WAAM binary Ti45Al alloys in the as-fabricated condition, especially the ductility values. The 
slightly enhanced strength with the introduction of V was mainly due to the disappearance of 
the interdendritic γ phase in the majority. However, the significant increase in ductility in 
Ti45Al2.2V alloys was mainly attributed to the V ductilization effect [192]. The additions of 
V were found to stabilize α relative to γ, leading to the formation of thin and less stable α2 laths 
in the lamellar structure after transformation [192]. 
 
Fig. 5-13. Room temperature tensile properties of the V-containing TiAl component fabricated by 
WAAM. Each data value was calculated from the average of at least 3 tests, The variation in strength 
and elongation do not exceed 40 MPa and 0.25%, respectively. Tensile properties [94] of the binary 
TiAl alloy with 45 at% of Al fabricated by WAAM in different conditions were chosen as the reference. 
 
Fig. 5-14. Plots of tensile strength versus d–1/2 for WAAM Ti45Al2.2V alloy. 
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Fig. 5-15. SEM fractography of V-containing TiAl alloys in different conditions. (a) as-fabricated 
sample, (b) HT1 sample, (c) HT1 sample, (d) HT2 sample, (d) HT3 sample and (e) HT4 sample. 
Typical fracture morphologies of different tensile samples are displayed in Fig. 5-15(a-e). All 
samples exhibit predominantly trans-lamellar (TL) and inter-lamellar (IL) cleavage fractures 
over the whole fracture surface and no dimples could be observed. The TL mode exhibits a 
tortuous fracture surface along the interfaces of lamellar before passing distinct lamellae 
whereas the IL mode splits the individual lamellae, resulting in the glossy planar features [125]. 
Both the TL and IL modes are brittle fractures in all cases. Additionally, it can be seen that the 
size of the cleaved regions increased with the solution temperature, indicating its relationship 
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to the size of lamellar colonies.  
5.4. Conclusion 
The WAAM process has been proven to be an economic fabrication method for binary 
intermetallic alloys. For the first time, we have introduced the ternary alloy V into WAAM 
TiAl intermetallic through alloy feed wire in this study. Experiential results show that crack-
free Ti45Al2.2V can be successfully fabricated through dynamic in situ alloying from Ti6Al4V 
alloy and pure Al wires. The designed mass fraction and the atomic fraction of the main 
alloying elements in the deposited material can be achieved by controlling individual wire feed. 
This provides a promising path to fabricate intermetallic alloys using alloy wires to achieve 
designated composition. With new wire consumables available, intermetallic alloys with 
practical applications can be fabricated using WAAM with a significantly lower cost. In 
addition, the influences of two-step heat treatments on the microstructure and mechanical 
properties are analyzed. The following conclusions can be summarised by this study: 
(1) The introduction of V from Ti6Al4V alloys neither changes the flat features of the 
lamellar interface nor alters the phase composition of the WAAM-fabricated TiAl alloys. 
The substitutional-solute V atoms lead to lattice contraction. The distribution of Al and V 
content is relatively homogeneous in the middle region of the as-fabricated bulk.  
(2) In the as-fabricated condition, typical layered morphology displays strongly elongated 
grains oriented parallel to the building direction. The fabricated Ti45Al2.2V alloy 
consisted of lamellar colonies and γ interdendritic phase in the top region, fully lamellar 
structure with unclear grain boundaries in the band zone and large equiaxed α2 with fine 
γ laths precipitated at grain boundaries in the layer zone. The microhardness and tensile 
properties were greatly increased with the introduction of V due to the general absence of 
the interdendritic γ phase and the V ductilization effect.  
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(3) Solution heat treatment at 1373 K (HT1) produced a mostly lamellar microstructure with 
coarsening γ laths precipitated at grain boundaries. Solution heat treatment at 1473 K 
(HT2) facilitates the formation of a duplex structure with around 60% of the lamellar 
phase and 40% of the equiaxed γ phase. Solution heat treatment over 1543 K (HT3 and 
HT4) leads to a coarse fully lamellar structure with a mean colony dimension of more 
than 420 µm. As the heat treatment temperature increases, the colony size generally 
increases and the average lamellar spacing increases from 75 nm to 220 nm. The lamellar 
colony size is proportional to the square of lamellar spacing. 
(4) The mechanical properties strongly rely on the microstructural characteristics produced 
by different solution treatment temperatures. Samples under HT1 and HT2 conditions 
exhibit relatively lower strengths but higher ductility due to the comparatively fine grain 
size and thin lamellar spacing, while samples under HT3 and HT4 conditions exhibit both 
markedly lower strengths and ductility resulting from the further coarsened fully lamellar 
structure. The highest ductility in the HT2 condition can be ascribed to the formation of 
the duplex structure. 
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Chapter 6 Effects of Location and Process Parameters on 
WAAM-processed NiTi Intermetallic Alloys  
The WAAM was adopted for the first time to in-situ fabricate Ni-rich NiTi alloys. It is well 
accepted that the microstructure and correlated properties in different locations of the WAAM-
fabricated components within the same part is more or less different, which is strongly 
dependent on the variation of the deposition process. In this chapter, the location dependence 
of microstructure and mechanical properties of WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloy were 
investigated in section 6.1. Afterward, the effects of process parameters including deposition 
current and substrate heating temperature on the texture, precipitation, phase transformation 
and mechanical response of the WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloy were comprehensively 
studied and the corresponding results are presented in section 6.2 and section 6.3. 
6.1 Effects of location on WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloy 
6.1.1 Introduction 
NiTi alloys have been widely used for many service applications such as aerospace and medical 
devices owing to its outstanding functional and mechanical properties [95, 135]. Thereinto, the 
equiatomic NiTi, Ti-rich NiTi and (around 50.1–52 at%) Ni-rich NiTi alloys occupy the most 
practical use, due to their excellent shape memory effect and recovery capabilities or 
superelasticity [22, 157, 259]. Nevertheless, the Ni-rich NiTi alloys (>52 at%) have 
increasingly drawn attention lately due to their superior corrosion resistance, abrasive 
resistance, coupled with a high stabilized shape memory effect [260]. 
Recently, Additive Manufacturing (AM) has acquired significant interests in fabricating NiTi 
alloys for the purpose of minimizing post-process machining operations and process time 
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associated with conventional methods [95]. However, the commercial application of powder-
based AM in the industry is restricted due to its high manufacturing costs and low material 
utilization rate. Alternatively, more studies [233, 261] have been focused on WAAM with the 
continuous need for reducing the material cost and narrowing the potential for oxide 
contamination. Nevertheless, the fabrication of NiTi alloys via WAAM has not been attempted 
to date. It is noteworthy that Ma et al. [89] and Shen et al. [262] successfully produced γ-TiAl 
and Fe-rich FeAl intermetallic via two separate wire feeders, which demonstrate the potential 
to produce intermetallic components directly by WAAM method.  
The focus of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of fabricating Ni-rich NiTi alloy using the 
WAAM method. In addition, the anisotropic microstructure, transformation temperature and 
mechanical properties along deposition height were discussed and explained. 
6.1.2. Experimental 
Bulk with a dimension of 38 mm × 10 mm ×14 mm was fabricated using the WAAM system 
with a dual-wire feeder on a pure Ti substrate, which was preheated to around 350 °C and 
maintained during deposition to prevent the generation of cold cracks in the cooling process. 
Pure titanium wire (Ф = 1.0 mm) and  pure Nickel wire (Ф = 0.9 mm) are fed into a single 
welding pool to achieve a composition of 53.5 at% Ni-Ti. High-purity argon gas (99.995%) 
was used for both GTAW torch and trailing shield.  
The microstructure, element distribution, and phase constituents were analyzed by SEM (JEOL 
JSM-6490LA equipped with an EDS analysis system) and a GBC MMA XRD with Cu Kα 
radiation (λ=1.5418 Å). Microhardness values were measured using a Matsuzawa Via-F 
automatic Vickers Hardness Tester. The tensile properties were obtained by an MTS370 load 
unit at a strain rate of 10–4 s–1. The precipitate analysis was performed using TEM (FEI Tecnai 
G2 F20). DSC experiments were carried out on DSC tester (NETZSCH DSC 204 F1) with a 
cooling or heating rate of 10 K /min.  
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6.1.3. Results and discussion 
The average composition transition from fusion line to the top surface at the as-fabricated 
condition was shown in Fig.6-1. The mean Ni constituent in the majority is very close to the 
designed composition (53.5 at%) but with a small fluctuation, which could attribute to the 
segregation during solidification [169]. This is a good indication that the as-deposited sample 
has a quite uniform chemical composition outside of the dilution affected region. 
 
Fig. 6-1. Composition transition from the dilution line to the top surface. Error bar means one standard 
deviation. The variation of 0.2–0.8 at% in Ni content for each position was calculated from the standard 
deviation. 
The typical microstructures of the as-deposited bulk wall along Z direction were displayed in 
Fig. 6-2 and the composition of different precipitations measured by EDS was given in Table 
1. The top region (Fig. 6-2(a)) is characterized by fine Ni4Ti3 plates and granular Ni3Ti2 
phases with a handful of blocky Ni3Ti phases precipitated in the B2 NiTi matrix. The Ni4Ti3 
precipitates were homogeneously distributed on the matrix showing a basket-weave structure. 
Whereas, the Ni3Ti2 precipitates either distributed as clusters surrounding Ni3Ti phases or 
discretely distributed on the matrix.  
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Table 6-1 EDS results of chemical compositions at each area marked in Fig. 6-2. 
Positions Ni content (at%) Ti content (at%) Suggested phases 
A1 72.94 27.06 Ni3Ti 
A2 53.68 46.32 Matrix(NiTi)/Ni4Ti3 
A3 60.05 39.95 Ni3Ti2 
B1 73.76 26.24 Ni3Ti 
B2 72.68 27.32 Ni3Ti 
B3 58.65 41.35 Ni3Ti2 
C1 57.65 42.35 Ni3Ti2 
C2 72.51 27.49 Ni3Ti 
C3 72.86 27.14 Ni3Ti 
D1 73.08 26.92 Ni3Ti 
D2 34.69 65.31 NiTi2 
As moving downwards from the top surface, needle-like and irregular blocky Ni3Ti phase 
began to precipitate around the Ni3Ti2 accumulation areas (Fig. 6-2(b)). In the upper-middle 
region (Fig. 6-2(c)), the needle-like Ni3Ti phase became the dominant second phase with 
granular Ni3Ti2 phases spread over the NiTi matrix. However, the platelet Ni4Ti3 phase can 
not be observed clearly by SEM even at higher magnifications. Compared with the up-middle 
region, the length of the needle-like Ni3Ti phase in the lower region increase from average 1.6 
µm to 5.1 µm shown in Fig. 6-2(d). Additionally, coarse blocky Ni3Ti phases gathered together 
and unevenly distributed on the NiTi matrix. Besides, Ti-rich NiTi2 phases were detected in 
this region. The black features may be voids defects remaining from unwanted nickel-titanium-
oxide phases, which were pulled out during the metallographic preparation process [169]. 
To investigate the second phase evolution clearly, XRD and TEM tests were carried out. As 
shown in Fig. 6-3(a), the XRD patterns of the samples indicate that the matrix in the majority 
was NiTi (B2) phase. Various 2θ identified for the B2 phase suggests different orientations 
presented in the scanned region [205]. In the lower region, the Ni3Ti phase occupied the 
majority of the second phase with some precipitation of Ni4Ti3 phases. However, no obvious 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates could be observed in the SEM micrographs (Fig. 6-2). It can be speculated 
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that the majority of the Ni4Ti3 phase grows and decomposes into Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti phases 
and what left are exists in the nanoscale size, which could not be detected by SEM. As moving 
upwards, the volume fraction of the Ni4Ti3 phase increased notably and the amount of Ni3Ti 
phase dropped on the contrary. In the upper region, Ni4Ti3 replaced Ni3Ti as the dominant 
second phase, which is also confirmed by SEM analysis.  
 
Fig. 6-2. BSE images taken from different regions. 
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Fig. 6-3. (a) Comparison of XRD patterns taken from different regions; TEM bright-field images and 
corresponding SAD patterns of Ni4Ti3 (b-c) and Ni3Ti (d-e) precipitates in the lower region. 
The TEM bright-field images of the second phase precipitate formed in the lower region 
together with the surrounding matrix and their corresponding SAED patterns are shown in Fig. 
6-3(b-e). In the lower region, several bamboo leaf-shaped precipitates circle by red dashed line 
are Ni4Ti3 phases, which were confirmed by a series of extra reflections locating at x/7 
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positions along the {123} reciprocal vectors of B2 when the SAD pattern is taken from the 
[111] B2 matrix zone axis (Fig. 6-3(b-c)). The SAD pattern shows that the orientation 
relationship of the precipitates (P1) of Ni4Ti3 phase within the B2 matrix is [0001]P1 || [111]B2, 
and (112̅0)P1 || (123̅)B2. The Ni4Ti3 precipitates are in nanoscale with an average width of 52 
nm, grow parallel to each other and perpendicular to the grain boundary. Besides, some lath-
like Ni3Ti precipitates indicated by the red arrow can be found with a width of more than 250 
nm (Fig.6-3(d)). The SAD patterns from the Ni3Ti precipitate together with the surrounding 
B2 matrix indicates the orientation relationship as: [0001]P2 || [111]B2, and (11̅01)P2 || (110)B2, 
where P2 denotes the Ni3Ti precipitates (Fig.6-3(e)).  
 
Fig. 6-4. Binary equilibrium NiTi phase diagram [133]. 
According to the NiTi phase diagram (Fig. 6-4) [133], the equilibrium phases at ambient 
temperature are NiTi matrix and Ni3Ti precipitates when Ni content is 53.5 at%. Even though 
the cooling rate of the WAAM process (10~102 °C/s) is relatively slower than that of the laser 
AM process (103~104 °C/s [1]), it is still challenging to reach equilibration, in consequence, 
Ni4Ti3 and Ni3Ti2 metastable phases were generated. The Ni4Ti3 phase could be observed at 
the early stage of aging at low temperatures. But with time, the Ni4Ti3 phase will gradually 
decompose into the Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti phases following the reaction of Ni4Ti3 → Ni3Ti2→ 
Ni3Ti [133]. Furthermore, the phase evolution is closely related to the thermal history of the 
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WAAM process, which subjects the component to repeated sequential heating, melting, 
cooling and solidification with gradually changed rates [1]. Since the substrate temperature was 
kept at 350 °C during the process, the previously deposited layers can be viewed as undergoing 
in-situ aging with a temperature ranging from solidification to substrate temperature 
periodically. Obviously, earlier layers endured a longer aging time in comparison with later 
counterparts. As a result, from upper to lower region, it could be considered as bearing 
prolonged aging treatment, thus the preexisted Ni4Ti3 phase would be decomposed while the 
size and number of Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti phase increase.  
The characteristic transformation temperatures of samples extracted at selected locations are 
depicted in Fig. 6-5. The results showed that the transformation temperatures were lower than 
room temperature and the austenitic B2 phase is expected, which are in accordance with the 
XRD results. Notably, the transformation temperatures decreased as the deposition height 
increased. It is known that a 1 at% increase of Ni content in the matrix will reduce the Ms 
temperature by over 100 °C [263]. Hence, the trend of decreasing the amount of Ni3Ti 
precipitates more enriched with Ni along the building height results in increasing Ni content in 
the B2 matrix, in consequence, resulted in the decreasing transformation temperature. 
     
Fig. 6-5. DSC thermograms for forward and reverse martensitic phase transformation temperatures 
for the as-deposited samples taken from different regions. 
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The transition of microhardness shown in Fig. 6-6 experienced a gradient change. The average 
hardness in the lower, upper-middle and upper regions are around 400 HV, 500 HV, and 580 
HV, respectively. The tensile properties of the Ni-rich NiTi samples extracted in the different 
areas are shown in Fig. 6-7. The tensile responses from lower to top region are initially elastic 
with increased Young's modulus equaled to 25.3 GPa, 30.4 GPa, 36.1 GPa, respectively.  The 
austenite yield stress (𝜎𝑦
𝐴) increased from 292.8 to 452.1 MPa from lower to top region, which 
was measured by a 0.2% offset method. Further loading results in fracture with enhanced 
fracture stress from 516.5 to 640.8 MPa and decreased strain from 5.5% to 4.3%. The change 
in mechanical properties can be explained in two aspects. Firstly, it was reported that a negative 
relationship existed between critical stress and the Ms temperature [260]. The stress-induced 
martensitic transformation could occur more quickly when the Ms temperature gets closer to 
ambient temperature, leading to the reduction of critical stress. Ms significantly decreases as 
the Ni content in the matrix increases [264]. With the gradual decomposition of Ni4Ti3, the Ni 
content in the matrix will reduce, leading to a rise in Ms and a further decrease in hardness. 
The uneven distribution of the Ni4Ti3, Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti second phases may lead to the 
fluctuation in Ni content in the matrix, resulting in the hardness transition and fluctuation. 
Secondly, compared with Ni3Ti, Ni4Ti3 and Ni3Ti2 precipitates provided more significant 
strengthening but more severely embrittled the samples and resulted in low ductility [265]. 
 
Fig. 6-6. Microhardness transition from fusion line to the top surface. The variation does not exceed 25 
HV0.5 in the same height level along the Z direction. 
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Fig. 6-7. Tensile properties for as-fabricated specimens extracted in different regions. (a) stress-strain 
response; (b) yield and ultimate strength; (c) Young’s modulus of Austenite and (d) elongation.  
6.1.4. Conclusion 
In summary, this preliminary investigation has studied the feasibility of depositing Ni-rich NiTi 
alloys using the WAAM process with separate wire feedings of nickel and titanium alloy 
elements. The phase evolution was significantly affected by the extraordinary thermal history 
during the depositing process, resulting in the distinct anisotropic microstructure with an 
increased amount of Ni4Ti3 but a decreased amount of Ni3Ti from lower to the upper region. 
The resulting differences lead to obviously reducing transformation temperature, increasing 
hardness, and tensile strength, but reduced ductility.   
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6.2 Effects of deposition current on WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi 
alloy  
6.2.1. Introduction 
NiTi alloy is considered one of the most promising candidates for applications in aerospace, 
automotive, and biomedical, taking advantage of its unique SME, SE, high damping capacity, 
excellent biocompatibility and a sound actuation force-to-weight ratio [95, 133, 164, 266, 267].  
However, it is a difficulty in conventional processing and machining due to its inherent 
pseudoelasticity, high reactivity, and severe work hardening resulted in serious tool wear, poor 
surface quality, and anisotropic thermal-induced mechanical behaviors [136, 152, 165]. The 
challenge mentioned above restrains its development in geometry complexity.  
In recent years, AM has obtained ever-growing attention in NiTi device fabrication due to the 
subtle circumvention of troubles that generated in conventional processes [26]. The most 
popular AM methods for depositing NiTi alloy are laser-based technologies, such as SLM [22, 
150, 157, 160, 162, 163], LENS [134, 173, 174], and DED [167, 168, 205]. Such a laser heat 
source could generate quite a low deposition energy during the depositions, effectively inhibits 
the rapid growth of the grains. Very recently, SEBM [165] with electron beam energy source 
and PAD [182] with plasma arc heat source are demonstrated to be feasible AM techniques for 
processing NiTi alloy. In the above-related studies, mainly of them are focused on the process 
parameters [22, 136, 163], microstructure [160, 182], deformation behaviour [20, 152], SE 
[169, 205], SME [162, 168] and phase transformation [164, 167]. Undoubtedly, these 
investigations advance the development of AM in depositing NiTi alloy. However, these 
powder-based processes are intrinsically susceptible to porosity since the micropores often 
exist in individual raw powder particles attributed to the gas entrapment during atomization 
[95]. Even after HIP, these micropores could not be easily removed [165]. The raw powders 
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are mainly processed by pre-alloying methods, which could control the impurity to an 
acceptable level but limit due to the high cost. Besides, elementally blending was revealed as 
a more cost-saving method compared to pre-alloying feedstock [161, 175, 268]. However, the 
process originated from elementally blended powders results in complex Ni-rich and Ti-rich 
intermetallic, pure Ni and pure Ti phases in the final products. 
Lately, an innovative wire- and arc-based AM has been successfully applied in fabricating Ni-
rich NiTi alloy through in-situ synthesis from separately delivered pure Ti and Ni wires [137]. 
No pure Ni and pure Ti phases formed in the as-printed samples, and the density is nearly full. 
However, the microstructure, mechanical properties, and phase transformation temperature are 
location-dependent resulting from the in-situ aging, which could be minimized by the 
optimized process parameters and the compositions. It is pivotal to find a link between the 
process parameters, microstructure, and properties, which is essential to successfully obtain 
repeatable and reproducible materials with acceptable qualities [93]. Yang et al. [163] 
investigated the effects of laser scanning speed on the evolution of functional properties of the 
SLM-processed near equiatomic NiTi alloy and found that higher scanning speed results in the 
more discrete distribution of crystallographic orientation and highest mechanical recoverable 
strain. Saedi et al. [150] studied the influence of processing parameters on the microstructure 
and thermomechanical response of  Ni50.8Ti49.2 alloy and found that samples processed with 
low laser power showed significantly higher strain recovery and lower mechanical hysteresis 
compared to the counterpart deposited with high laser energy.  In previous arc-based additive 
manufacturing processes, deposition current has been shown to have significant influence in 
the quality of deposited materials [269, 270]. The deposition current would influence the 
remelting penetration in the previously deposited layers, which furthermore influence the 
mechanical properties and fusion integrity of the as-printed samples.  
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The present study concentrates on investigating the effects of deposition current on the phase, 
microstructure, and mechanical properties of Ni-rich NiTi alloy fabricated by WAAM. The 
objective of this work is to establish a relationship between deposition arc, B2 texture, 
precipitation, phase transformation and mechanical response of WAAM-processed Ni-rich 
NiTi alloy. 
6.2.2. Experimental procedures 
6.2.2.1 Raw materials and WAAM process 
The nominal chemical composition of the experimental feedstocks and substrates in wt.% is 
presented in Table 6-2. The TA1 titanium feedstock with a diameter of 1.0 mm and the 99.9% 
pure Ni feedstock with a diameter of 0.9 mm applied in this investigation comply with ASTM 
B392-18 and ASTM B863-14 specifications, respectively. The TA1 titanium substrates with 
dimensions of 200 mm×90 mm×6 mm meet with ASTM B265-15 specification. The targeted 
Ni atomic content was 52 at%, which could be in-situ obtained by separately feeding the 
elements into the molten pool with controlled wire feed velocities.   
A custom-built GT-WAAM system was utilized to fabricate the Ni-rich NiTi thin-wall bulks 
on the TA1 titanium plate. The equipment as mentioned above adopted in this investigation 
consisted of a 200 A-rated GTAW welding supply, an argon torch, and shielding appliance, 
double wire feeders, a marching system, and a substrate heating device. During the depositing 
process, the abridged general fabrication view was displayed in Fig. 6-8. According to a wide 
range of previous WAAM experiments, 
The optimized parameters during deposition are provided in Table 6-3. To investigate the 
influence of arc current during depositions, the various arc currents (I) of 80, 100, 120 A were 
enacted.  
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Table 6-2 Chemical composition of raw material. 
Raw 
materials 
ρ 
g/cm3 
Composition, wt.% (Max) 
Mg Fe Si Cu C H N O Ni Ti 
TA1 Ti 
wire/plate 
4.11 - 0.25 0.01 - 0.10 0.015 0.03 0.15 - Bal. 
99.9% pure 
Ni Wire 
8.89 0.01 0.015 - 0.005 0.093 - - - Bal. - 
 
 
Fig. 6-8. Schematic diagram of the GT-WAAM setup. 
Table 6-3 Process parameters during WAAM deposition. 
Process parameters Value 
Speed Travelling speed 95 mm/min 
Distance Electrode to workpiece 3.5 mm 
Angle Feeders’ nozzle to substrate 30 °  
Between nozzles 60 ° 
Temperature Substrate heating temperature 250 °C 
Gas flow rate GTAW torch 15 L/min 
Trailing shield 12 L/min 
Time  Post flow duration  90s 
Wire feed speed TA1 Ti wire 700 mm/min 
99.9% pure Ni wire 513 mm/min 
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6.2.2.2 Microstructure and mechanical characterization 
 The WAAM-processed samples were automatically ground and polished on a Struers 
Tegramin grinding/polishing machine followed by standard procedures for NiTi alloys. Before 
the EBSD testing, the samples were electrolytic polished on a Struers Lectropol 5 electrolytic 
polishing/etching machine operating at 20 V (~1.8 A) for 120 s with an electrolyte mixture 
composed of 73 vol.% ethanol +10 vo.l% butoxyethanol +8 vol.% perchloric acid +9 vol.% 
distilled water. EBSD experiments were performed on a JEOL JSM-7001F field emission gun 
scanning electron microscope operating at 15 kV, ~6.5 nA probe current, 15mm working 
distance, and fitted with an Oxford Instruments Nordlys-II(S) camera. A magnification of 50× 
and a step size of 3 µm was selected for the WAAM-processed samples to observe the 
morphology of B2 NiTi grains.  The EBSD data were post-processed by an HKL Channel 5 
analysis software package provided by Oxford instruments. The precipitates identification was 
further assessed by an aberration-corrected JEOL ARM 200f STEM. Prior to the TEM 
experiments, the foils were mechanical polished to a thickness of 55 μm, followed by double-
jet electrolytic polishing at a potential of 9 V and −30 °C. HAADF and BF imaging of the 
specific areas were acquired during testing simultaneously. The precipitates were identified by 
SAED and a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM). The d-spacing 
values were measured by Difftools in Digital Micrograph software [271, 272]. A GBC MMA 
XRD with Cu Kα radiation was employed to determine the phase constituents of the samples 
processed with different arc currents. The measurements of phase transformation temperatures 
of WAAM-processed samples were performed by a DSC (NETZSCH DSC 204F1) machine 
with a heating or cooling rate of 10 °C/min between −100 °C and 100 °C under flowing argon. 
The static uniaxial tensile tests were performed on an Instron 8801 tensile unit at ambient 
temperature with a strain rate of 10–4 s–1. To investigate the deformation and pseudoelastic 
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recovery behavior, the cyclic tension tests were conducted with a load of 700 or 500 MPa 
followed by unloading to zero for 10 cycles with a strain rate of 10–4 s–1. 
6.2.3 Results and discussion 
6.2.3.1 B2 grain orientation and crystallographic texture 
To evaluate the influence of deposition current on the B2 grain morphology and orientation of 
WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloy, the EBSD technique was performed from the top view 
of samples processed with different deposition currents (Fig. 6-9(b)). All of the EBSD samples 
are extracted in the same height and located in the middle region of the as-built bulks, as shown 
in Fig. 6-9(a). The black arrows indicate the external sample coordinate defined with building 
direction (BD, z-axis), transform direction (TD, y-axis), and normal direction (ND, x-axis). 
The color-coded inversed pole figure (IPF) shown in Fig. 6-9(c) represents the relationship 
between the colors in the EBSD images and the corresponding crystal orientations. 
The orientation image maps of the samples concerning the deposition current are illustrated in 
Fig. 6-9(d-e), respectively, which provide detailed insights into the B2 grain features. It can be 
seen that the microstructure of WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloy is dominated with coarse 
near-equiaxed B2 crystals with zigzag grain boundaries from the top view. For sample 
processed with 80 A, the majority of the grains have a reddish color, indicating that building 
direction exhibit a predominant orientation along (001) direction for B2 grains. Besides, A 
handful of grains with a green-blue color referred to (110) and (111) orientations also existed 
and dispersed on the surface (Fig. 6-9(d)). The preferential orientation of <100> paralleled to 
the building direction is generally regarded as the most efficient path for the thermal dissipation 
since the primary solidification driving force originate from the direction of the maximum 
temperature gradient, which could be generally observed in the AM-processed cubic alloys, 
such as NiTi alloy [206], face-centered cubic high entropy alloy [273], Al alloy [274, 275], Co-
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based alloy [276], etc. As the arc current increases to 100 A, the orientation was altered with a 
decrease in the reddish area but expansion in the green-blue region, indicating that the (001) 
orientation was weakened while the (101) and (111) were strengthened in the sample deposited 
with higher current density. With further increasing current density to 120 A, the areas of the 
three colors account for nearly similar to each other, revealing that the higher deposition current 
generates a more discrete distribution of crystallographic orientation. 
To study the effects of deposition current on the B2 grain size information, a particular image 
analysis based on the EBSD maps is conducted, and the results are presented in Fig. 6-9(g-i). 
The average grain size of samples processed with 80 A, 100 A, and 120 A was measured to be 
49.3 µm, 62.7 µm, and 113.2 µm, respectively. Obviously, the average grain size increases 
with the enhancement of the deposition current. It has been reported that the average grain size 
is closely related to the heat gradient (G) and growth rate (V) which is [274, 275], which could 
be calculated by Hunt model [277]: 
𝜆 = 2.83[
𝑚(𝑘−1)𝐷Гc0
𝑉
]c0.25𝐺−0.5                                                      (6-1) 
where λ is the primary dendrite spacing, m represents the liquidus slop, k is the coefficient of 
the solute partition, D is the liquid solute diffusivity,  Г is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient, and 
c0 corresponds to the solute concentration. It is worth noting that most of the above-mentioned 
parameters are constant and the equation (6-1) could be simplified as following [278]: 
λ = 𝐴(𝐺𝑉)−𝑛                                                                   (6-2) 
 where A and n (n>0) are constants related to the nature of materials. Thereinto, G is the 
temperature differential over a fixed distance, and V is determined by the traveling speed (vts) 
and the angle (α) between the traveling direction and the normal to the molten pool boundary.  
Meanwhile, the cooling rate (dT/dt) has the following relationship with G and V [96]: 
𝑑𝑇 𝑑𝑡 = 𝐺 ∙ 𝑉⁄                                                                     (6-3) 
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Within a certain range and ensuring the control of variables, it can be concluded that the 
stronger the current intensity is, the slower the cooling rate is, and thus the coarser B2 grain 
size is aroused. By summarizing the relevant literature on AM-processed NiTi alloys, the 
average grain size is relatively coarser processed with WAAM than any other laser-based AM 
[95, 173] and EBM [165]. This is because the laser-based AM and EBM process enable 
typically higher cooling rate attributed to the high thermal gradient (SLM: 6700–23400 K/cm 
[278], LMD: 5000–8500 K/cm [279], WAAM: 1500–2200 K/cm [278] ) and fast traveling 
speed(SLM: 100–1500 mm/s [22, 157, 162, 164], LENS: 8–20 mm/s [134, 174], LDED:~10 
mm/s [168, 169, 205], EBM: 1600 mm/s [165], WAAM: 1.58 mm/s adopted in this study). 
Besides, it is interesting that the deviation of the grain size increased drastically with the 
increase of deposition current, indicating the grain size distribution becomes uneven with the 
current enhancement. 
To further assess the relationship between the misorientation angle distribution and the 
deposition current, low- and high-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs: 2°–15°, HAGBs: >15°) are 
selected to separate the misorientation angles of samples processed with different current, as 
shown in Fig. 6-9(j-l). The contents of HAGBs of samples deposited with 80 A, 100 A, and 
120 A were calculated to be 50.1 %, 54.9 %, and 60.8%, respectively. Clearly, the volume 
fraction of HAGBs increased with the increment of the deposition current. Generally, the 
WAAM process subjects the component to a repeating cycle of heating, melting, cooling, and 
solidification with dynamic rates. When depositing a new layer, part of the previously solidified 
layer would be remelted, and part would be heated, thus resulting in the formation of a 
distinctive microstructure [14]. Such a unique characteristic is similar to the solution treatment, 
which would bring about recrystallization [103, 104]. Whereas, the duration of reheating or 
remelting is short enough to reach the complete recrystallization, resulting in a good amount 
of remaining LAGBs. Additionally, the reason for the increased volume fraction of HAGBs 
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with the elevating current intensity was that the higher deposition current induced a prolonged 
reheating or remelting interval and thus extended the recrystallization duration. 
 
Fig. 6-9. The extraction location of EBSD samples (a); EBSD scanning area and direction (b); The 
crystal orientation-color relation map referred to the color-coded stereographic triangle inverse pole 
figure (IPF) (c). EBSD orientation maps from the top view of the WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi 
samples under 80 A, 100 A, and 120 A are represented in (d), (e), and (f), respectively. The grain size 
distribution of samples processed with 80 A, 100 A, and 120 A are displayed in (g), (h), and (i), 
respectively. The misorientation angle distribution of samples with 80 A, 100 A, and 120 A are shown 
in (j), (k), and (l), respectively. The building direction (BD, z-axis), transform direction (TD, y-axis), 
and normal direction (ND, x-axis) are indicated by the black arrows. 
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Fig. 6-10. Orientation distribution functions (ODFs) with φ2 = 0° and 45° of the texture component of 
B2 NiTi phase of samples processed with different deposition current: (a) 80 A, φ2 = 0°, (b) 80 A, φ2 
= 45°, (c) 100 A, φ2 = 0°, (d) 100 A, φ2 = 45°, (e) 120 A, φ2 = 0°, (f) 120 A, φ2 = 45°. 
To evaluate the effect of current intensity on texture evolution of the B2 phase, ODF sections 
of φ2 = 0° and 45° of samples processed with different deposition current were presented in 
Fig. 6-10. One should note that the intensities of texture components expressed in multiple of 
the random density (×Random) unit. Further, the texture index is adopted for quantifying the 
texture intensities of samples processed with different current, which could be calculated as 
follow: 
Texture Index =  ∫ (𝑓(𝑔))2𝑑𝑔
𝑒𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒
                                              (6-4) 
where f represents the distribution of orientation, g refers to the eulerspace coordinates, and 
f(g) is the ODF. Generally, the isotropic materials possess a texture index equal to unity while 
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the texture index of the anisotropic materials is higher than 1 [96]. According to the Eq. (6-4), 
the overall texture indexes of samples processed with 80 A, 100 A, and 120 A were counted to 
be 3.39, 2.43 and 1.81, respectively.  
It reveals that the texture intensity gradually decreased with the enhancement of deposition 
current, and the texture intensity of the 80 A-deposited sample is nearly two times higher than 
that of the 120 A-built sample, suggesting the deposition current exerts a great effect on the 
texture of WAAM-fabricated Ni-rich NiTi alloy. Obviously, for sample built with 80 A, the 
texture of B2 phase exhibits vigorous intensity along the ƞ fibre in the vicinity of {001} <100> 
component, which is corresponding to the  BCC recrystallized Cube component, as well as in 
the vicinity of {011}<100> component, which is corresponding to the BCC recrystallized Goss 
component. The <100> ƞ fibre texture was attributed to the epitaxial grain growth resulting 
from the partial remelting and reheating in previously deposited layers, and to specific global 
thermal conducting direction during deposition. The most intense texture index in the 80 A-
built sample is cube texture with a maximum intensity of 8.74 × random, and the maximum 
intensity of Goss texture is calculated to be 5.65 × random. As the current increased to 100 A, 
the intensity of the cube texture in {001} <100> sharply dropped to 4.43 × random and the 
intensity of Goss texture in {011} <100> decreased to 3.24 × random. When the current 
elevated to 120 A, the intensity of Cube and Goss texture nearly disappeared, and the texture 
intensity tends to be weakened. 
6.2.3.2 Precipitates identification and evolution 
Fig. 6-11 illustrates the XRD results of samples processed with different deposition current. 
Apparently, just the diffraction peaks referred to B2 (PDF 03-065-7711), Ni4Ti3 (PDF 03-065-
3957), and Ni3Ti (PDF 00-051-1169) phases are identified, and no pure Ti or Ni phases were 
detected, indicating a sufficient in-situ reaction between Ti and Ni is formed. As revealed, the 
dominant peak pointing to B2 NiTi is identified as the matrix. With enhancing the deposition 
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current from 80 A to 100 A, the intensity of the Ni4Ti3 phase increased as a whole. Meanwhile, 
the intensity of the predominant peak belonging to (200) B2 generally weakened while the 
intensity of the second strongest peak corresponding to (110) B2 obviously increased, which 
is consistent with the previous analysis. When the deposition current further increased to 120 
A, the intensity of (200) B2 peak dropped significantly and the (110) B2 peak became the 
strongest. Besides, the intensity of diffraction peak belonging to Ni4Ti3 phase decreased while 
additional diffraction peaks came out at 2θ=46.611° and 74.458°, which are identified as Ni3Ti 
phase. For Ni-rich NiTi alloy, the Ni4Ti3 second phase began to precipitate when aging at a 
temperature of less than 700 °C with subsequent quenching [133]. The Ni4Ti3 phase was 
metastable and could be observed at the early stage of aging at low temperatures. With 
elevating temperature or prolonging time, the Ni4Ti3 phase will gradually decompose into the 
Ni3Ti2 and final Ni3Ti phases [133]. The WAAM process could achieve a rapid cooling rate 
(10–102 °C), leading to the supersaturated solutions and the previously deposited layers 
subjected to partial reheating or remelting attributed to the unique track-by-track thermal 
history [169]. As above analyzed, enhancing current intensity will slow down the cooling rate, 
which could be regarded as bearing prolonged aging treatment, finally facilitated the formation 
of Ni3Ti precipitates. Fig. 6-12 shows the microstructure of Ni-rich NiTi sample processed 
with 120 A at different magnifications. It can be seen that a large volume fraction of lenticular 
phase precipitated on the matrix while some blocky and granular phases precipitated in cluster 
mainly along the B2 grain boundaries. The EDS results revealed that the constitution of the 
blocky and granular phases was similar to that of Ni3Ti while that of the lenticular phase was 
similar to Ni4Ti3. Generally, the grain boundaries are regarded as heterogeneous nucleation 
sites and act a role as rapid track diffusion pathways, allowing excess Ni atoms to transport in 
need of forming Ni4Ti3 phase and decomposing into Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti phase in Ni-rich NiTi 
alloys [280]. 
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Fig. 6-11. XRD patterns of samples processed with different deposition current. 
 
Fig. 6-12. The microstructure of Ni-rich NiTi sample processed with 120 A at different magnifications: 
(a) 2000 x, (a) 8000 x. 
Fig. 6-13(a-c) displays the morphologies and compare the size distribution of Ni4Ti3 
precipitates in the samples processed with enhanced deposition current. The lenticular Ni4Ti3 
precipitates with uneven size are distributed in a basket weave shape. Besides, the angle 
between any two of such precipitates with different orientations was measured around 60°. To 
understand the effects of current intensity on the size evolution of the Ni4Ti3 phase, the width 
range was diagnosed varying with deposition current, shown in Fig. 6-13(d). As illustrated, 
more than 85% in area fraction of the Ni4Ti3 precipitates in sample processed with 80 A and 
100 A are smaller than 150 nm, with an average width of 96.7 nm and 113.4 nm, respectively. 
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With further enhancing the current density to 120 A, these precipitates grow rapidly and more 
than half in area fraction of the Ni4Ti3 precipitates are larger than 150 nm, thus generally 
increased the average width to 164.1 nm. As analyzed previously, stronger deposition current 
will decelerate the cooling rate, in turn, will facilitate the growth of the precipitates. Presumably, 
the Ni4Ti3 phase will grow into a specific critical size after nucleation and then gradually 
undergo the decomposition into the intermediate Ni3Ti2 and final stable Ni3Ti phase, 
depending on the aging temperature and duration. 
 
Fig. 6-13. Ni4Ti3 precipitates’ morphology of samples processed with different deposition current: (a) 
80 A, (b) 100 A, (c) 120 A, and (d) comparison on width statistics of Ni4Ti3 precipitates. 
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Fig. 6-14. TEM micrographs of the Ni-rich NiTi alloy processed with 100 A: (a) general microstructure, 
(b) higher magnification bright field (BF) image of the marked area in (a), (c) selected area electron 
diffraction pattern (SAED) corresponding to the main area in (b) indicating the precipitates are 
rhombohedral Ni4Ti3 phase embedded in the B2 matrix, (d) higher magnification high-angle annular 
dark-field (HAADF) image showing the interface between the precipitate and matrix labeled in (b), (e) 
higher magnification BF image showing the matrix microstructure marked in (b).  
To further identify the state between nanoscale Ni4Ti3 precipitates and B2 matrix, more 
characterizations were carried out using STEM. The BF image of the sample processed with 
100 A is given in Fig. 6-14(a), showing the precipitates with high density distributed 
throughout the matrix. It can be seen that the lenticular precipitates possess a high aspect ratio 
and inhomogeneous size. Significant strain contrast, referred to as black contrast, was created 
by the precipitates, which is induced by the variation between the scattering or absorbing 
electron and transmitting electrons [281]. By magnifying the red square selected area, it can be 
seen that the above-analyzed microscale precipitates are actually composed of several 
nanoscale or submicron precipitates with nearly uniform orientation, with an extremely narrow 
B2 matrix channel between each other (Fig. 6-14(b)). It has been reported that the reflections 
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of Ni4Ti3 will overlap with the primary B2 reflections in the <011> and <001> zone axes [280]. 
Thus, to clearly reveal the relationship between Ni4Ti3 and B2, the selected area electron 
diffraction (SAED) pattern of the main area in Fig. 6-14(b) is taken parallel to the 〈111〉 B2 
matrix zone axis shown in Fig. 6-14(c). After calibration, the spot spacing was transformed 
into a physical spacing and their corresponding planes (hkl) were indexed. Clearly, the 
characteristic 1/7{123} B2 spots in the 〈111〉 B2 zone axis could be observed, indicating the 
existence of the Ni4Ti3 phase.  
A higher magnification HAADF image exemplified as the reddish square in Fig. 6-14(b) 
displays the interface between the precipitate and the matrix, shown in Fig. 6-14(d). The 
interface can be clearly distinguished according to the contrast. It is noteworthy that the 
collected signal of HAADF is based on atomic number (Z contrast). Thus, phase with a higher 
atomic number appears brighter [282]. On this occasion, the Ni4Ti3 phase will show brighter 
contrast than the equiatomic B2 NiTi phase due to the more Ni content. An overlap area with 
an average thickness of 10 nm marked with a yellow dotted line is clearly visible in the 
transition region between the two phases. More detailed information including the EDS phase 
mapping, elemental mapping, line-scan, and HRTEM was given in Fig. 6-15. EDS phase 
mapping and elemental mapping of Ni-K and Ti-K in the region in Fig. 6-14(d) are illustrated 
in Fig. 6-15(b, c), respectively. Two phases were clearly identified according to the mapping 
indication. Thereinto, phase 1 is rich in Ni while phase 2 is Ti-rich. The line-scan result in Fig. 
6-15(d) quantified the elemental transition in atomic percentage form phase 1 to phase 2 along 
the route labeled in Fig. 6-15(a). It can be seen that the elements experienced a relatively 
smooth transition in phase 1 with approximately 57 at% of Ni while underwent obvious 
fluctuation around 50 at%.  As depicted in Fig. 6-15(e-f), the HRTEM in phase 1 region shows 
ordered lattice fringes with the interplanar distance of 0.2085 nm, which perfectly matched 
with the (21-2) planes of Ni4Ti3. However, by measuring the lattice parameters in the region 
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of phase 2, the (110) B2 with the interplanar distance of 0.213 nm and (21-2) Ni4Ti3 with the 
interplanar distance of 0.207 could be detected. Combined with the line-scan result, the region 
of phase 2 is B2 NiTi matrix without doubt, whereas, scattered with nanoscale Ni4Ti3 
precipitates. Besides, lattice distortion could be clearly observed on the B2 matrix, owing to a 
small lattice mismatch between the cubic matrix and the rhombic Ni4Ti3 precipitate along with 
the interface [283]. 
To further investigate the orientation relationship of nanoscale Ni4Ti3 precipitate and B2 
matrix, SAED and HRTEM were conducted on a broad B2 channel region between two 
submicron Ni4Ti3 precipitates shown in Fig. 6-14(e) and Fig. 6-16. As illustrated in the BF 
image in Fig. 6-14(e), the lenticular shaped precipitates with different orientations in the long 
axis existed in clusters on the B2 matrix. Extremely narrow channels of B2 matrix in bright 
contrast could be observed between these Ni4Ti3 precipitates. The SAED pattern displayed in 
Fig. 6-16(b) confirms that the nanoscale precipitate phases are Ni4Ti3 phases, as indicated by 
blue dashed circles. The reflections of Ni4Ti3 create the typical double spot halo pattern around 
the B2 fundamental reflections in <111> zone axis, corresponding to different Ni4Ti3 
precipitate variants. Besides, as marked by orange squares, the Ni4Ti3 reflections occupied the 
x/7 positions along the {123} vector of B2 reflections. HRTEM observations along the <111> 
B2 zone axis and the corresponding Fourier filtered transformation (FFT) image are displayed 
in Fig. 6-16(c). The FFT image is composed of a [111] B2 matrix pattern and interspersed 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates patterns representing different variants. By calibration, the (1-10) B2 lattice 
plane in the NiTi matrix with the interplanar distance of 0.2135 nm and (21-2) Ni4Ti3 
precipitates with the interplanar distance of 0.2077 and 0.2083 nm are marked. Besides, two 
variants of Ni4Ti3 precipitates could be obviously observed with different orientations in Fig. 
6-16(c). Lattice distortion could be easily found near the interface of nanoscale Ni4Ti3 and B2 
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matrix, indicating comparatively high strain energy resulting in growth restriction somehow 
[160].   
 
Fig. 6-15. (a) HAADF image in the sample processed with 100 A displaying the interface between the 
precipitate and matrix; (b) EDS phase mapping indicating the existence of two different phases; (c) 
EDS elemental mapping; (d) line-scan results of the atomic content of Ni and Ti across the interface 
marked by a yellow hollow error in (a); (e) HRTEM lattice image of the interface in (a); (f) B2 lattice 
intensity profile perpendicular to the red line in (e); (g) Ni4Ti3 lattice intensity profile perpendicular to 
the red line in (e).  
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Fig. 6-16. (a) Magnified BF image of the wide B2 matrix channel between two precipitates, (b) the 
SAED pattern was corresponding to the main area in (a),  (c) HRTEM lattice image along the <111> 
zone axis of the red square marked region in (a).  
6.2.3.3 Phase transformation behavior 
 In order to investigate the phase transformation behavior, DSC experiments were conducted 
on NiTi alloys processed with different deposition current and the corresponding results are 
presented in Fig. 6-17 and Table 6-4. The characteristic transformation temperatures including 
martensite start temperature (Ms), martensite finish temperature (Mf), austenite start 
temperature (As), and austenite finish temperature (Af) temperature could be readily obtained 
by DSC [207]. The measurement of the above-mentioned temperatures can be achieved 
employing the intersection point between two tangent lines. It can be seen that the values of 
Ms are below the room temperature for all cases, indicating the formation of B19’ martensite 
is impossible and the NiTi matrix is B2 structure, which is in accordance with the above-
analyzed XRD and EBSD results. Further, with enhancing the deposition current, all of the 
characteristic temperatures exhibit an increasing tendency. This means that the lower current 
intensity entirely suppresses the transformation between the B2 phase and B19’ phase to lower 
temperature range. Therefore, the stability of the B2 phase will be enhanced on the condition 
of weaker deposition current. 
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Fig. 6-17. DSC curves of Ni-rich NiTi samples processed with different deposition current, in which 
the Ms, Mf, As, and Af represent martensite start, martensite finish, austenite start and austenite finish 
temperatures, respectively. The room temperature was labeled by a pink vertical dash line. 
It is well accepted that 1 at% reduction of Ni concentration in the B2 matrix contributes to the 
increment of Ms by over 100 °C [263]. As discussed previously, enhanced deposition current 
will provide a higher temperature and prolonged duration for the growth and decomposition of 
precipitates. During these precipitation processes, more Ni atoms are needed and will be 
absorbed from the adjacent B2 matrix, leading to lower Ni concentration of the B2 NiTi matrix, 
therefore, resulted in the increasing transformation temperatures. Notably, a shoulder peak in 
the early stage of austenite transformation during the heating process indicated by blue arrow 
could be observed in the samples possed with 80 A and 100 A. With further enhancing the 
current intensity to 120 A, the shoulder peak is separated and became an independent peak in 
close proximity to the austenite transformation peak. Normally, there is no energetical 
superiority to pass through an intermediate R-phase stage during the endothermic 
transformation of B19’→B2 since the transformation strains from B19’ to R-phase and from 
B19’ to B2 are almost the same. Hence, these two-stage endothermic transformations could be 
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attributed to a first endothermic peak related to the transformation that occurred in the 
precipitate-free regions and a second endothermic peak in the remaining regions [264].  
Table 6-4 Characteristic transformation temperatures of the Ni-rich NiTi alloys processed with different 
deposition currents. 
Deposition current, A Transformation temperatures, °C 
Ms Mf As Af 
80 -38.9 -70.1 -30.7 2.3 
100 -36.6 -63.3 -11.8 10.5 
120 -18.7 -50.9 -3.7 18.2 
6.2.3.4 Mechanical properties 
Fig. 6-18(a) displays the uniaxial monotonic tensile curves of WAAM Ni-rich NiTi samples 
processed with different deposition current. The mechanical characteristics including the yield 
stress, the ultimate tensile strength, and the elongation until failure were measured and 
presented in Fig. 6-18(b). Notably, the yield stress corresponds to the critical stress for inducing 
the martensitic transformation, which could be determined by the intersection of two tangent 
lines from each side of the small plateau. With enhancing the deposition current from 80 A to 
100 A, the yield stress decreased from 624.8 MPa to 446.3 MPa. Further loading leads to 
breakage with weakened ultimate tensile stress from 947.0 MPa to 610.4 MPa and reduced 
elongation from 8.79 % to 5.71 %. The phenomenon that the critical stress for inducing the 
martensitic transformation reduced with enhanced deposition current could also be 
corroborated by the previous detection of martensitic transformation temperatures shifting to 
higher temperatures with increased current intensity. A negative relationship is well accepted 
between the critical stress and the Ms temperature [260]. The stress-induced martensitic 
transformation will be more easily activated with the increment of Ms, which results in the 
decline of critical stress. The relationship between Ms and critical stress in shape memory alloys 
could be expressed by a Clausius–Clapeyron equation [284], as following: 
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(dσ)/(𝑑𝑀𝑠 ) =  −𝜌∆𝑆/𝜀𝑡  = −𝜌∆𝐻/𝑇0𝜀𝑡                                            (6-5) 
Where ρ is the density of the transforming body, ∆S represents the entropy change of the 
transformation, depending on the chemistry and crystallography of the transformation, and εt 
is the linear strain of the transformation in the uniaxial stress direction. In a considering 
transformation system, it could be assumed that all the above-mentioned parameters are 
constants. Thus, a linear relationship can be regarded between the critical stress and Ms. By 
plotting and fitting the Ms values acquired from the DSC data and corresponding yield stress 
values (σc) measured from tensile data, the relationship between Ms and σc could be evaluated 
by the following equation: 
M𝑠 = −0.1182𝜎𝑐 + 32.8176                                                   (6-6) 
A linear relationship with a standard deviation of 93.1% was obtained between Ms and σc, 
which is in agreement with the Clausius–Clapeyron equation.  
 
Fig. 6-18. (a) stress-strain tensile curves of WAAM Ni-rich NiTi alloys built with different deposition 
current intensities, (b) tensile properties including yield strength, ultimate strength, and elongation of 
samples processed with different deposition currents. 
Concerning the transition of stress and strain level as enhanced current intensity, it could also 
be explained from the following aspects. First, enhanced deposition current contributes to the 
rapid growth of B2 grain size. It has been reported that the critical stress and the complete 
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transformation strain abide by a Hall-Petch relationship with the grain size level since the grain 
boundaries hinder the propagation of shear between grains[285]. It is well accepted that finer 
B2 grain sizes lead to greater constraint from grain boundaries, higher interfacial energy, higher 
elastic strain energy barrier for transformation, and smaller intragranular heterogeneity of 
plastic deformation, which is reflected in the increase of the stress level [286]. Furthermore, 
the following equation was reported to predict the fracture strain as a function of grain size, d 
[287]: 
𝜀𝑓
0.4 = (𝜎0 − 𝜎𝑒) 𝑘⁄ + (𝜎𝑐𝑠
1
2/𝑘)(𝑑−1/2)                                             (6-7) 
where σ0 is the friction stress against dislocation motion on slip planes, σe is the limiting stress 
of elastic deformation, k is the material constant, σc is the critical stress, s is the distance beyond 
the tip of a pile-up. It has been concluded that the above equation is effective in predicting the 
decrease in ductility with the coarsening of grain size when the average grain size is larger than 
25 µm, which is appropriate to explicate the phenomenon in this study. Second, enhanced 
current intensity retarded the cooling rate, thus, prolonged the duration for the growth and 
decomposition of Ni4Ti3 precipitates. Compared with the 120 A-processed samples, a higher 
cooling rate realized in the 80 A-processed samples leading to more volume fraction of 
nanoscale Ni4Ti3 phase precipitated in the matrix. It is known that the fine Ni4Ti3 precipitates 
are more effective in strengthening the matrix than the coarsen counterparts since the nanoscale 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates acted as barriers to the dislocation movement in the B2 grains during 
deformation [267].  Besides, the Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti phases are formed at the expense of the 
Ni4Ti3 phase, further result in the reduction of strength.  However, it has also been stated that, 
compared with the Ni3Ti phase, the Ni4Ti3 phase exerts a detrimental effect on fracture strain 
due to the generation of high internal stress and larger amounts of dislocations [265, 267]. 
Third, the ultimate strength and fracture strain are reported to be highly dependent on the 
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condition of the defects, such as micro-cracks, oxides, or residual porosity generated during 
the deposition process or sample preparation [164]. Thus, a combination of the aforementioned 
causes could account for the changes in mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the interaction 
mechanism among them still needs further investigation. 
 
Fig. 6-19. Cyclic strain-stress tensile responses of Ni-rich NiTi alloys processed with different 
deposition currents at 27 °C. Note, individual cycles have been shifted along the x-axis for better 
distinction. (a-c) cycling tensile response of the 80 A-built sample and the corresponding transition of 
ɛre (recoverable strain), ɛir (irreversible strain), recovery ratio, and ƞ (elastic energy storage efficiency) 
with the cycle number during cyclic tension process; (d-f) cycling tensile response of the 100 A-
fabricated sample and the corresponding transition of ɛre, ɛir, recovery ratio, and ƞ; (g-i) cycling tensile 
response of the 120 A-processed sample and the corresponding transition of ɛre, ɛir, recovery ratio, and 
ƞ.  
Fig. 6-19(a, d, g) presented the cyclic strain-stress tensile responses of Ni-rich NiTi alloys 
processed with 80 A, 100 A, and 120 A, respectively. For better clarity, individual cycles have 
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been shifted along the x-axis. The transition of irreversible strain (εir), recoverable strain (εre) 
of 80 A-built, 100 A-built, and 120 A-built samples with the cycle numbers are depicted in  
Fig. 6-19 (b, e, h), respectively. The εir and εre are proposed to quantify the evolution of the 
pseudoelastic properties during cyclic loading history [288]. The transition of the recovery ratio 
(εre/( εir + εre )) and the elastic energy storage efficiency (η) of 80 A-built, 100 A-built, and 120 
A-built samples with the cycle numbers are plotted in  Fig. 6-19 (c, f, i), respectively. The η is 
the ratio of Erec/(Ediss +Erec), where Ediss is the energy between loading and unloading paths of 
the hysteresis loop reflecting the dissipated energy and Erec is the overall energy stored per unit 
volume and available during the unloading process [165]. Table 6-5 summarizes the εir, εre, 
recovery ratio, and η of the first and last cycles for samples processed with different deposition 
current. Note, 80 A-processed and 100 A-processed samples were loaded up to the fixed 700 
MPa while the 120 A-processed sample was only loaded up to the fixed 500 MPa since the 
ultimate strength of the 120 A-processed sample is less than 700 MPa.  
Similar trends for the evolution of εir, εre, recovery ratio, and ƞ could be obtained in all samples 
processed with different deposition currents. As depicted, a significant irreversible strain and 
inferior recovery ratio during the initial cycle could be observed in all samples, leading to the 
rapid degradation of pseudoelasticity. For the initial cycle, the εre of the sample processed with 
80 A reaches 3.2 % and the recovery ratio accounts for 54.5 %. A worse response was obtained 
in the 100 A-built sample showing a 2.6% εre accompanied by a recovery ratio of 50.9%. 
Although lower external stress is applied during cyclic deformation,  the recovery ratio of 
sample processed with 120 A is still inferior to that of the 80 A-processed counterpart. Further, 
a rapid increase of εir accompanied by a distinct reduction of εre occurred during the first three 
cycles, generally resulting from the plastic deformation relevant to the martensitic 
transformation, retained martensite variants, and the mechanical loading [136]. Over cycling, 
the accumulation of εir and the decrement of the recovery ratio are negligible and a 
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pseudoelastic stable condition could be achieved. After ten cycles, the highest recoverable 
strain and recovery ratio were obtained in the sample processed with 80 A. Concerning the 
elastic energy storage efficiency η, all of the samples possess a low η in the first cycle indicating 
a broad stress hysteresis was formed. By comparison, the highest ƞ was also obtained in 80 A-
processed sample. It was found that the first-cycle hysteresis is closely related to the fatigue 
resistance of the material and samples with smaller hysteresis will exhibit better fatigue 
resistance [289]. Afterward, a sharp increase of η occurred during the primary three cycles, 
indicating the stress hysteresis turned to be narrow with increasing acceleration, which could 
be ascribed to the plastic deformation and the accumulation of dislocation density [290]. After 
five cycles, the ƞ then stabilized at around 95.7 %, 93.5 % and 97 % for sample processed with 
80 A, 100 A, and 120 A, respectively, indicating the stress hysteretic behavior tends to vanish.  
A combination of factors, such as crystal orientation, precipitation hardening effect, and grain 
refinement effect,  have been proposed to contribute to the superior superelastic characteristics. 
First, it is revealed that orientations approaching the [100] pole show the highest fatigue 
resistance due to the low macroscopic resolved shear stress on the dominant <100>{001} and 
<100>{011} slip systems in NiTi [289, 291]. The reduction of slip activity would further 
weaken the interfacial friction and hysteresis, as well as enhance cyclic degradation resistance 
[289]. Second, nanoscale coherent Ni4Ti3 precipitates improve the fatigue resistance of NiTi 
in comparison with larger-size ones (over 500 nm) for all orientations since NiTi matrix with 
coarsen incoherent Ni4Ti3 exhibited significant dislocation activity due to mechanical cycling 
for martensite stabilization [291]. Third, a smaller average grain size will lead to a lower 
intragranular heterogeneity of plastic deformation and less residual strains. The higher residual 
strain after every cycle for samples with coarser grain size could be attributed to the smaller 
elastic strain energy accumulated during loading, and the higher elastic strain energy relaxation 
during unloading [286].  
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Table 6-5 Summary of cyclic response of samples processed with different deposition current at first 
and last cycles. 
Current,  
A 
Maximum 
applied 
stress, MPa 
1st cycle 10th cycle 
ɛre,% ɛir,% recovery 
ratio, % 
ƞ, % ɛre,% ɛir,% recovery 
ratio, % 
ƞ, % 
80 700 3.2 2.7 54.5 50.8 3.2 2.7 53.9 95.9 
100 700 2.6 2.5 50.9 45.4 2.6 2.6 50.0 93.8 
120 500 2.2 2.1 51.1 46.3 2.2 2.1 50.1 97.1 
6.2.4. Conclusion 
In this study, the Ni-rich NiTi thin-wall components have been in-situ deposited by the WAAM 
method, with varying deposition currents. Due to the thermal sensitivity of Ni-rich NiTi alloys 
during solidification, the deposition current is considered to be one of the critical process 
parameters associated with the evolution of structural properties. The influence of deposition 
current on the microstructure, phases transformation and mechanical response of the WAAM-
produced NiTi alloys were investigated. The following conclusions could be drawn:  
(1) Enhancing the deposition current during the WAAM process leads to noticeable B2 grain 
coarsening and an increased volume fraction of HAGBs. In addition, the texture intensity 
gradually decreased with the enhancement of deposition current. The intensity of the {001} 
<100>  cube texture and {011} <100> Goss texture generally weakened with increased 
current intensity. 
(2) The XRD and TEM investigations reveal that the B2 phase is dominant in all samples 
with quantities of Ni4Ti3 precipitates. When increasing the deposition current during the 
WAAM process, the size of Ni4Ti3 precipitates generally increased and gradually 
decomposed into a stable Ni3Ti phase which could be detected in the sample processed 
with 120 A.   
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(3) DSC analysis indicates that Ms is below the room temperature for all cases and all of the 
characteristic temperatures exhibit an increasing tendency with enhancing the deposition 
current. The lower current intensity entirely suppresses the transformation between the 
B2 phase and B19’ phase to lower the temperature range. 
(4) The uniaxial monotonic tensile results revealed that with enhancing the deposition current 
from 80 A to 100 A, the yield stress decreased from 624.8 to 446.3 MPa. Further loading 
leads to breakage with weakened ultimate tensile stress from 947.0 to 610.4 MPa and 
reduced elongation from 8.79 to 5.71 %.  Such a trend could be attributed to the combined 
effect of grain size, the evolution of precipitates, and the defects. 
(5) The cyclic loading-unloading tests at room temperature were conducted. Similar trends 
for the evolution of εir, εre, recovery ratio, and ƞ over cycling could be obtained in all 
samples processed with different deposition currents. The highest εre of 3.168 % and the 
highest recovery ratio of 53.897% were obtained in the sample processed with 80 A at the 
applied stress of 700 MPa after 10 cycles. Besides, a sharp increase in ƞ could be observed 
from a relatively low value obtained in the first cycle to over 90% and then stabilized in 
this level for all samples,  indicating the stress hysteretic behavior tends to vanish over 
cycling. The evolution of the functional properties with increasing deposition current is 
due to a combination of factors including crystal orientation, precipitation hardening 
effect, and grain refinement effect.  
6.3 Effects of substrate heating temperature on WAAM-processed 
Ni-rich NiTi alloy 
6.3.1. Introduction 
NiTi alloy possesses unique characteristics, such as shape memory effect, superelasticity 
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behavior, good biocompatibility and perfect corrosion resistance, which enable NiTi to be 
highly promising material in extensive fields of engineering, such as automotive, aerospace, 
and biological engineering [292-294]. Nevertheless, the inherent poor machinability limited 
the development of geometry complexity in the conventional process of NiTi alloys [132]. 
Recently, an investigating upsurge in additive manufacturing (AM) of NiTi alloys has been in 
the making for the potential of controlling in more accurate geometric shapes and cost savings 
[95]. Most of the relevant studies on AM NiTi are devoted to the evolution of microstructure, 
phase transformation, and mechanical response, which could be realized by process 
optimization, spatial dependence, or post-treatments [163, 167, 205]. It is worth noting that the 
functional properties of NiTi are extremely sensitive to the martensitic transformation, which 
highly relies on the chemical constitution, second-phase precipitation, texture, and defects [95, 
163]. Indeed, it has been reported that the variation of parameters during the AM process 
contributes to the deviation of the microstructure characteristics (grain information, texture, 
precipitates, etc.) and martensitic transformation temperature, further exert a considerable 
influence on the mechanical responses [22, 150, 163, 164]. A higher energy input will generate 
a superheated melt pool to liquefy more material, and thus a prolonged duration for 
solidification is required. A lower cooling rate caused by a higher energy density will bring 
about the generation of coarser grains and Ni-rich precipitates [161]. Further, the grain 
morphology will change from a columnar shape to an axial appearance with an increment of 
scanning speed. A higher scanning velocity was also reported to cause a decrease in the 
martensitic transformation since a lower fraction of Ni-rich precipitates will generate resulted 
from a higher cooling rate [295]. These precipitates were revealed to contribute to increasing 
the transformation temperatures by reducing the local Ni constituent, inducing incoherency 
stresses, and acting as martensite nucleation sites [154].  
However, through extensive literature research, scarcely any investigations focused on the 
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effects of substrate preheating temperature on the material properties of AM-processed NiTi 
alloys.  The substrate preheating temperature is one of the most significant process parameters 
during AM deposition that influence the microstructure and properties of the as-printed 
component. Besides, preheating the substrate could effectively control the residual stress 
through increasing the absorption rate of feedstocks, decreasing the cooling rate and 
temperature gradient, and diminishing defects [296]. Li et al. [104] revealed that the texture, 
phase and nano hardness of selective laser melting (SLM) processed TiAl alloys could be 
tailored with optimal substrate preheating temperatures during the deposition. Ding et al. [296] 
investigated the effects of substrate preheating temperature on the 12CrNi2 steel processed by 
laser cladding and found that the surface residual stress reduced at elevated substrate preheating 
temperatures. Wu et al. [42] proved that the substrate preheating temperature should be 
controlled in a certain range for the geometric accuracy and minimization of surface oxidation 
during the WAAM deposition process of Ti6Al4V alloys even through the microstructure 
evolution and mechanical properties are not significantly affected. Li et al. [297]  got the 
conclusion that the interface bonding degree and the solidification microstructure are strongly 
affected by the substrate temperature during the SLM deposition process. According to the 
studies conducted by Shen et al. [270], a sufficient substrate heating temperature is necessary 
during the WAAM deposition of the first few layers especially for the substrate that possesses 
high thermal conductivity. Furthermore, an optimal combination of strength and plasticity 
could be achieved by adjusting the substrate temperature. From what has been discussed above, 
it indicates that the substrate temperature exerts different degrees of impact on different 
materials fabricated by AM method.  
For the current research, the influence of substrate preheating temperature on the 
microstructure evolution and mechanical responses of WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloy is 
comprehensively determined. The objective of this work is to find out the evolution tendency 
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of texture, precipitation, phase transformation and mechanical response of WAAM-processed 
Ni-rich NiTi alloy with the variation of substrate temperature and further provide a reference 
in parameter optimizations for purpose of obtaining acceptable material properties in 
fabricating NiTi components. 
6.3.2. Experimental  
6.3.2.1 WAAM process 
The Ni52Ti alloy (at%) was in-situ deposited on the TA1 Ti substrate by feeding 99.9% pure 
Ni wire ( 0.9mm) at 513 mm/min and TA1Ti wire ( 1.0mm) at 700 mm/min simultaneously 
into the melt pool by a custom-built WAAM system. The system is assembled by a 200 A-
rated GTAW welding supply, a double-wire feeder, a cooling system, an argon torch and 
shielding device, a marching system, and a substrate heating appliance, as shown in Fig. 6-7.  
The chemical compositions of the raw materials are listed in Table 6-2. With regard to the 
deposition process, the key parameters were optimized and listed as follows: the deposition 
current (I) = 100 A,  traveling speed (vts) = 95 mm/min, arc length (d) = 3.5 mm, angle between 
feeders’ nozzle to substrate (Da↔s) = 30°, angle between  nozzles (Da↔a) = 60°, argon flow rate 
for torch (Rt) = 15 L/min, argon flow rate for shield (Rs) = 12 L/min, post flow duration (t) = 
90 s. The various substrate heating temperature of  150 °C,  250 °C, 350 °C were selected and 
the corresponding obtained WAAM components were denoted as S1, S2, S3. A total of 30 layers 
was deposited for each component. 
6.3.2.2 Characterization 
Specimens for microstructure observation and phase identification were wire-cut from the same 
height in the middle region of the as-deposited components and then ground on a Struers 
Tegramin automatic polishing equipment. Whereafter, samples for electron backscattered 
diffraction (EBSD) detection were electrolytic polished with A2 reagent (73 vol.% ethanol, 10 
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vol.% butoxyethanol, 8 vol.% perchloric acid, 9 vol.% distilled water) at 20 V for 120 s on a 
Struers Lectropol 5 electrolytic polishing machine. To obtain the B2 grain information, the 
EBSD experiments were conducted using a JEOL JSM-7001F field emission gun scanning 
electron microscope with a magnification of 50× and a step size of 3 µm.  Then the EBSD data 
were post-processed by an HKL Channel 5 analysis software. The phase composition was 
identified using a GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation. The 
diffraction angle (2θ) ranged from 20° to 90° with a scan rate of 1°/min and a step size of 0.02°. 
The second phase was further identified by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-
resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) on an aberration-corrected JEOL ARM 
200f scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). Foils for TEM  analysis were ground 
to a thickness of 55 μm, then punched into disks with a diameter of 3 mm, followed by dual jet 
electrolytic polishing at 9 V and −30 °C. The phase transformation temperatures were measured 
under flowing pure argon using a NETZSCH DSC 204F1 differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC, NETZSCH DSC 204F1) device. The rate during the heating and cooling process is set 
as 10 °C/min and the tested temperature range is from −100 °C to 100 °C. Two kinds of 
mechanical experiments were conducted at ambient temperature with a strain velocity of 10–4 
s–1 by an Instron 8801 tensile machine, including quasi-static uniaxial tension until fracture and 
cyclic loading-unloading tension. The mechanical properties are tested under quasi-static 
uniaxial tension at ambient temperature with a strain rate of 10–4 s–1 by an Instron 8801 tensile 
machine. The cyclic loading-unloading tension tests were conducted with a load up to 700 MPa 
followed by unloading to zero for a total of 10 cycles. For the convenience of later analysis, 
the coordination system for the as-printed NiTi thin-wall component is defined in Fig. 6-20. 
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Fig. 6-20.  Coordinate system definition for the as-printed NiTi thin-wall component. The building 
direction (BD), transform direction (TD), and normal direction (ND) are indicated by the black arrows. 
The transform plane (BD-TD), vertical plane (BD-TD), horizontal plane (ND-TD) are indicated and 
filled with purple, blue and orange, respectively. 
6.3.3 Results and discussion 
6.3.3.1 Grain morphology and texture 
Fig. 6-21 (a-c) displays the EBSD orientation maps and grain boundary misorientation angle 
maps from the horizontal plane of the WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi samples S1, S2, and S3. 
The crystal orientation-color relation map corresponding to the color-coded stereographic 
triangle inverse pole figure (IPF) is depicted in Fig. 6-21(d). In this study, all of the specimens 
are extracted in the same location, 10 mm away from the top surface of the as-built components. 
It is noteworthy that only the morphology and texture information of the B2 NiTi phase were 
discussed in this section. As can be seen, the microstructures are featured with near equiaxed 
shapes with flexuose boundaries from the top view in all conditions. With regard to the grain 
orientation, S1 was revealed to possess a strong (001) orientation with comparatively weak 
(111) and (101) orientations, which is indicated by the occurrence of a major reddish color and 
minor green and blue colors along the building direction. As the substrate temperature heated 
up to 250 °C and 350 °C, the orientation did not show a significant shift when taking the IPFs 
as references, still shows strong (001) along BD. It is well accepted that the <100> direction 
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along BD is viewed as the most favorable direction for grain growth in AM-deposited cubic 
materials (including FCC and BCC), which is parallel to the direction of the maximal thermal 
gradient [298]. It should be noted that the grains with (101) and (111) orientations gathered 
together in S2 instead of randomly distributed in S1 and S3, which could attribute to the 
selection of the scan area is not around the centreline of S2. During the single-track deposition, 
the thermal gradient is not constant over the melt pool due to the relative motion between the 
heat source and the substrate, which reaches the maximum in the centreline but generally 
decreases to near zero towards the border [274]. Around the centreline of the melt pool, grains 
grow epitaxially along the <100> direction which is the heat flow direction. However, grains 
nucleate and grow competitively near the border of the melt pool so that more discrete 
orientation will be obtained.  
The evolution of grain boundary misorientation angles with elevated substrate temperatures 
was simultaneously evaluated by EBSD. The overall grain boundaries are divided into high 
angle grain boundaries (HAGBs, >15°) labeled as black thin lines and low-angle grain 
boundaries (LAGBs, 2°–15°) marked as black bold lines in Fig. 6-21(a-c).  The proportion of 
HAGBs in the samples S1, S2, and S3 are determined to be 53.6%, 56.5%, and 62.4%, 
respectively. Obviously, the HAGBs content generally increased when elevating the substrate 
temperature. The unique layer-by-layer AM deposition prompts previously solidified material 
to undergo remelting and reheating cycles, which is exactly similar to the solution treatment 
[14, 104].  Recrystallization will be induced during the process, which will bring about a 
comparatively high proportion of HAGBs. The content of LAGBs is still significant since the 
insufficient remelting and reheating duration may not allow the occurrence of full 
recrystallization. Moreover, a higher proportion of HAGBs achieved at elevated substrate 
temperature is mainly because a prolonged interval for remelting and reheating will arise and 
thus extend the recrystallization duration. 
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Fig. 6-21. EBSD orientation maps from the horizontal plane of the WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi 
samples. (a) S1, (b) S2, and (c) S3, (d) the crystal orientation-color relation map corresponding to the 
color-coded stereographic triangle inverse pole figure (IPF).  
 
Fig. 6-22. The grain size distribution of samples S1, S2, and S3 are displayed in (a), (b), and (c), 
respectively, (d) average grain size and the corresponding standard deviation versus substrate heating 
temperature. 
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The grain size distribution of samples S1, S2, and S3 are summarized from the corresponding 
EBSD orientation maps and displayed in Fig. 6-22 (a-c). It can be seen that the distributions of 
grain size in different conditions are mostly within 100 µm. The fraction of even coarser grains 
(100 µm) significantly increased with the increased substrate temperature, accounted for 
7.89%, 17.29% and 31.11% in S1, S2, and S3, respectively. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 
6-21(d), the average grain sizes were determined to be 53.44 µm, 62.74 µm and 85.38 µm and 
the corresponding standard deviations were calculated to be 32.23%, 49.31% and 62.07% in 
samples S1, S2, and S3, respectively. Theoretically speaking, the grain size development of an 
additively manufactured component has a direct relationship with the cooling rate during the 
solidification. A higher cooling rate will generate a greater supercooling and thus refine the 
grains [96]. The cooling rate is revealed to be the product of the thermal gradient (G) which 
could be viewed as the temperature variations over a certain distance and the growth speed (V) 
during the solidification [274]. In the WAAM deposition process, V could be determined by 
the traveling speed and the angle between the traveling direction and the normal to the molten 
pool boundary. In this case, the substrate heating temperature only influences the thermal 
gradient by applying an additional heat source through the substrate. The higher the substrate 
temperature is, the weaker the thermal gradient, and thus the lower the cooling rate will be 
obtained. Consequently, the resulting grains will get coarser mostly. 
The {100} pole figures (PFs) of the samples S1, S2, S3 were depicted in Fig. 6-23 (a-c). In all 
PFs, the major axis orientation is nearly parallel to TD showing a slight tilt (10°) towards the 
direction of deposition. The maximum pole intensity could be clearly observed in the tilted 
{100} <001> in all samples. This indicates that the growth direction of the B2 grains is slightly 
tilted diverging from BD, which is significantly influenced by the optimal heat dissipation 
direction at the interface between solid and liquid in the molten pool [204, 299]. The maximum 
pole intensity of samples S1, S2, and S3 is figured out to be 12.46 mud, 11.86 mud, and 12.66, 
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indicating the influence of substrate heating temperature on the general texture intensity is 
minimal. To clearly compare the evolution of the intensity of {100} <001> as elevated 
substrate heating temperature, inverse pole figures (IPFs) in BD for all samples were calculated 
and displayed in Fig. 6-23 (d-e). The intensities of {100} <001> of samples S1, S2 and S3 are 
calibrated to be approximately 2.52 mud, 3.19 mud and 3.75 mud, respectively. It can be seen 
that with the increment of substrate heating temperature, the intensity of {100} <001> 
gradually increased with a modest amount. This is because the deviation between the direction 
of the temperature gradient at the solid/liquid interface of the molten pool and the rapid-growth 
<100> direction will be slightly weakened by increasing the substrate heating temperature with 
increments of 100 °C.   
 
Fig. 6-23. {100} pole figures (PFs) from the horizontal plane of the samples S1, S2, S3 were displayed 
in (a), (b) and (c), respectively; Inverse pole figures (IPFs) in building direction (BD) of of the samples 
S1, S2, S3 were displayed in (d), (e) and (f), respectively. 
The grain orientation, misorientation and texture obtained in the vertical plane of S3 were 
shown in Fig. 6-24 (a-c). Unlike the equiaxed morphology obtained in the horizontal plane, the 
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grains in the vertical plane exhibit a relatively high aspect ratio (2.57±1.16) which is a clear 
indication of the columnar structure. The columnar grains are arrayed nearly parallel to BD 
with an average length of several hundred microns. Following the argument [300], the grain 
morphology in the melt-solidification process is determined by G/V in such a way that an 
equiaxed dendritic, columnar dendritic, cellular and planar structure will be successively 
obtained with the value of G/V gradually increased from low to high [301]. Thus, the columnar 
characterization could be attributed to a comparatively low G/V value during the solidification 
of the deposition process. This columnar formation is quite common in AM-printed materials, 
which was described in refs. [165, 298, 302, 303]. Furthermore, according to the grain 
boundary misorientation map shown in Fig. 6-23(b), the HAGBs content was calculated to 
account for 64. 1%, which was close to that obtained from the horizontal plane of S3. With 
regard to the texture, the {100} PF shown in Fig. 6-24(c) displayed a similar pattern as the 
counterpart from the horizontal view of S3, indicating a predominant [001] preferential 
orientation. However, the maximum pole intensity is 10.93, which is not as strong as that from 
the horizontal plane, which could ascribe to the columnar growth along BD instead of equiaxed 
crystals growth [102], which could also be observed in ref. [165].   
 
Fig. 6-24. EBSD maps obtained from the vertical plane of the sample S3: (a) EBSD orientation map, 
(b) Grain boundary misorientation map, HAGBs were indicated by blue bold line while the LAGBs 
were indicated by reddish thin line, (c) {100} pole figures. 
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6.3.3.2 Precipitation 
Fig. 6-25 compares the XRD patterns of samples built with different substrate heating 
temperatures in the horizontal plane. It can be seen that only the diffraction peaks belonged to 
B2 (PDF 03-065-7711) and Ni4Ti3 (PDF 03-065-3957) phases are identified. An adequate in-
situ synthesis was achieved since no pure Ti or Ni phases could be determined. The strongest 
peaks in all conditions referred to (110) B2 and (200) B2 diffractions indicated that the 
austenitic B2 NiTi phase is predominant and could be identified as the matrix, which is highly 
consistent with the EBSD results. More notably, as the substrate heating temperature increased, 
the intensity of the (200) B2 NiTi peak slightly increased while the intensity of the (110) B2 
NiTi peak basically remained unchanged. Combined with the EBSD analysis, it could be 
concluded that the substrate heating temperature exerts a subtle influence on the B2 texture of 
Ni-rich NiTi alloys fabricated by WAAM. Nevertheless, the intensity of the Ni4Ti3 peaks 
generally enhanced with the increase of substrate heating temperature. Based on the argument 
of Otsuka et al. [133], the Ni4Ti3 precipitates will nucleate during aging treatment (700 °C 
+ water quenching) in a Ni-rich NiTi alloy. The Ni4Ti3 precipitates were mentioned to be 
metastable and could be detected at a lower aging temperature and a shorter aging period. When 
increasing aging temperature or extending aging duration, the Ni4Ti3 precipitates will 
gradually grow up and then decompose into the intermediate Ni3Ti2 and final Ni3Ti phases 
[133]. The XRD patterns show that no peaks point to Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti phases, indicating that 
the temperature and period of aging treatment are not sufficient enough to meet the condition 
of decomposition or the volume fractions of Ni3Ti2 and Ni3Ti phases decomposed from 
Ni4Ti3 are lower enough to be detected by XRD. As revealed, a relatively high cooling rate of 
10–102 °C/s could be expected during the WAAM process, resulting in a supersaturated 
phenomenon and the inevitable remelting and reheating periods that generated by the unique 
layer-by-layer thermal history imposed on the previously printed layers [169].  As a result, an 
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in-situ self-aging effect will be generated during the WAAM process, which will provide the 
opportunity for Ni4Ti3 to precipitate. Furthermore, with the increase of substrate heating 
temperature,  the cooling rate will decrease which could be supposed to not only elevate the in-
situ aging temperature but also prolong the in-situ aging duration, eventually accelerating the 
coarsening of Ni4Ti3 precipitates. 
 
Fig. 6-25. XRD patterns of samples deposited with different substrate heating temperatures.  
The precipitate morphologies in all conditions were determined by SEM and TEM and 
illustrated in Fig. 6-26. It can be seen that plentiful lenticular-shaped precipitates with high 
aspect ratios and inhomogeneous sizes randomly arrayed in the matrix in a basketweave form. 
After careful observation in Fig.6-26(a, c, e), the angle between the long axis of the 
unparalleled precipitates is approximately 60° by measurement. Inner or ex-stress (e.g., 
residual stress) constraint effect was revealed to account for such selective growth behavior 
[304]. In the bright-field (BF) images (Fig. 6-26(b, d, e)), obvious strain contrast in dark could 
be observed which is created by the precipitates owing to the different local strain levels [281]. 
In comparison, with the increase of substrate heating temperature, the precipitates generally 
grew up and the proportion of coarsening counterparts with micron-scale in length obviously 
increased. For sample S1 which was processed with lower substrate heating temperature, the 
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average size of the precipitates is around several hundreds of nanometers. Even the micron-
scale structures shown in the BSE image (Fig. 6-26(a)) are composed of several nano 
precipitates with similar preferential growth, which could be clearly detected in the BF image 
(Fig. 6-26(b)). However, for samples S2 and S3 which were deposited with higher substrate 
heating temperature, majority of the micron-scale structures displayed in Fig. 6-26(c, e) are 
single precipitates or merely consist of a few counterparts (Fig. 6-26 (d, f)), indicating the 
overall coarsening phenomenon happened as the substrate heating temperature was increased. 
As revealed previously, higher substrate heating temperature will slow down the cooling 
process, in a consequence, enable the deposited material to obtain self-aging treatment with 
higher temperature and longer duration, thus, accelerate the growth of the precipitates. 
 
Fig. 6-26. BSE and TEM bright-field (BF) images of samples deposited with different substrate heating 
temperatures: (a-b) S1, (c-d) S2, (e-f) S3. 
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Fig. 6-27. (a) TEM bright-field (BF) image of sample S3 taken at <111> zone axis; (b) selected area 
electron diffraction pattern (SAED) corresponds to the circular area indicated by the reddish dashed 
line in (a); (c) magnified BF image of the marked area labeled with the yellow dashed line in (a); (d) 
SAED corresponds to the marked area circled by the reddish dashed line in (c). 
To further identify the precipitates, TEM micrographs of the sample S3 were obtained from 
<111> zone axis and depicted in Fig. 6-27. The reason for the selection of <111> zone axis is 
because the orientation relationship between the B2 matrix and Ni4Ti3 precipitates could be 
clearly revealed [135].  Quantities of lenticular-shaped precipitates in black contrast with length 
range from 500 nm to 2 µm could be clearly observed in the BF image (Fig. 6-27(a)). The 
corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern was conducted on the region 
marked by a reddish dashed circle, from which the Ni4Ti3 precipitates and B2 NiTi matrix 
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were clearly distinguished (Fig. 6-27(b)). As illustrated in the diffraction pattern, the precipitate 
spots subdivided the reciprocal distance between the central and {123}B2 into seven intervals 
[264]. By indexing, the orientation relationship between the matrix and the precipitate could 
be described as (001)Ni4Ti3//(111)B2, [010] Ni4Ti3//[2̅1̅3]B2. By further magnifying, the 
small interstice between coarse precipitates indicated by the yellow dashed rectangle in Fig. 6-
27(a) was shown in Fig. 6-27(c). It can be seen that a large number of nanostructures in black 
contrast distributed in this region. The corresponding SAED pattern indicated that these 
nanoparticles are Ni4Ti3 precipitates, as shown in Fig. 6-27(d). As illustrated, these small 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates create much weaker spots compared with coarser counterparts but with 
different types of variants. A typical double spot halo pattern around the B2 fundamental 
reflections in <111> zone axis was created by the nano Ni4Ti3 reflections, which refered to 
different Ni4Ti3 variants. Furthermore, similar as coarser Ni4Ti3 precipitates, the reflections 
of the nanoparticles still took up the sites of x/7 along the {123} vector of B2 NiTi reflections. 
6.3.3.3 Phase transformation behavior 
To investigate the effect of substrate heating temperature on the martensitic transformation, 
DSC experiments were performed on samples S1-S3. The obtained DSC curves and 
corresponding characteristic transformation temperatures including martensite start (Ms), 
martensite finish (Mf), austenite start (As), and austenite finish (Af) temperature are displayed 
in Fig. 6-28 and Table 6-6, respectively. These characteristic temperatures were determined by 
the intersection point between two tangent lines from each side of the peak foot. As revealed, 
the Ms values of all samples are well below the ambient temperature, which means no 
martensitic transformation happened during the deposition process and the matrix of the final 
products is B2 austenite structure. In comparison, it can be concluded that all the transformation 
temperatures were going up as the elevation of the substrate heating temperature, indicating 
that the martensitic transformation (B2→B19’) is more likely to occur. Generally speaking, the 
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phase transformation temperatures of NiTi alloys are affected by the following factors, 
including composition and applied stress. On one hand, the phase transformation temperature 
is well-known to be highly dependent on the content of Ni in the NiTi matrix, independent of 
the alloy composition [133]. Normally,  a reduction of Ni content in the matrix by 1 at% will 
lead to an elevation of up to 100 °C in Ms [305]. In Ni-rich NiTi alloys, such Ni loss would be 
induced by the nucleation, growth and decomposition of the Ni-rich precipitates (e.g., Ni4Ti3, 
Ni3Ti2, Ni3Ti). Once these behaviors are triggered, greater Ni atoms are in demand and will 
be carried away from the neighboring NiTi matrix, resulting in the loss of Ni in the NiTi matrix, 
finally, contributing to the rise in transformation temperatures. As anteriorly analyzed, a higher 
temperature and extended period will be generated for the precipitation process by elevating 
the substrate heating temperature. Thus, the higher the substrate heating temperature is, the 
more Ni content in Matrix will be consumed, in consequence, the higher the transformation 
temperature will be. On the other hand, the transformation temperatures may also affect by the 
stress level, including the residual stress generated during the deposition process and the 
internal stress induced by the mismatch along the habit plane between the matrix and 
precipitates [150, 306]. The residual stresses have been revealed to lift up the transformation 
temperatures but more moderately than the effects of chemical composition variation [307]. 
However, it is believed that the substrate heating temperature is low-impact with regard to the 
residual stress retained in the as-deposited parts [165]. Concerning the internal stress, the 
atomic misfit between the coherent Ni4Ti3 precipitates and NiTi matrix will stimulate an 
elastic disturbance field around the precipitate-matric periphery, which facilitated the increase 
of transformation temperature [308]. However, according to the analysis mentioned before, the 
increased substrate heating temperature prefers to bring about the occurrence of Ostwald 
ripening of Ni4Ti3 precipitates. Coarsened Ni4Ti3 precipitates as increased substrate heating 
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temperature contributes to an increase in lattice mismatch at the Ni4Ti3/B2 interfaces, resulting 
in the increase of phase transformation temperatures [309].  
 
Fig. 6-28. DSC curves of the Ni-rich NiTi samples processed with different substrate heating 
temperatures. Thereinto, Ms, Mf, As, and Af represent martensite start, martensite finish, austenite start, 
and austenite finish temperatures, respectively. The room temperature was marked with a pink vertical 
dash line. 
Table 6-6 Characteristic transformation temperatures of the WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi samples 
with different substrate heating temperatures.  
Substrate heating 
temperature, °C 
Transformation temperatures, °C 
Ms Mf As Af 
150 -37.6 -66.2 -24.9 3.6 
250 -36.6 -63.3 -11.8 10.5 
350 -20.0 -59.1 -7.2 11.9 
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6.3.3.4 Uniaxial monotonic tensile properties 
Fig. 6-29(a) displays the strain-stress curves of samples processed with different substrate 
heating temperatures during uniaxial monotonic tensile tests. The yield strength, ultimate 
tensile strength and ductility in different depositing conditions were obtained and compared in 
Fig. 6-29(b). The yield stress referring to the critical stress induced by martensitic 
transformation is determined to be the intersection point of tangents. As the substrate heating 
temperature was elevated from 150 °C to 350 °C, the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength 
generally decreased from 665.9 MPa to 508.1 MPa and 947.0 MPa to 736.5 MPa, respectively. 
Moreover, the ductility mildly decreased from 6.88% to 6.15% as the substrate heating 
temperature increased to 250C and was nearly unchanged with further increase in substrate 
heating temperature. The evolution of the aforementioned mechanical properties could be 
explained by Ms variation, grain size effects, precipitation behavior as well as the defects. 
Firstly, it is well known that the critical stress is negatively correlated with Ms, which means 
the B2→B19’ transformation is easier to be induced as increased Ms and further leads to the 
reduction in critical stress  [260]. As revealed in section 6.3.3.3, elevated substrate heating 
temperature promotes the Ms to shift to higher values, leading to the decline in critical stress. 
Secondly, due to the role played by grain boundaries in obstructing the shear propagation 
between adjacent grains, a Hall-Petch relationship exists between the critical stress, the 
complete transformation strain and the grain size level [285]. Finer B2 grain sizes are revealed 
to bring about more significant constraints from grain boundaries, higher interfacial energy, 
higher elastic strain energy barrier for transformation, but smaller intragranular heterogeneity 
of plastic deformation, which is reflected in the enhanced stress level [286]. Further, 
Adharapurapu et al. [287] mentioned that the ductility will be decreased with grain coarsening 
in the case that the mean grain size is over 25 µm. As illustrated in section 6.3.3.1, increased 
substrate heating temperature accelerates the coarsening of B2 grain size, finally contributing 
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to the general decrease in tensile properties. Thirdly, the matrix strength is also well-accepted 
to rely on the quantity, size, morphology and species of precipitates. In Ni-rich NiTi alloys, 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates are conductive to strengthen the matrix especially when they are small and 
coherent since the nanoscale counterpart could hinder the dislocation movement within B2 
grains during deformation [267]. A higher cooling rate generated by lower substrate heating 
temperature restrains the growth of precipitates and is conducive to the formation of nanoscale 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates, therefore, improves the strength of the matrix. Additionally, the coherent 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates introduce significant strain within the matrix, contributing to a strain-
hardening effect [310]. Last, the ultimate strength and ductility are also affected by the defects, 
including micro-cracks, oxides, residual porosity, which could be generated during the 
deposition process or sample preparation [164]. This study does not focus on the analysis of 
defects since the process parameters are appropriately selected and no cracks and porosities 
could be detected in the as-received components. To sum up, a combination of the 
aforementioned causes could account for the variation in mechanical properties.  
 
Fig. 6-29. (a) Room-temperature tensile stress-strain curves of the Ni-rich NiTi alloys printed with 
different substrate heating temperatures and (b) corresponding yield strength, ultimate strength, and 
ductility results. 
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6.3.3.5 Cyclic loading-unloading tensile response 
The cyclic loading-unloading strain-stress curves in the tension of samples deposited with 
different substrate heating temperatures were depicted in Fig. 6-30(a, d, g), respectively. Note, 
the maximum applied stress is set as 700 MPa during each cycle for all samples. To distinguish 
clearly, each cycle was right-shifted along the x-axis. Through careful calibration, the variation 
with cycles in characteristic properties including irreversible strain (εir), recoverable strain (εre), 
recovery ratio (εre/( εir + εre )), and elastic energy storage efficiency (η) of samples deposited 
with different substrate heating temperatures was obtained and compared. As known, the εir 
and εre could be regarded as quantitative indexes of the evolution in pseudoelastic properties 
with loading cycles [288]. Besides, η  could be defined as the ratio of dissipated energy to the 
overall energy stored per unit volume, where the former could be reflected by the hysteresis 
loop within a loading-unloading cycle and the latter could be obtained from the unloading 
process. Fig. 6-30(b, e, h) compares the transition of εir and εre of samples processed with 
150 °C, 250 °C, and 350 °C, respectively. Further, the evolution of the recovery ratio and η of 
150 °C-processed, 250 °C-processed, and 350 °C-processed samples are depicted in Fig. 6-
30(c, f, i), respectively. Table 6-7 lists the characteristic properties of the samples obtained 
from the first and last cycles.  
Table 6-7 Characteristic properties during the cyclic tension at the first and last cycles. 
Substrate 
heating 
temperature,  
°C 
Maximum 
applied 
stress,  
MPa 
1st cycle 10th cycle 
ɛre,% ɛir,% recovery 
ratio, % 
ƞ, % ɛre,% ɛir,% recovery 
ratio, % 
ƞ, % 
150  3.0 2.2 57.3 55.1 2.9 2.2 56.7 98.6 
250 700 2.6 2.5 50.9 45.4 2.6 2.6 50.0 93.8 
350  2.7 3.0 51.9 43.5 2.8 2.9 50.5 97.4 
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Obviously, variation in substrate heating temperature does not alter the trend in the evolution 
of εir, εre, recovery ratio, and ƞ over cycling, but merely affects the extent of transitions. As it 
is captured, a remarkable εir and poor recovery ratio could be clearly observed in the first cycle 
in all depositing conditions, indicating a fast degradation of pseudoelasticity that happened 
during the initial deformation of WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloys. For the initial cycle, 
the εir increased distinctly form 2.2% to 3.0% when the substrate heating temperature increased 
from 150 °C to 350 °C. While the εre and recovery ratio dropped from 3.0% to 2.6% and 57.3% 
to 50.9% respectively when the substrate heating temperature increased from 150 °C to 250 °C, 
followed by a slight increase to 2.7% and 51.9% respectively when the substrate temperature 
further heated up to 350 °C. When it comes to η, low values less than 60% after the first cycle 
occurred for all samples indicating the formation of a broad stress hysteresis. It can be seen 
from Table 6-7 that the highest value in ƞ was expected in the sample processed with 150 °C. 
Elevating the substrate heating temperature to 250 °C prompted ƞ to decline rapidly from 55.1% 
to 45.4% and a further increase in substrate heating temperature up to 350 °C creates a mild 
decrease in ƞ to 43.5%. It has been mentioned that the hysteresis after the initial cycle can 
effectively reflect the fatigue resistance, where a narrower hysteresis indicates a better fatigue 
resistance [264].  Then, a distinct increase in εir together with an obvious reduction in εre and a 
remarkable decrease in recovery ratio could be observed in the next two cycles, which could 
ascribe to the plastic deformation induced by martensitic transformation, retained martensite 
variants, and the mechanical loading [136]. Subsequently, the cumulation in εir and the 
recession in εre and recovery ratio are weakened over cycling, indicating a pseudoelastic stable 
status could be expected. Further, a sharp increment in η could also be detected after the first 
three cycles, indicating a diminishing trend formed in stress hysteresis, which could put down 
to the plastic deformation and the dislocation accumulation [290]. After a few cycles, the ƞ 
value settled in approximately 98.5 %, 93.5 % and 97 % for 150 °C-deposited, 250 °C-
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deposited, and 350 °C-deposited samples, respectively, indicating the stress hysteretic behavior 
tends to fade away. At the end of ten cycles, the highest εre, recovery ratio and ƞ were expected 
in the 150 °C-processed sample by comparison.  
 
Fig. 6-30. Cyclic loading-unloading responses in tension and the corresponding evolution of 
recoverable strain (ɛre), irreversible strain (ɛir), recovery ratio, and elastic energy storage efficiency (ƞ) 
with accumulated cycles during cyclic tension process of Ni-rich NiTi samples built with different 
substrate heating temperatures. Note, all of the cyclic tension tests are conducted at 27 °C. Besides, 
individual cycles have been right-shifted by 0.3% along the x-axis for better distinction. (a-c) S1; (d-f) 
S2; (g-i) S3.  
It is well-accepted that the superelastic characteristics are significantly influenced by the grain 
size level [286], crystal orientation [291], precipitation [311], as well as the defects [22]. First 
of all, higher intragranular homogeneity during plastic deformation and minor residual strain 
will be expected in samples possessing a finer mean grain size. A lower residual strain at the 
end of each cycle determined in finer-grained samples (eg. 150 °C-processed samples) is 
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mainly because of higher accumulation of elastic strain energy accumulated during loading but 
lower relaxation of the counterpart during unloading. Secondly, orientations approaching the 
[100] pole were revealed to make for a high fatigue resistance since the macroscopic resolved 
shear stress on the slip systems of <100>{001} and <100>{011} is the smallest in NiTi alloys 
[291]. The reduction in slip activity benefited from a strong [100] texture would further minish 
the interfacial friction, narrow the hysteresis, as well as enhance the resistance of degradation 
over cycling [289]. As analyzed in section 6.3.3.1, although the substrate heating temperature 
exerts minimal effects on texture strength, a relatively stronger [100] texture was expected in 
the 350 °C- deposited sample, which made up for other deficiencies to some extent and could 
be regarded as an explanation for a slight increase in the above-mentioned superelastic indexes 
as the substrate heating temperature increased from  250 °C to 350 °C. Thirdly, compared to 
coarsened Ni4Ti3 precipitates with a mean size over 500 nm, nanoscale coherent ones have 
been revealed to be more useful in the improvement of fatigue resistance for all orientations 
[311]. This is because significant dislocation activity will be aroused within the NiTi matrix 
with coarsening incoherent Ni4Ti3 precipitates For the purpose of martensite stabilization from 
mechanical cycling [174]. As mentioned in section 6.3.3.2, a higher volume fraction of 
coherent Ni4Ti3 precipitates will be expected as the substrate heating temperature was lower, 
leading to higher fatigue resistance. Last, a superior mechanical response is also related to the 
defects (e.g., porosity, cracks) and picked up impurities (e.g., C and O). With the intention of 
improving mechanical response, the concentration of defects and impurities should be avoided 
through the optimization of processing parameters [22]. The process parameters in this study 
are appropriately selected and no cracks and porosities could be detected in the as-fabricated 
parts in all depositing conditions. With respect to the picked-up impurities, since the depositing 
experiments were not conducted in pure argon, impurities will be inevitably introduced during 
solidification. Theoretically speaking, higher cooling rate resulted from lower substrate heating 
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temperature could shorten the solidification duration, further reduce the impurity level in the 
matrix.  
6.3.4. Conclusion 
A Ni-rich NiTi alloy has been in-situ processed by WAAM using different substrate heating 
temperatures of 150 °C, 250 °C and 350 °C.  Comparative studies have been conducted on the 
variation of crystal orientation, precipitation, phase transformation and mechanical responses 
with elevated substrate heating temperatures. The critical results are summarized as follows. 
(1) By elevating the substrate heating temperature, the average B2 grain size and the HAGBs 
are gradually increased. Regarding grain orientation, all samples exhibit a dominant 
strong (001) orientation with comparatively weak (111) and (101) orientations. Moreover, 
the intensity of {100} <001> gradually increased with a modest amount with the 
increment of substrate heating temperature. 
(2) In the WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi samples, quantities of Ni4Ti3 precipitates with 
inhomogeneous size were identified to be arrayed within the B2 NiTi matrix. Increasing 
the substrate heating temperature exerts a detrimental effect on the size refinement of 
Ni4Ti3 precipitates and more volume fraction of nanoscale Ni4Ti3 could be expected 
with lower substrate heating temperature.   
(3) DSC results revealed that the Ms values of all samples are well below the ambient 
temperature, indicating no martensitic transformation happened during the deposition 
process. Besides, all the transformation temperatures were going up as the elevation of 
the substrate heating temperature, indicating that the martensitic transformation 
(B2→B19’) is more likely to occur.  
(4) By elevating the substrate heating temperature from 150 °C to 350 °C, the yield stress and 
ultimate tensile stress generally decreased from 665.9 to 508.1 MPa and 947.0 to 736.5 
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MPa, respectively. Moreover, the ductility mildly decreased from 6.88% to 6.15% as the 
substrate heating temperature elevating to 250 °C and nearly unchanged with further 
increase in substrate heating temperature. Such evolution could be explained by Ms 
variation, grain size effects, precipitation behavior as well as the defects.  
(5) The cyclic loading-unloading tensile results revealed that a fast degradation of 
pseudoelasticity and a broad stress hysteresis occurred during the initial deformation of 
WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloys. The highest εre, recovery ratio and ƞ were 
expected in samples processed with low substrate heating temperature, which could be 
benefited from finer grain size level, more coherent Ni4Ti3 precipitates as well as lower 
impurity level. 
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Chapter 7 WAAM-deposited NiTi-coating on Ti6Al4V 
alloys for surface modification 
7.1 Introduction 
To date, titanium and its alloys have been widely utilized in the automobile, weapons, 
aeronautic and chemical industries on account of having good mechanical properties, excellent 
biocompatibility and superior corrosion resistance [312, 313]. However, low hardness and 
inherent poor wear resistance have severely limited the industrial utilization of these alloys 
[314, 315]. To overcome this issue, hard coatings on the titanium surface have been 
investigated and demonstrated to be an efficient way to improve the surface properties in 
regards to thermal, chemical and mechanical damages [316, 317]. Various methodologies have 
been successfully applied in such surface modification, such as physical vapor deposition 
(PVD) [318, 319], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [320], laser powder deposition [321-323], 
plasma transferred arc (PTA) deposition [324] and tungsten inert gas (TIG) cladding [325-328]. 
Studies revealed that the process parameters during the deposition are critical and only under 
optimized process parameters can coatings exhibit excellent properties. Mahamood et al. [329] 
investigated the influence of laser scanning speed on the microstructure and wear resistance of 
TiC-coated Ti6Al4V, aiming to achieve better control of the properties. Weng et al. [323] 
studied the combined effects of laser power and scanning speed on the microstructure and wear 
resistance of the mixed Co42 + B4C coating on Ti6Al4V and revealed that lower laser specific 
energy resulted in higher microhardness and improved wear resistance. An et al. [328] 
deposited a high-quality TiBw/Ti6Al4V composite by TIG cladding and concluded that the 
hardness decreased with an increment in the current due to an enhanced dilution effect and a 
decreased size of the primary TiB particles.   
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Optimizing process parameters is important for a successful coating, but the selection of 
appropriate coating materials for the given coating process is also crucial. A good candidate 
will provide both excellent surface properties and a good binding force between the coating 
layer and the substrate. NiTi alloys, as a kind of the most significant commercial shape-memory 
materials, have attracted widespread attention for their potential in aerospace and navigation 
industries, due to the excellent structural and functional properties, such as specific shape 
memory effect and superelasticity, low elastic modulus, high corrosion and wear resistance, 
low stiffness, high fatigue strength and high hardness [135, 266, 267, 330]. Nevertheless, the 
high manufacturing cost and poor machinability for NiTi in bulk components have restricted 
its application.  
Given their excellent properties, NiTi alloys are promising candidates as a coating material to 
enhance surface properties [331]. Liu et al. [332] deposited a graded NiTi coating on the surface 
of a TA2 Ti substrate using laser cladding methodology and found that the formation of NiTi, 
NiTi2 and Ni3Ti intermetallic compounds in the coating layer enhanced the hardness and 
density of the surface structure and improved its oxidation resistance. Cheng and Chiu et al. 
[333-337] successfully deposited NiTi coatings on an AISI 316 steel substrate through melting 
NiTi wire with laser cladding or TIG process and concluded that the cavitation erosion 
resistance and hardness were superior for the laser cladding NiTi/316 composite, compared 
with the TIG cladding NiTi/316 composite. Waghmare et al. [325] deposited a thick NixTiy 
layer on Ti6Al4V by TIG cladding using pre-blended Ti and Ni powder and revealed that the 
wear resistance after coating was 9.5 times more than that of the Ti6Al4V substrate. 
The WAAM technique is a proven technology to produce components of different metal 
materials with sound mechanical properties [8, 11, 45, 131], so it offers potential advantages 
in the fabrication of NiTi components [137]. In this study, results are presented for using 
WAAM for the first time to deposit a protective NiTi layer on the Ti6Al4V substrate using in-
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situ alloying from separately pure Ni and Ti wires. The key purpose is enhancing the surface 
mechanical properties of a Ti6Al4V substrate. Moreover, the influence of arc current on the 
microstructure, phase formation, hardness transition, and dry-wear characteristic was 
systematically studied. 
7.2 Experimental steps 
7.2.1 Wire arc additive manufacturing setup 
The NiTi coating layer was deposited by a WAAM system composed of a GTAW weld 
machine, an argon trailing shielding system, dual wire feeders, a marching mechanism and a 
substrate-heating appliance (Fig. 7-1(a)). The angle between each nozzle and the substrate 
surface was 30° to ensure the stability of the molten pool during the double wire feeding (Fig. 
7-1(b)). The substrate pre-heating temperature was controlled to around 300 °C, to reduce the 
residual stress and avoid cold cracks during or after deposition. The d-hatch distance, shown 
in Fig. 7-1(c), was set as 4.5 mm to obtain a comparatively smooth coating surface. The TA2 
titanium wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm and pure Ni wire with a diameter of 0.9 mm were 
chosen as the feedstock in this study. The NiTix intermetallic coatings could be in-situ 
synthesized by individually feeding the pure Ti and pure Ni wire into the molten pool. Through 
adjusting the wire feed speed of Ni and Ti elements, the designed Ti: Ni atomic ratio of the 
intermetallic coating was 55:45 in atomic percentage. Ti6Al4V plates (200 mm×90 mm×6 
mm), complying with the specification of ASTM B265, were chosen as substrates. The 
chemical composition of the raw materials is presented in Table 7-1.  The critical parameters 
during deposition are listed in Table 7-2. The arc currents used were 50 A, 60 A and 70 A, to 
investigate the effects of different deposition energies on the process, as shown in Table 7-3. 
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Table 7-1 Chemical composition of raw material. 
Alloys ρ 
g/cm3 
Composition, wt.% (Max) 
Al V Mg Fe Si Cu C H N O Ni Ti 
TA1 Ti wire 4.11 - - - 0.25 0.01 - 0.10 0.015 0.03 0.15 - Bal. 
Ni Wire 8.89 - - 0.01 0.015 - 0.005 0.093 - - - Bal. - 
Ti6Al4V 4.42 6.10 4.0 - 0.30 - - 0.08 0.015 0.03 0.20 - Bal. 
 
Fig. 7-1. Schematic drawing of (a) WAAM process and (b) double-wire feeding units, (c) coating sketch 
map.  
Table 7-2 Invariant process parameters for WAAM deposition. 
Process parameters Value 
Speed Marching speed 95 mm/min 
Distance Electrode to substrate 3.5 mm 
 d-hatch distance 4.5 mm 
Angle Nozzle to substrate 30° (Fig. 1(b)) 
Between nozzles 60° 
Temperature Substrate heating temperature 300 °C 
Gas flow rate GTAW torch 15 L/min 
Trailing shield 12 L/min 
Time  Post argon flow duration  90 s 
Wire feed speed Ti wire 416 mm/min 
Ni wire 238 mm/min 
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Table 7-3 Variant process parameters for WAAM deposition. 
Parameter  
set no. 
Deposition current 
(A) 
Deposition  
energy (kJ/g) 
S1 50 14.5 
S2 60 17.4 
S3 70 20.3 
7.2.2 Material characterization techniques 
Cross-section samples for microscopic observation were mechanically ground and polished in 
line with the standard metallographic method for titanium alloys. The phase constituents of the 
coatings for the samples prepared using different arc currents were identified using a GBC 
MMA XRD, with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å). The scanning rate and diffraction angle (2θ) 
were set as 1°/min, 30° to 100°, respectively. The microstructures and the elemental contents 
were examined using a JEOL JSM-6490LA SEM. A TEM lamella specimen was prepared by 
a dual-beam FEI Helios NanoLab G3 CX microscope with a gallium ion source (FIB). The 
JEOL JEM-2011 TEM, with an accelerating voltage up to 200 kV, was used to analyze the FIB 
lamella. Vickers microhardness transitions were measured using an automatic Vickers 
hardness machine (Matsuzawa® Via-F) with a fixed load of 200 g (HV0.2) and a step size of 
0.1 mm.  
7.2.3 Dry-wear tests 
To assess and compare the wear resistance of the coatings and substrates, room temperature 
dry-wear tests were performed in air using a Bruker UMT TriboLab reciprocating pin-on-plate 
tribometer. The coated and uncoated substrates were slid against a stationary Cr-steel ball 
(GCr15; density: 7.8 g/cm3; Young's modulus: 270 GPa; hardness: 7 GPa; surface roughness: 
20 nm), with a diameter of 6.35 mm. The pin-on-plate test settings were: time, 300 s; loads, 5 
N to 20 N; rotatory speed, 2 Hz and a stroke of 10 mm. The friction tests were repeated three 
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times for each parameter under each force. The friction force was automatically recorded and 
the friction coefficient was accordingly calculated through a coupled computer system during 
the sliding wear tests. Moreover, the worn surfaces were observed using the above-mentioned 
SEM. The mean values of wear loss rates were calculated by measuring the worn cross-section 
using a Bruker Contour GT-K 3D Optical Microscope, to compare the wear resistance.  
7.3 Results and discussion 
7.3.1 Macro morphologies  
Fig. 7-2 shows the surface morphologies of the coatings for the three different arc currents. A 
visually crack-free surface was observed for all three specimens. As the current increased from 
50 A to 70 A, surface oxidation became more severe and the color changed from light straw to 
dark blue. During the deposition, the unshielded part of the substrate was more easily oxidized 
due to the increased substrate temperature promoting an increased rate of oxygen diffusion into 
the unshielded surfaces [42]. Furthermore, an increase of current enhanced the heat input, 
which results in a slower solidification and cooling of the molten pool [43], effectively 
exposing a hotter and unshielded surface to the air for longer, leading to increased oxidation 
and discoloration. In this research, in order to prevent the formation of cold cracks during the 
cooling process, the substrate temperature had to be kept about 300 °C during the deposition, 
which would also promote the formation of surface oxidation.  In all cases, the oxidation 
surface was dense and no powdery grey oxidation was detected, indicating the level of surface 
contamination was acceptable. Despite the increased level of oxidation due to increasing the 
arc current, as evidenced by the color change from straw to dark blue, this level of surface 
oxidation was still acceptable and the surface oxidation remained dense. The criteria for 
unacceptable levels of surface oxidation is the formation of powdery grey oxidation. 
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Fig. 7-2. Surface morphologies of the coatings under different arc currents: (a) 50A; (b) 60A; (c) 70A. 
Fig. 7-3 displays the macro cross-sectional morphologies of the coatings for the three different 
arc currents. The substrate surface height oscillated with a period similar to the d-hatch distance 
and this caused the coating layer to be wavy. A distinct fusion line could be observed, indicating 
the coating had sound metallurgical bonding with the substrate. The coatings were dense and 
no pores could be observed. Furthermore, the average thickness of the coating layer increases 
from 1.56 mm to 1.91 mm as the arc current increased from 50 A to 70 A. This was due to the 
higher current intensity increasing the deposition energy, resulting in a higher dilution rate. A 
higher dilution rate was found to increase the thickness of the coating layer due to increased 
mixing with the substrate [321]. 
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Fig. 7-3. The macro morphology of the cross-section view of the coatings: (a) 50A; (b) 60A; (c) 70A 
and (d) the average thickness of the coatings for different process conditions. 
7.3.2 Phase identification 
Fig. 7-4 presents the XRD patterns under different arc current intensities. When the arc current 
was 50 A, the coating was mainly composed of NiTi2 (PDF 00-072-0442) and NiTi (B2) phase 
(PDF 03-065-7711). Just three main NiTi peaks could be identified, which belonged to (110), 
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(200) and (211). Notably, the intensity of NiTi (B2) phase was relatively weak compared with 
that of the NiTi2, indicating the NiTi2 was dominant in the coated layer. When the arc current 
was raised to 60 A and 70 A, the peaks related to the NiTi phase were no longer detected, only 
the NiTi2 phase. Despite the similar peaks, the intensity ratios were different. When the arc 
current was raised to 60 A and 70 A, the peaks related to the NiTi phase were no longer 
detected, only the NiTi2 phase. Despite the similar peaks for the 60 A and 70A patterns, the 
intensity ratios of the peaks were different. When the arc current increased from 60 A to 70 A, 
the intensity of the NiTi2 peaks at (511) and (422) significantly decreased, while the (440) and 
(822) peaks significantly increased. The variation of peak intensities could be caused by the 
evolution of preferential grain orientation during the deposition process.  No peaks of unreacted 
Ti and Ni were detected for all process parameters, indicating a full reaction between the initial 
Ti and Ni wire. 
 
Fig. 7-4. XRD patterns of the coatings under different arc current. 
7.3.3 Microstructural characterization 
To investigate the transition of microstructure and the distribution of composition in the coating 
layer under different processing currents, SEM and EDS analysis was carried out. Fig. 7-5 
shows the SEM images atdifferent magnifications of the coatings deposited under different arc 
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current intensity. Fig. 7-6 shows the corresponding EDS. Table 4 lists the EDS analysis for the 
points shown in Fig. 7-5.  
 
Fig. 7-5. BSE images taken at different regions of the coatings deposited under different arc current 
intensity: (a) top region under 50A; (b) top region under 60A; (c) top region under 70A; (d) middle 
region under 50A; (e) middle region under 60A; (f) middle region under 70A; (g) interface of coating 
and substrate under 50A; (h) interface of coating and substrate under 60A; (i) interface of coating and 
substrate under 70A. 
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Fig. 7-6. Magnified images and corresponding elemental mappings of the coatings corresponding to 
Fig. 7-5: (a) top region under 50 A; (b) top region under 60 A; (c) top region under 70 A; (d) bottom 
region under 70 A. 
The top region of the coating under 50 A (Fig. 7-5(a)) was mainly composed of coarse, light 
grey dendrites, uniformly distributed on the dark grey matrix. As indicated by the 
corresponding EDS maps in Fig. 7-6(a), combined with the EDS point analysis shown in Table 
4, the light grey dendrites corresponded to the NiTi phase, while the dark matrix was the NiTi2 
phase, which is in line with the above-mentioned XRD analysis. For the 50 A specimens, as 
moving downwards, the amount of NiTi dendrites tended to decrease, from around 16.2% in 
the top region to 10.8% in the middle region (Fig. 7-5(d)), as measured by Image J software. 
Furthermore, the NiTi dendritic structure showed a random orientation in the top region while 
it appeared to be preferentially oriented in the middle region. It is well-accepted that the 
preferred growth direction of the dendrite crystals is in accordance with the maximal thermal 
gradient direction [338]. The higher the maximal thermal gradient is, the more oriented the 
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dendrite structure will be. However, the heat transfer between the top surface of the coatings 
and the atmosphere contributed to significant heat loss, thus, the reduced thermal gradient in 
the top region resulted in more random orientation of the dendrite structure. 
Table 7-4 The chemical constitutions of the marked areas in different regions of the coatings under 
different process current displayed in Fig. 7-5. 
Areas Compositions (at%) 
 Ti Ni Al V 
A1 62.02 31.93 4.56 1.49 
A2 50.43 47.56 2.01 - 
B1 62.16 31.55 4.76 1.53 
B2 76.77 12.02 7.79 3.42 
C1 62.23 31.45 4.78 1.54 
C2 76.82 11.23 8.13 3.82 
D1 62.37 31.33 4.78 1.52 
D2 50.62 47.45 1.93 - 
E1 62.38 31.21 4.82 1.59 
E2 77.04 10.94 8.18 3.84 
F1 62.58 31.06 4.82 1.54 
F2 76.95 11.36 8.07 3.62 
G1 62.50 32.01 4.35 1.14 
G2 80.50 4.93 9.30 5.27 
H1 62.79 30.75 4.87 1.59 
H2 81.76 4.49 8.83 4.92 
I1 63.41 29.83 5.04 1.72 
I2 82.69 4.68 9.91 2.72 
The microstructure significantly changed when the arc current increased to 60 A. The coarse 
light grey NiTi dendritic structure was replaced by a non-dendritic, globular grain structure, 
with a dark grey phase at the boundaries, as shown in Fig. 7-5(b, e). There were almost no 
differences in the area ratio of the grain boundary phase between the top and middle regions, 
but a preferred growth orientation was observable in the middle region. When the current 
increased to 70 A, the distribution of the dark structure was quite different from that for the 60 
A specimen. The top part of the sample was composed of coarse, irregular light grey dendrites, 
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with a thick boundary phase in-between, which was a mixture of the light and dark phases. The 
percentage of this dark structure increased when the arc current increased from 60 A to 70 A, 
accounting for 4.2% and 7.1%, respectively. For the middle sample, a dendritic pattern, with 
preferred growth direction, was readily observable. The elemental maps for 60 A and 70 A, 
shown in Fig.7-6(b, c), revealed that the dark dendrite-like structures were richer in Ti, Al, and 
V compared with the matrix. According to the analysis of EDS and XRD, the matrix can be 
identified as NiTi2, which agreed with the XRD results. Combined with the results of EDS 
mappings shown in Fig. 6 and the quantitative EDS analysis listed in Table 5, Al and V 
elements were distributed inhomogeneously in the coating layers. From Table 5, it can be 
observed that higher Al and V contents were always associated with the phase showing the 
highest Ti content. The melting of the substrate and mixing of the weld pool lead to the 
occurrence of Al and V in coating layers. As depicted in Fig. 6(b) and (c-d), the elemental maps 
for 60 A and 70 A revealed that the dark dendrite-like structures were richer in Ti, Al, and V 
compared with the matrix of the coatings. Through quantitative analysis on these dark regions 
(B2, C2, E2, F2, G2, H2, I2) labeled in Fig. 5, the contents of Ti, Al and V are in the range of 
76.77 ~ 82.69 at%,  7.79 ~ 9.91 at% and  2.72 ~ 5.27 at%, respectively.  This indicated that the 
Al and V elements preferentially segregated to the Ti-rich liquid during the (L) → NiTi2 + L 
(Ti) reaction, resulting in higher Al and V concentrations within the interface regions of the 
60A and 70A specimens.   
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Fig. 7-7. (a) Morphology of FIB sample in the top region under 70 A, (b) EDS mapping of the selected 
area labeled with red dotted line in (a), (c, d) TEM bright-field micrographs of the dendrites in different 
magnifications, (e) Selected Area Diffraction pattern (SADP) and (f) EDX spectrum of selected area 
showing in (d).  
The XRD results, for 60 A and 70 A specimens, showed that the coating layer was composed 
of a single NiTi2 phase, so the black dendritic phases were not identified. Due to the shallow 
penetration depth of the X-rays (a few to dozens of microns) and the relatively low 
concentration of the dark secondary phases, the second phase was not detected. To further 
identify the dark phases in the coating layers processed under 60 A and 70 A, a site-specific 
TEM lamellar was prepared using a FIB. Fig. 7-7 shows the micrographs of the coating layer 
in the top region, for the 70 A specimen, where the FIB lamellar was taken. The irregular 
dendritic phase can be observed on the right and upper left of the FIB sample, as shown in Fig. 
7-7(a), which corresponded to the dark phases shown in Fig. 7-5(c). It was revealed that the 
dendrites were Ti-rich phases, which was confirmed by the EDX mapping in Fig. 7-7(b). The 
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bright-field TEM images, displayed in Fig. 7-7(c-d), showed a lath-shaped morphology inside 
the dark phase, with different orientations. SAED and EDS analysis of the dendrites revealed 
the phase was α Ti and a representative diffraction pattern was given in Fig. 7-7(e).   
 
Fig. 7-8. Binary equilibrium NiTi phase diagram [133]. 
The full area element analysis results are displayed for the top and middle regions, for the 
samples prepared under the different arc currents are shown in Table 7-5. It can be seen that 
the actual Ni: Ti atomic ratio is different from the designed counterpart, which is ascribed to 
the dilution from the Ti6Al4V substrate during deposition. The average atomic content of Ni 
was above 33 at%, for 50 A, but was below 31 at%, for the 60 A and 70 A specimens. This 
was mainly due to the increased dilution rate resulting from the enhanced heat input, causing 
more Ti atoms to diffuse into the coating layer, leading to the dilution of the Ni content in the 
coating layer. The change in phase formation can be explained by the solidification sequence, 
with the assistance of the binary equilibrium NiTi phase diagram (Fig. 7-8) [133]. When the 
current was 50 A, the solidification process begins following the reaction of liquid (L) → NiTi+ 
L (Ti) [182]. The NiTi phase nucleates and then grows quickly as columnar dendrites, 
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surrounded by the Ti-rich liquid phase. When the temperature of the molten pool declined to 
984 ℃, the Ti-rich liquid phase goes through a peritectic reaction of L (Ti) +NiTi → NiTi2 
[184]. Thus, the final microstructure consisted of the NiTi2 matrix phase and a primary NiTi 
dendritic structure. Due to the lower atomic percent of Ni for the 60 A and 70 A specimens, a 
different solidification route was followed. The solidification starts following the reaction of 
liquid (L) → NiTi2+ L (Ti). In this reaction, almost all of the Ni atoms are consumed and the 
remaining liquid becomes Ti-rich. When the temperature dropped to 942 ℃, the remaining 
liquid phase undergoes the reaction of L (Ti) → β Ti→α Ti. Thus, a NiTi2-rich matrix, with α 
Ti at the interface formed. 
Table 7-5 Full area EDS analysis on the middle and top regions of the NiTi-coating layer processed at 
different arc currents. 
             Content (at%) 
Position  
Ti Ni Al V 
Top region, 50A 60.24 34.36 4.17 1.26 
Middle region, 50A 60.80 33.67 4.21 1.32 
Top region, 60A 62.77 30.72 5.11 1.40 
Middle region, 60A 62.85 30.59 5.15 1.41 
Top region, 70A 64.26 29.02 5.26 1.46 
Middle region, 70A 64.32 28.93 5.28 1.47 
7.3.4 Microhardness transition 
The microhardness transition in the cross-sectional view of the coatings and the average 
hardness values under different arc currents are shown in Fig. 7-9. The cross-sections could be 
separated into three regions: coating, transition region, and substrate. The thickness of the 
transition region is less than 100 µm, so a sharp drop in hardness was observed in this region, 
as shown in Fig. 7-9(a). A sharp gradient is favorable for reducing the concentration of stress 
at the interface and minimizing crack growth and propagation between the soft substrate and 
the hard coating [321]. The average microhardness of the coating layers (around 700–820 
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HV0.2) is approximately 2–2.5 times of that of the uncoated substrate (around 340 HV0.2), 
due to the formation of the intermetallic compounds.  In addition, the slight microhardness 
fluctuation in the coating region reveals that the microstructure was relatively homogenized. 
Moreover, the average microhardness changed with increased current intensity, first increasing 
from 715 HV0.2 to 818 HV0.2, then decreasing to 758 HV0.2, as shown in Fig. 7-9(b). This is 
closely related to the change in phase composition and the proportion of secondary phases. The 
phase mixtures were; 50A, NiTi2 around 84% and NiTi around 16%; 60 A, NiTi2 around 96% 
and α Ti, around 4% and at 70 A, NiTi2 around 93% and α Ti around 7%. The order of the 
microhardness values of the three phases is NiTi2> NiTi> αTi (NiTi2: 700 HV; NiTi: 500 HV; 
αTi: 350 HV [339]). The hardness of the 60 A to 70 A specimens increased over that for the 
50 A specimen due to the increased amount of the harder NiTi2 phase, while the hardness of 
the 70 A specimen was lower compared to the 60 A specimen due to the increased amount of 
the softer αTi phase. Ultimately, the ratio of the different phases formed controlled the final 
hardness of the specimens.  
   
Fig. 7-9. (a) The microhardness transition of the coatings along depth direction under different process 
parameters; (b) average microhardness values of the coatings obtained at different arc current. 
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7.3.5 Wear resistance 
The surface finish of specimens before wear testing exerts an important effect on the final wear 
loss. Therefore, it is important for all specimens to have a similar starting surface condition, 
where a final bright and comparatively smooth surface is preferable. Fig. 7-10 displays the 
three-dimensional surface topographies of the cleaned specimens for the Ti6Al4V substrate 
and coated plates, before wear test experiments. It was observed that all of the samples 
possessed an acceptable surface finish with a Ra of no more than 2 µm. To research the wear 
behaviour of the NiTi-coatings on a Ti6Al4V substrate, dry sliding wear tests were performed. 
Fig. 7-11 shows the surface mapping, line profile of wear tracks and wear rate of coatings and 
substrates with different loads. The wear rate (ω) was determined by the following equation: 
𝜔 =
𝑉
𝐿∗𝐹
=
𝐴∗𝑙
𝑓∗𝑡∗𝑙∗𝐹
=
𝐴
𝑓∗𝑡∗𝐹
                                                        (7-1) 
where V is the volume loss, l is the wear track length (set as 10 mm), A is the intersection area 
of the wear tracks, which was measured by an integral approach according to the trajectory 
data, f is the frequency (Hz) and F represents the contact load, with the unit of N.  
 
Fig. 7-10. 3D-surface topography of the clean specimens before wear tests: (a) Ti6Al4V substrate; (b) 
coated sample. 
When the load was 5 N (Fig. 7-11(a-f)), the wear resistance of the coating fabricated under 60 
A was better compared to the 50 A and 70 A coatings and significantly improved over that of 
the substrate. At 5 N, compared to the substrate, the wear rate of the 60 A specimen reduced 
by 62%, but the coatings processed with 50 and 70 A were only 24~30% improved. The wear 
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rates at 5 N were: 50 A, 3.611 × 10-4 mm3/Nm, 60 A, 1.99 × 10-4 mm3/Nm and 70 A, 3.948 × 
10-4 mm3/Nm. The depth verses width profiles of the 5 N results revealed that the change in 
depth was more prominent compared to the change in width as the wear rate changed. When 
the load increased to 10 N (Fig. 7-11(g-l)), the wear rate of all the coatings reduced by nearly 
half (1.833 × 10-4 mm3/Nm for 50 A, 1.372 × 10-4 mm3/Nm for 60 A, 1.069 × 10-4 mm3/Nm 
for 70 A). The wear resistance of the coatings was distinctly enhanced, which accounted for a 
reduction of wear rate by 60 ~ 70%, compared with that of the substrate. It calculated from Fig. 
10(k) that both of the depth and width of the wear profile decreased by 40~65 % and 35~45%, 
respectively, compared with those of the Ti6Al4V substrate. For the 20 N load, shown in Fig. 
7-11(m-r), the wear resistance of the coatings improved by 50~70%, compared with that of the 
substrate.  At the higher load, the wear rates of the coatings for 60 A and 70 A specimens 
continued to decrease while the 50 A sample increased, probably due to the higher percentage 
of softer phases under 50 A compared to the other two conditions. As far as the worn cross-
section results are concerned, the depth and the width for coatings under 50 A reached 14 µm 
and 0.52 mm, respectively, which were the deepest and widest among the three kinds of 
coatings. This behavior was opposite to the 70 A coating, where the best wear resistance 
occurred under the higher load condition, with a substantial reduction in wear rate from 3.948 
× 10-4 mm3/Nm at 5 N to 1.458 × 10-4 mm3/Nm at 20 N. This could be explained by the 
formation of a thicker work hardening layer under a higher external load. The interaction 
between the friction pairs will be modified by the work hardening layers and thus contribute to 
the enhancement of the wear resistance. Overall, for all load conditions, the best wear resistance 
is acquired in the coating processed with 60 A according to the lowest wear rate.  
The wear performance was closely related to the microhardness values of different coatings 
and substrates. As revealed in section 7.3.4, the microhardness of the substrate was the lowest 
among all of the specimens (around 340 HV0.2), providing the poorest resistance to micro-
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cutting in the process of dry sliding wear tests [321]. The hardened GCr15 counterpart will be 
forced into the soft surface when an outer load is applied, resulting in severe micro-cutting 
during sliding. However, the hardest coating deposited under 60 A will have the most 
outstanding resistance to the plastic deformation under a foreign load, leading to the maximal 
improvement in micro-cutting resistance. 
 
Fig. 7-11. Surface mapping, line profile of wear tracks and wear rate of coatings and substrates at 
different load conditions: (a-d) surface maps of wear tracks of coatings with a load of 5 N under 50A, 
60 A, 70 A and substrate, respectively; (e-f) line profile of wear tracks and wear rate at 5 N; (g-j) surface 
maps of wear tracks of coatings with a load condition of 10 N under 50A, 60 A, 70 A and substrate, 
respectively; (k-l) line profile of wear tracks and wear rate at 10 N; (m-p) surface maps of wear tracks 
of coatings at 20 N under 50A, 60 A, 70 A and substrate, respectively; (q-r) line profile of wear tracks 
and wear rate at 20 N. 
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Fig. 7-12. Worn surfaces of the coatings under (a-b) 50 A, (c-d) 60 A, (e-f) 70 A and (g-h) the substrate. 
For the 10 N load tests. 
The worn surface morphologies under the 10 N normal load condition are shown in Fig. 7-12. 
Different levels of loose fragments could be observed near the edge of the wear tracks, only 
slight in the coatings under 60 A and 70 A, worse in the coating under 50 A and severe in the 
substrate, indicating varying degrees of abrasion wear. Serious plastic deformation wear, deep 
grooves and increased debris were observed on the surface of the uncoated substrate (Fig. 7-
12(h)). This was due to the Ti6Al4V substrate possessing much lower hardness in contrast with 
the hard GCr15 ball, allowing the ball to readily impress into the surface, resulting in deep 
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grooves and severe abrasive wear. In contrast, the worn surface of the coatings was much 
smoother than that of the substrate, only light scratches and a few slightly deformed zones were 
observed, as shown in Fig. 7-12(b, d, f), indicating the modified surface exhibited much better 
wear resistance. The hard NiTi2 phase could effectively resist the micro-cutting behavior of 
the GCr15 counterpart on the coating surface, which limited the abrasive wear [314].  
For the different coatings, the worn surface of the coatings under 60 A and 70 A, was much 
smoother than that of the coating under 50 A, at a 10 N load. Slight deformation zones and 
several cavities could be observed on the worn surface of the 50 A coating. This could be 
explained by the lower hardness and increased size (20 to 50 µm) of the second phase (NiTi) 
in the coating layers. The softer and larger second phase would be more prone to plastic 
deformation and cavity formation (see Fig. 7-11(b)) due to the penetration of the hard GCr15 
counterpart into this phase.    
 
Fig. 7-13. Changes in friction coefficient of the coatings and substrate with the sliding time when the 
load kept as 10 N. 
The changes in the friction coefficient (COF) of the coatings and substrate with the sliding time 
are displayed in Fig. 7-13. The average coefficients of friction of the coatings are very close to 
each other, 0.398 for 50 A, 0.374 for 60 A, 0.387 for 70 A, respectively. The COF of the 
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substrate is the highest among all of the samples with a mean value of 0.648 and a substantial 
starting peak, indicating that the coatings exerted a preferable anti-friction effect. Furthermore, 
the COF of the NiTi coatings experienced fewer fluctuations compared with the substrate, 
implying the formation of a more stabilized friction environment in the interface of the pin and 
coated surface. The COF is a significant parameter in a friction system and affected by a 
combination of internal and external factors. The internal influence factors could be applied 
normal load and sliding speed while the external counterparts could be the microstructure of 
the friction couples. Besides, the contact conditions such as the surface roughness of the friction 
couples also play a considerable part in the friction coefficient. In this study part, the sliding 
speed, applied load and the surface roughness of the GCr15 balls remain consistent. Hence, the 
COF mainly relies on the microstructure of the coatings. The microstructure of the coatings 
changed with the arc current, directly affected the microhardness and in turn influence the 
friction coefficient. Clearly, the softer of the coating surface, the easier could the protrusions 
on the hard-ball be penetrated. With the increase of the contact area of the friction pairs, the 
resistance to the relative motion between the ball and coatings will enhance. Nevertheless, the 
surface with a lower hardness value possesses comparatively worse resistance against the 
deformation, consequently, generates poorer resistance to the relative motion of the friction 
pairs. In general, due to the increased microhardness of the NiTi coated specimens, the COF 
was substantially improved compared to the substrate.  
7.4. Conclusions 
In this study, NiTi-based composite coatings were successfully deposited on the Ti6Al4V 
substrate with different arc currents using the WAAM method through in situ alloying from 
separate pure Ni and Ti wires. Conclusions from this work are as follows: 
(1) The WAAM method produced high-quality NiTi based coatings. The coatings are dense 
and no pores and inclusions could be observed. The surfaces of the coatings were crack-
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free and despite the increase in oxidation with increasing arc current, the surfaces were 
acceptable, with minimal contamination. The average thickness of the coating layer 
increased from 1.56 mm to 1.91 mm with the increasing arc current from 50 A to 70 A, 
due to the higher dilution rate of the substrate. 
(2) The microstructure evolution of the coatings changed with increased current intensity due 
to the increased heat input increasing dilution and decreasing the average Ni content.  The 
coating for the 50 A specimen had coarse NiTi dendrites as the minor phase and the matrix 
was composed of NiTi2. For the coatings at 60 A and 70 A, the majority phase was NiTi2, 
with fine dendrites of α Ti at the grain boundaries. The percentage of α Ti fine dendrites 
increased when the arc current increased from 60 A to 70 A, due to the accelerated dilution 
rate. 
(3) The hardness of the coatings was much higher compared to that of the uncovered Ti6Al4V 
substrate surface. The microhardness results were 715, 818 and 758 HV0.2 for 50 A, 60 
A and 70 A respectively. the change in average microhardness was closely associated 
with the content and size of the secondary phase. 
(4)  The NiTi coatings exhibited superior wear resistance and COF compared with the 
substrate due to increased hardness. The best wear resistance was acquired in the coating 
processed with 60 A, according to the lowest wear rate and friction coefficient.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and suggestions for future study 
This chapter summarizes a general contribution of this research work and offers directions and 
suggestions for future investigations on the WAAM-processed intermetallic alloys based on 
the current research phase. 
8.1 General Summary 
In the present research work, the correlation between microstructure evolution and properties 
improvement in intermetallic alloys (TiAl and NiTi) in-situ fabricated using the WAAM 
technique were investigated in terms of different aspects. The effects of phase constituents on 
the microstructure, mechanical properties, and oxidation resistance of WAAM-fabricated 
binary TiAl intermetallic were systematically investigated. Three compositionally consistent 
TiAl components with different phase constituents (single α2, dual α2+ and single ) and a 
functionally graded TiAl component with a designed constitution gradient from pure Ti to Ti-
50at%Al were successfully fabricated using WAAM method and comparative studies were 
conducted. Subsequently, in order to improve the properties of WAAM binary TiAl, alloying 
element (V) was successfully in-situ introduced to binary TiAl alloys during the WAAM 
process and correlated microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated. Besides, 
the effects of post-production heat treatment on the V-addition TiAl alloys were studied. 
Furthermore, the influences of location on microstructure, phase transformation and 
mechanical properties of the Ni-rich NiTi alloy processed by WAAM with substrate preheating 
were investigated. Apart from that, the effects of process parameters including deposition 
current and substrate heating temperature on the texture, precipitation, phase transformation, 
and mechanical response were revealed, aiming at providing a reference for further processing. 
Finally, a protective NiTi layer on a Ti6Al4V substrate was deposited using WAAM through 
in-situ alloying of separate pure Ni and Ti wire to enhance surface mechanical properties. The 
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influence of arc current on the microstructure, phase formation, microhardness transition and 
dry-wear characteristics of the coatings were systematically analyzed.  
The general results concluded from the researches mentioned above are summarized as 
follows: 
(1) In order to investigate the effects of phase constituent on the TiAl intermetallic alloys, 
three kinds of binary TiAl intermetallics with different phase compositions were readily 
obtained using the WAAM method by adjusting the wire feed speed of the different 
alloying elements. The correlated microstructure and material properties show acceptable 
trends. The hardness and tensile strength increase as the amount of α2 phase increases, 
while the dual α2/  TiAl possesses greater ductility. The oxidation resistance is enhanced 
as the Al content is increased. 
(2) TiAl FGM with a designed composition range from pure Ti to Ti-50 at% Al is successfully 
fabricated using the WAAM method. With increasing Al content from the bottom to the 
top, the bulk exhibits a layered structure consisting of α–β duplex structure, α-α2 lamellar 
structure, large α2 grains, α2-γ duplex lamellar structure and γ interdendritic structure in 
sequence from the bottom to the top. Microhardness and tensile strength exhibit similar 
trends and are comparable to those of mono-composition components. The oxidation 
resistance degrades at an increasing rate with decreasing Al content due to oxide 
breakaway occurring in the TiAl alloy matrix that consists of single α2 or α2 +α.  
(3) A crack-free Ti45Al2.2V bulk was successfully fabricated through dynamic in situ 
alloying using the WAAM method. The fabricated Ti45Al2.2 V alloy consists of lamellar 
colonies and γ interdendritic phase in the top region, fully lamellar structure with unclear 
grain boundaries in the band regions and large equiaxed α2 with fine γ laths precipitated 
at grain boundaries in the layers. The microhardness and tensile properties were greatly 
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increased by introducing V due to the general absence of the interdendritic γ phase and 
the V ductilization effect. The introduction method of the ternary elements during the 
WAAM process is innovative and could provide a valuable reference for fabricating other 
materials or introducing any other ternary elements during the WAAM fabricating 
process. The influences of two-step post-heat treatments on the microstructure and 
mechanical properties of the V-containing TiAl alloys were also analyzed.  
(4) Ni-rich NiTi alloy was successfully fabricated for the first time using the WAAM 
technique. The distinct anisotropic microstructure with an increased amount of Ni4Ti3 
but a decreased volume fraction of Ni3Ti from lower to upper region leads to obviously 
decreasing transformation temperature, increasing hardness, and tensile strength but 
reduced ductility. Such material anisotropy could contribute to the extraordinary thermal 
history during the depositing process. 
(5) The effects of deposition current on the crystal orientation, precipitation, phase 
transformation and mechanical properties of the WAAM-deposited NiTi alloys were 
investigated. According to the results, an increment of deposition current during the 
WAAM process would result in noticeable coarsening of B2 grain, an increased HAGBs 
but a decreased texture intensity. The fabricated components are dominated by the B2 
phase with quantities of Ni4Ti3 precipitates in all samples. When increasing the 
deposition current during the WAAM process, the size of Ni4Ti3 precipitates generally 
increased and gradually decomposed into a stable Ni3Ti phase which could be detected 
in the sample produced at 120 A. Furthermore, all of the characteristic phase 
transformation temperatures increased with the deposition current.  
(6)  The tensile results revealed that the yield stress, the ultimate strength, and the elongation 
generally decreased with enhancing the deposition current. The cyclic loading-unloading 
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tests revealed that similar trends for the evolution of εir, εre, recovery ratio, and ƞ during 
cycling were obtained in all samples processed with different deposition currents. The 
highest εre of 3.2 % and the highest recovery ratio of 53.9% were obtained in the sample 
processed with 80 A at an applied stress of 700 MPa for ten cycles. The change of 
mechanical properties with increasing deposition current is due to a combination of 
factors including precipitation hardening effect, grain refinement effect, and crystal 
orientation.  
(7) The effects of substrate heating temperature on the B2 structure, precipitation, phase 
transformation and mechanical response of the WAAM-deposited NiTi alloys were 
studied. With elevating the substrate heating temperature, the average B2 grain size and 
the HAGBs are gradually increased. All samples exhibit a dominant strong (001) 
orientation with comparatively weak (111) and (101) orientations and the intensity of 
{100} <001> gradually increased with a modest amount with the increment of substrate 
heating temperature. In addition, quantities of Ni4Ti3 precipitates with inhomogeneous 
size were identified to be arrayed within the B2 NiTi matrix. Increasing the substrate 
heating temperature exerts a detrimental effect on the size refinement of Ni4Ti3 
precipitates and more volume fraction of nanoscale Ni4Ti3 could be expected with lower 
substrate heating temperature.  All the transformation temperatures were going up as the 
elevation of the substrate heating temperature.  
(8) As elevating the substrate heating temperature from 150 °C to 350 °C, the yield stress and 
ultimate tensile stress generally decreased from 665.9 to 508.1 MPa and 947.0 to 736.5 
MPa, respectively. Moreover, the ductility mildly decreased from 6.9% to 6.2% as the 
substrate heating temperature increased to 250 °C and nearly unchanged with further 
increase in substrate heating temperature. The cyclic loading-unloading tensile results 
revealed that a fast degradation of pseudoelasticity and a broad stress hysteresis occurred 
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during the initial deformation of WAAM-processed Ni-rich NiTi alloys. The highest εre, 
recovery ratio and ƞ were expected in samples processed with low substrate heating 
temperature. The improved mechanical properties obtained with lower substrate heating 
temperature could be due to finer grain size level, more coherent Ni4Ti3 precipitates as 
well as lower impurity level. 
(9) A hard NiTi layer was successfully clad on a Ti6Al4V substrate utilizing the WAAM 
technique through in-situ alloying of separate pure Ni and Ti wire to enhance the surface 
mechanical properties. Besides, the effects of arc current on the microstructure, phase 
formation, microhardness transition and dry-wear characteristics of the coatings were 
systematically analyzed. Crack-free and dense composite coatings, consisting of major 
NiTi2 phase with minor coarse NiTi dendrites or with fine α Ti dendrites, depending on 
the arc current, were obtained. When the coatings were deposited under 60 A, the average 
microhardness was 2.4 times greater than that of the substrate. The NiTi coatings 
exhibited superior wear resistance to the substrate and the COF was considerably lower 
than that of the uncoated substrate. The best wear resistance was obtained by the coating 
processed with 60 A. This study proves that the application of in-situ dual wire arc 
additive manufacturing of surface coatings for improved wear-resistant properties is 
feasible and promising in terms of time and cost savings. 
8.2 Suggestions for Future Study 
This research work has buildup a new insight into the correlation between microstructure 
evolution and properties improvements in the TiAl and NiTi intermetallic alloys fabricated 
using the WAAM method. To obtain a more complete understanding of the factors that 
determine the successful application of WAAM, the following research aspects are 
recommended to be conducted as future plans from this work.   
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(1)  More attempts on alloying elements (Cr, Nb, Mo, etc.) introducing to TiAl binary 
alloys during the WAAM process. The difficulty of adding small quantities of ternary 
elements during the WAAM process of fabricating TiAl intermetallic has been solved in 
this research and the method was introduced in Chapter 4. More attempts should be tried 
in the future work aimed at introducing various ternary alloys in a well-controlled manner. 
Table 8-1 concludes the influences of alloying elements on the properties of TiAl alloys. 
Through the screening of the existing commercial titanium alloy wire based on the results 
summarized in Table 8-1, three more kinds of titanium alloy wire (Ti13Nb13Zr, 
Ti3Al5Mo5V8Cr, Ti15Mo2.7Nb3Al0.2Si in wt%) will be selected to in-situ deposit TiAl 
alloys with designed atomic compositions of Ti45Al4Nb4Zr, Ti48Al4Cr2.5V1.5Mo, and 
Ti48Al4Mo1Nb0.2Si, respectively, using WAAM. 
Table 8-1 Influences of alloying elements on the properties of TiAl alloys. 
element ductility Ambient strength High-temperature 
strength 
creep 
resistance 
oxidation 
resistance Yield 
strength 
Fatigue 
strength 
Nb       ↑ ↑ ↑ 
Ta         ↑ ↑ 
V ↑ ↑    ↓  ↑ 
 
W         ↑ ↑ 
B         ↓ ↑ 
C   ↑ ↑ ↑   ↑ 
Cr ↑         
 
Mn ↑ ↑       ↓  
Mo   ↑     ↑ ↑ 
Y         ↓ ↑ 
Zr ↑ ↑         
(2) Investigations on the influence of solution and aging on the microstructure and 
properties of WAAM NiTi alloys. Based on the literature survey, the post-treatment was 
revealed to be a significant influence on the phase transformation and mechanical 
response of Ni-rich NiTi alloys fabricated by AM methods. Thus, comparative studies on 
various heat treatments including solution treatment, solution treatment with subsequent 
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aging, and just direct aging treatment with different temperatures, duration, and cooling 
manners are necessary to be conducted.  
(3)  Study on the self-healing phenomenon during the WAAM deposition of NiTi alloys. 
An interesting crack self-healing phenomenon was captured during the first-few-layers 
deposition of Ni-rich NiTi alloys using the WAAM method on the pure Ti plate without 
substrate heating. After the first layer deposition, many cracks emerged across the weld 
pass. However, during depositing the second layer, it is clear to be observed that nearly 
half of the cracks self-healed. After four layers’ deposition, nearly all of the cracks 
underwent the self-healing process and the component became crack-free. It would be of 
great significance to investigate the mechanism of this phenomenon and find out whether 
it is by chance or by necessity.   
(4) Investigations on the effects of synchronized magnetic oscillation on the grain 
refinement and mechanical properties improvement in WAAM-processed NiTi 
alloys. In the welding area, magnetic arc oscillation has been applied widely and maturely. 
It has been mentioned that the application of an external magnetic field contributes to the 
grain refinement on both the macro and micro scale as well as resistance to solidification 
cracking tendency. The effectiveness of magnetic arc oscillation for the enhancement of 
weld properties has been proven to several engineering materials, including Al, Mg, Ni, 
and Ti. To the best of the researchers’ knowledge, magnetic arc oscillation has not been 
applied to the WAAM fabrication of NiTi alloys. It is meaningful to compare the 
application of WAAM with and without arc oscillation on the microstructure and 
mechanical properties of NiTi alloys. 
(5)  Neutron diffraction investigations on the deformation characteristics of Ni-rich NiTi 
alloys fabricated by the WAAM method. The effects of precipitates on the deformation 
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behavior during cyclic tension and compression of NiTi alloys fabricated using the 
WAAM method are worthy to be further investigated. Since the formation, volume 
fraction and variety of the precipitates is highly dependent on the Ni content and heat 
treatment conditions, Ni-rich alloys with different Ni content will be fabricated through 
the WAAM process and the test specimens for in-situ deformation machined from the as-
printed bulk were subjected to different postproduction heat treatments. Comparative 
studies will be conducted based on the collected Neutron data (diffracting lattice planes, 
lattice strains, and full width half maximum). 
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